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THE CRISIS IN HOMELESSNESS: EFFECTS ON
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY, 24, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

311, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. George Miller presiding.
Members Present: Representatives Miller, Schroeder, Boxer, Si-

korski, Durbin, Coats, Johnson, Wortley, and Holloway.
Staff present: Ann Rosewater, staff director; Jill Kagan, profes-

sional staff; Sheila M. Pacheco, congressional fellow; Mark Souder,
minority staff director; Darcy Coulson Reed, minority research
staff; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Committee will stand adjourned from its
previous meeting, and the Committee will now come to order for
the purposes of conducting the hearing on the crisis in homeless-
ness and its effects on children and families.

In this country, we have always taken for granted that every
American, no matter how affluent or impoverished, has a roof over
their head.

In the America of 1987, however, this is simply not the case.
Over the past few years, we have begun to recognize that thou-

sands of our citizens lack basic shelter, but we assume that those
who are homeless are middle-aged men and women, displaced by
institutions or ravaged by chronic alcoholism. We assume as well
that this is a temporary emergency situation.

In the America of 1987, this, too, is simply not true.
For both our cities and our suburbs, homeless populations have

become a permanent fact of life.
And whether resulting from the scarcity of affordable housing, or

the inadequacy of public benefits, or a lack of jobs, or an increase
in family crisesor some combination of thesethe reality is that
a significant portion of this nation's homeless population are fami-
lies with children. Forty percent of the homeless are children and
families, according to the U.S. Conference of Mayors' recent study.

Contrary to common perception, homelessness among families
knows no geographic bo., iaries; it is not limited to inner cities, or
to one region of the country. In prospering Contra Costa County in
California, which I representone of the wealthiest counties in the
state with a median income of over $23,000, where almost 32,000
new jobs were created in the last few yearsthousands, perhaps as
many as 10,000 individuals, are homeless. Many of these are fami-
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lies with children and many cannot find temporary shelter even for
a single night.

All too often these families may find themselves with nowhere to
live but in their cars, or in abandoned buildings, or on the street.

In and around the few shelters, hotels or temporary facilities
available for homeless families, drug abuse, crime and prostitution
are everyday occurrences. In the past two weeks alone, two fatal
shootings have been reported in New York City hotels which house
the homeless.

Tragically, these are places we have asked families with children
to call "home"some for months at a time.

Nearly four years ago, when the Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families visited New York City's Hotel Martinique,
there was an indication that this hotel was providing a temporary
solution to the city's homeless families. Now this "welfare" hotel,
and many others, have become permanent fixtures on that city's
landscape.

We have heardand we will learn more todayabout the unsafe
and crowded living conditions that exist in temporary living quar-
ters for homeless families and their children. Frequently, families
with three or four children are sharing one small room; rarely are
these rooms equipped with kitchen facilities. Even hot plates to
warm food are often prohibited.

We will learn that homelessness results in families splitting up
and in many instances children being placed in foster care rather
than remaining with their parents.

And we will learn how homelessness keeps children out of school,
or if they are lucky, driven from their emergency shelters to their
schools by police vans. If they are able to find transportation to
school, when they return to the shelters, they are rarely lucky
enough to have a quiet place to do their homework.

As today's hearing will demonstrate, homelessness is threatening
the physical health and safety of thousands of children; it is plac-
ing them at risk of serious developmental delays and academic fail-
ure; and it is stretching the fabric of family life to its limits.

Emergency or temporary shelters are no substitute for a home.
Until families are assured a safe and adequate place to live, there
is much work to be done.

I hope that today's testimony will bring us to a greater aware-
ness and understanding of how the crisis of homelessness is placing
American children and families at risk.

[Opening statement of Mr. Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIN,E IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ANI) CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, ANI) FAMILIES

We have always taken for granted in this country that eery American, no matter
how affluent or impoverished, has a roof over their head

In the America of 1987, however, that is simply not the case
Over the past few years, we have begun to recognize that thousands of our citi-

zens lack basic shelter, but we assume that those who are homeless are middle-aged
men and women, displaced by institutions or ravaged by chronic alcoholism We
assume as well that this is a temporary emergency situation

In the America of 1987, that too is simply not true
For both our cities and our suburbs, homeless populations have become a perma-

nent fact of life
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And whether resulting from the scarcity of affordable housing, or the inadequacy
of public benefits, or a lack of jobs, or an increase in family crisesor some combi-
nation of thesethe reality is that a significant portion of this nation's homeless
population are families with children Forty percent of the homeless are children
and families, according to the U S Conference of Mayors' recent study

Contrary to common perceptions, homelessness among families knows no geo-
graphic boundaries, it is not limited to Inner a .es, or to one region of the country
In prospering Contra Costa County, Californiaone of the wealthiest counties in the
state with a median income of over $23,000, where almost :32,000 new jobs have been
created in the last few yearsthousands, perhaps as many as 10,000 individuals are
homeless Many of these are families with children and many cannot find tem'o-
rary shelter even for a single night

All too often these families may find themselves with nowhere to live but in their
cars, or in abandoned buildings, or on the street

In and around the few shelters, hotels or temporary facilities available for home-
less families, drug abuse, crime and prostitution are everyday occurrences In the
past two weeks alone, two fatal shootings have been reported at New York City
hotels which house the homeless

Tragically, these are places which we have asked families with children to call
"home"some for months at a time

Nearly four years age, when the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Fami-
lies visited New York City's Hotel Martinique, there was an indication that this
hotel was providing a temporary solution for the city's homeless families Now this
"welfare" hotel, and many uthers, have become permanent fixtures on that city's
landscape

We have heardand will learn even more todayabout the unsafe and crowded
living conditions that exist in temporary living quarters for homeless families and
their children Frequently families with three and four children are sharing one
small room, rarely are these rooms equipped with kitchen facilities, and even hot
plates to warm food are often prohibited.

We will learn that homelessness results in families splitting up, and in many in-
stances, children being placed in foster care rather than remaining with their par-
ents

And we will learn how homelessness keeps children out of school, or if they are
lucky, driven from their emergency shelters to their school by police vans If they
are able to find transportation to school, when they return to the shelters they are
rarely lucky enough to have a quiet place to do their homework

As today's hearing will demonstrate, homelessness is threatening the physical
health and safety of thousands of children, it is placing them at risk uf serious de-
velopmental dalays and academic failure, it is stretching the fabric of family to its
limits

Emergency or temporary shelters are no substitute for a home Until families are
assured a safe and adequate place to live, there is much work to be done

I hope today's testimony will bring us to a greater awareness and understanding
of how the crisis uf homelessness is placing American children and families at risk

THE CRISIS IN HOMELESSNESS EFFECTS ON CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
A FACT SHEET

Homelessness arming families with children is increasing
Estimates of the number uf homeless in America range frum as few as 250,000

(HUD, 19831 to as many as 2 million (llombs and Synder, 1982), with estimated
annual increases in homelessness ranging from 107( to 38°1 (GAO, 1985 ) Families
with children are the fastest mut-easing homeless group and now uumprise nearly
38(7( of all homeless persons in the U S (U S Conference of Mayors tU S.0 M J, De-
cember, 1986)

In all but two of 25 cities surveyed, the number of families with children request-
ing emergency shelter increased between 1985 and 1983. The increases ranged from
46('1 in Louisville, 4Or'1 in Detroit, 3O in Los Angeles and Seattle, and 207( in New
York City, Norfolk, San Francisco and Trenton, to 5^,4 in San Antonio (U S.0 M,
BOO

Families with children comprise 70c1 of the homeless population in New York
City, 5'2''1 in Portland, 50,'1 in Philadelphiii, Trenton and Yonkers, Inc: in Chicago
f,nd Kansas City, and 355 in Seattle Families comprise 2(n ur more of the home-
less population in Boston, Cleveland, Denser, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and San
Francisco (U.S C M , 19861
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In the first eight months of 1984, suburban Nassau County, Long Island, one of
the wealthiest communities in the nation, housed 724 homeless families Neighbor-
ing Suffolk County served 919 families just in the first six months of 1986. (Brand-
wem, 1986(

Shelters for families very /united
Emergency shelters able to serve families are particularly lacking in 70';', of the

surveyed cities including Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Louis% tlle, Phoenix,
Seattle, Philadelphia, Portland, and Los Angeles. (U S C.M., 1986).

The existing shelter in New York City consists mainly of congregate, barrack-
style shelters and single-room occupancy hotels which are inadequate to meet the
needs of the 15,000 family members, including 10,000 children currently in need of
emergency shelter in New York (Committee on Government Operations [Gov. Ops 1,
House of Representatives, 1986)

The estimated number of homeless families in Massachusetts ranges from 600-
2,000 On any given night, the maximum capacity family shelters can serve is ap-
proximately 200 families Presently 425-450 families are housed by the state in
hotels and motels. (Gallagher, 1986)

A Los Angeles County, California shelter with room for six families receives more
than 150 calls from homeless families each week, another L A shelter which can
house two or three families receives 40-50 calls per day In Alameda County, shelter
operators have stated that in a given week they recelye requests for three times as
many beds as they have available In Sonoma County, fewer than half of the home-
less families can be accommodated. (Roberts and Henry, 1986)

Children and teen parents account for significant portion of the homeless
Nearly 50g of the homeless parents seeking shelter during 1983 in Boston were

between the ages of 17 and 25 years The Emergency Shelter Commission [ESC] and
the United Community Planning Corporation [UCPCJ, Boston, April, 19861

This winter, 20(", of the families admitted to a San Antonio shelter were headed
by teen parents Fourteen percent of those admitted were under 21 'San Antonio
Metropolitan Ministry Shelter, San Antonio, Texas, 1987)

In Boston, nearly half (16 5', ) of the children in family shelters were under five
years old, and of these 13 2r1 were infants under one School -age children comprised
the remaining 53 5"( , ages 12-17 years old comprised 11 7 (ESC and UCPC, 1986)

Limited affordable housing, insuffu lent AFDC ,;rants (ontribute to famil1 homeless-
ness

Families are a large percentage of the mo and a half million people %%Flu are dis-
placed from their homes e% ery year as a result of c idiom, re\ italization projects,
economic development plans and spiraling rent inflation One-11,11f million low rent
dwellings continue to be lost each year as a result of condominium conversions,
abandonment, arson and demolition. (Gov Ops 19861

Nationally, it has been estimated that by 1985 there were truce as many low-
income households as there were low-cost housing units, in California. the ratio of
low- income households to low-cost housing units in 1985 was four to une kNational
Low-Income Housing Coalition, )986, McChesney, 1987)

Between 1970 and 1980, available housing in Detroit decreased by 1 1 ri or by
58,696 units, more than in any other U S city (Michigan Housing Coalition, 1985)

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) is the primary source of income
for over 80r; of homeless families in Boston, the current monthly benefit for an
AFDC family of three is about $575, less than the least expensite two bedroom
apartment listed in Dorchester, Massachusetts (Boston neighborhood) in Fall, 1985
(ESC and UCPC, Boston, April 1986)

In Michigan the highest possible AFDC shelter allowance is only 45ci of fair
market rent value In California, the 1985 monthly AFDC benefit for a mother with
one child is $448, compared to $491, the median rent for a une bedroom apartment
ui Los Angeles (Michigan Task Force on the Homeless, March, 1986, NleChesney,
19871

Homeless families are sheltered in 'insult, and inadequate settings
Many shelters and hotels used as emergency shelters fur homeless families with

children are located in dangerous neighborhoods, where criminal aLti% ity such as
prostitution and illegal drug dealing is not uncommon (Gov Ops , 1986

The Legal Aid Society of New York found that homeless families in one shelter
had been exposed to lead and asbestos contamination At one hotel in New York,
officials found nearly ENO iwlaLum of health, building iald housing Ludes 1 GUN
OPS , 198111
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The motels in suburban Suffolk County. Long Island, used to house homeless fam-
ilies, provide no telephones in the rooms, and no dad} housekeeping services Fami-
lies are crowded in one room, with no playground for the children, few kitchen fa-
cilities, often isolated from friends and family, withott a car or public transporta-
tion, and with their children exposed to motel residents who may be transients.
prostitutes, or substance abusers (Brandwein 1986)

In New York, 70% of families living in hotel shelters lacked refrigerators and had
no cooking facilures. The majority of hotel families eat cold food in their rooms
chilled in coolers, toilet tanks or sinks (Citizen's Committee for Children of New
York, 1984)

In 1985, about one -third of the sick infants in New York's single-room occupancy
hotels were without cribs in their rooms (Natimal Coalition for the Homeless, 19851
Homeless infants and children suffer serious health consequences. some hare died

Seven of the 89 child abuse-related fatalities in New York City in 1985 were chil-
dren living in welfare hotels (Human Resources Administration. Public Child Fatal-
ity Review Committee Report. New Yo-k. December. 19861

During 1982 and 1983, the proportion of low birthweight babies (under 2500 gins
born to pregnant women living in 10 New York City hotels for the homeless was
more than twice as high 118 Or, ) as for women in the city as a whole (S 5e*(1 Over
half of the homeless women had minimal or no prenatal care (New York City De-
partment of Health, 1984)

Between Spring. 1985 and December. 1986, the rate of chronic health conditions
among the 1.028 homeless children seen in health programs nationally was 16ec,
nearly twice the rate observed among ambulatory children In general (Wright,
1987)

Gastroenteritis, often cause by the ingestion of harmful bacteria from stale infanl
formula and unsterilized bottles, is one of the most common reasons for homeless
infants being admitted to hospitals Other serious complications such as weight loss,
infected diaper rashes, and staph infections among infants are also requiring expen-
sive medical care and follow-up (National Coalition for the Homeless. 1985(

Development delay,, academic and emotional problem:, affecting educational priwre,is
for homeless children

In one study of homeless children in Massachusetts. developmental delays were
present in 47(7, of the children aged 5 years or younger. and 33.; had two or more
developmental lags These included dependent behavior, aggression, shortened at-
tention span, withdrawal and demanding behavior They also exhibited problems
with sleep, coordination, fear of new things, and speech difficulties (Bassuk, 198(11

In St Louis, homeless children are displaying cognitice and developmental prob-
lems at three times that of the general child population When tested, SOr', of the
children displayed significant language deprivation, an important predictor of
school success (Whitman, 1987)

In a study of homeless children ages 6 to II residing in Massachusetts shelters,
6ti of the boys and almost 50'7', of the girls required further psychiatric and medi-
cal evaluation Fifty-one percent of the children older than fire were depressed and
most stated that they had suicidal thoughts I Bassuk. 1986)

In addition to irregular school attendance, parents reported that almost 25e: of
the homeless children in Massachusetts were failing ur performing below average,
2., were in special classes. and 33% had already repeated one grade Sixty percent
of homeless children studied exhibited high levels of anxiety and depression which
Interfered with their capacity to learn (Bassuk. 19s61

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats.
Mr. Coal's. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased that the

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families is conducting a
hearing this morning, to address the effects of homelessness on
children and families. The experience of homelessness is most as-
suredly traumatizing, no matter how long the duration. Thus, such
an experience can produce multiple effects. This we can take as a
given.

However, I hope we can broaden the scope of our hearing to dis-
cuss not only the effects of homelessness, but also the causes Just
how do people end up homeless, and what are the contributing fac-
tors?
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If we focus too narrowly on the resulting effects of homelessness,
we are not truly dealing with the issue. Effects are the end result
of a series of events which left these children and families with few
options open to them. What is needed is to analyze the process
more closely, beginning with the root of the dilemma, namely,
what caused these people to be homeless in the first place? Could it
be lack of low-income housing, unemployment, under-employment,
incompatibility with whom they previously lived or inability to
obtain help from available services, just through not understanding
where those services are and how those services can be obtained?

All of these questions need to be more thoroughly examined.
In researching this issue, it became evident that homeless fami-

lies would appear to have more behavioral and psychological prob-
lems than similar, non-homeless families. I would be particularly
interested to hear any of the witnesses address this issue. Perhaps
the increase in the number of homeless families is due in part to
the increase in the numbers of these troubled families. Could such
families be finding it difficult to adapt to the problem of the tight
housing market?

A study by the Office of Policy and Economic Research of the
Human Resources Administration in New York records differences
between homeless and non-homeless poor families, which I found of
interest.

The distinguishable differing traits were: homeless families did
not pay much more in rent than non-homeless AFDC and AFDC-
UP families do; and homeless families moved an average of three
times in six years, compared with 1.3 moves for non-homeless
AFDC families.

These findings lead me to believe that there is much more in-
volved than just being poor and in need of financial assistance.
Just what these variables are that contribute to being homeless I
trust will be discussed in today's hearing.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. I'm looking forward to hearing
the testimony of the witnesses before us. Also, I would request the
customary two weeks to keep the record open following this hear-
ing, so that all members of the Committee can submit additional
written testimony for the record.

[Opening statement of Congressman Dan Coats follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON DAN COATS. 14,PRESENTATIVE IN CUNGRI,SS FROM TIME.

STATE OF INDIANA, AND RANKING :MINORITY MEmio:p

Thank you Mr Chairman I am pleased that the Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families is conducting a hearing this morning to address the effects of
homelessness on children and families The experience of homelessness is most as-
suredly traumatizing, no matter how long the duration Thus, such an experience
can produce multiple effects This we can take as a given However, I hope oe can
broaden the scope of our hearing to discuss not only the "effects- of homelessness.
but also the causes Just Imo do people end up homeless.' What ate the contributing
factors)

If we focus too narrowly on the resulting effects of homelessness oe are not truly
dealing with the issue "Effects" are the end re.3ult of a series of e%ents %%filch left
these children and families with few options left to theni What Is needed is to ana-
Iyw the process more closely, beginning with the root of the dilemma. namely, chat
caused these people to be homeless'' Is it lack of low-income housing, unemploy-
ment, underemployment, incapatibility with chum they previously lied. or inabil-
ity to obtain help from available services Just through lack of knoll hoo ' AU these
questions need to be more thoroughly investigated
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In researching this issue it became et/dent that homeless families would appear
to have more behavioral and psychological problems than similar nonhomeless fami-
lies I would be particularly interested to hear any of the witnesses address this
issue Perhaps the Increase in the number of homeless families is due in part to the
increase in the numbers of these troubled families Coi..ld such families be finding It
difficult to adapt to the problem of a tight housing market"

A study by the Office of Policy and Economic Research of the Human Resources
Administration in New York. recorded differences between homeless and nonhome-
less poor families, which I found of interest The distinguishable diffenng traits
were homeless families did not pay much more in rent than nonhomeless AFDC
and AFDC-UP families do and homeless families moved an average of three tones
in six years. compared with L3 moves from nonhomeless AFDC families These (lid-
'rigs lead me to believe there is much more involved than just being poor and in
need of financial assistance Just what these variables are that contribute to being
homeless I hope will be discussed in today's hearing

Thank you, again Mr Chairman I am looking forward to heanng the testimony
of the witnesses before us Also. I would request that the record remain ope:, for at
least two weeks following this hearing su that I could submit further written testi-
mony for the record

FACT SHEET ON 110MELF-SZ.NESS THE. IMPACT ON CIIII.DRIN AND FAMILIES.
FEBRUARY 21. 19,C:

General :On-nu:non
Estimated numbers of homeless

Dept of Housing & Urban Development 250.000-350,000
National Bureau of Economic Research 350,000

National Coalition for the Ilomeless 2-3 million
Community for Creative Non-Violence 1 million

There are few disputes that the numbers have grown in recent years However.
little research has been dune on homeless families According tu Thomas Main. who
wrote The Homeless Families of New York.- in the Fall I9 S6 issue of Public Inter-
est, Indeed. even such essential facts as the number ar.d he origin of homeless
families are nut widely known The information that has been available is often lim-
ited aod contradictory Main further states. "Just what caused the relatively
recent explosion of homeless families" Nu une knows fur sure, but there are at least
three places vie can look in order tu get some explanation of just how this happened
the housing market. the nature of the clients OR-rust-Res, and the city's shelter
policy

Demographic characteriNnes of homeless families
a significant number are members of families '21 percent' Nationwide. the

majority are white. but in some cities. minorities make up the greater share of the
homeless population Gregory Lipton. 'Inyulying The Private Sector in Housing
The Homeless,.. August I9S6

A l9ts4 study b% the Nevi York Human Resources Administration concluded the
average homeless family includes 2-3 children .end one adult 'single, unemployed
female' with median ages of six and twenty -sec en respediYely Mothers had their
children young, with about 36 percent of the families haY mg the first child while
the mother was under eighteen Virtually all the families were un public assistance
before they became homeless. with :".i7 percent having been public assistance recipi-
ents fur more than five years Interestingly. /-.7 percent of the families ha e dose
relatives parents, siblings, cousins, friends and boyfriendsin New York City

The humelers are far less educated than the population as a whole. with over
half having failed tu graduate from high school The homeless are more -one to
substance abuse and mental illness than the population as a whole A figure that
emerges from a wide variety of studies is that approximately une in three homeless
persons suffers from mental illness Less than 2 pe ;cent of the U S population is
mentally ill, which implies that the mentally ill are about 20 times more likely to
become homeless than sunieone else Richard Freeman, "Permanent Homeless In

America')." National Bureau of Economic Research. August 1956
The homeless families differ significantly from homeless indiymuals They cot:

sist of largely of female-headed families they tend tu be predominantly black
Moreover. in contrast to homeless indiyuluals who rect-IYe little six MI welfare bene-
fits the bulk of homeless families obtain regular : \FIX' payments and food Rich-
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and Freeman, "Per-nanent Homeless in America?," National Bureau of Economic
Research, August 1986.

''Homeless families seem to have greater behavioral and psychological problems
than similar nonhomeless families And the numbers of such troubled families could
lie increasing. It may be that such families are less able to adapt to the problems
especially the need to "double-up"--of a tight housing market." Thomas Main,
"There is no quick fix," New York Times, Nov. 27, 1986

There are some differences between homeless and nonhomeless poor families. The
Office of Policy and Economic Research at HRA has done a great deal of work to
distinguish the differing traits, if any Their conclusions were: homeless families did
not pay much more in rent than nonhomeless AFDC and AFDC-UP families do
Homeless families were more mobile, moving an average of 3 times in six years,
against 1 3 times in six years for AFDC families. They had somewhat more crowded
quarters, with 14 percent living in single-room occupancies and only 3 percent of
nonhomeless AFDC families living in such rooms.

Why are they homeless and where did they come from?
" homelessness is a complex phenomenon resulting from a variety of causes "

House Report 99-982, Dissenting Views, October 9, 1986, p. 21.
The 1984 New York Human Resources Administration study on homeless showed

that an extraordinary 57 percent of those families in the system already had a place
to stayalbeit with someone elsebefore coming to the sheiter system. With only 5
percent of homeless families who were pushed out of their former lodgings by physi-
cal necessity "Here we receive the impression that the problem of homelessness for
the majority of families is one of holding onto the places they already occupy."
Thomas Main, "The Homeless Families of New York," Public Interest, Fall 1986.

"The choice the majority of these families face is not between the streets and the
shelter systema situation that can be proven by the readily observable fact that
there are virtually no homeless families on the streets of New York City." Thomas
Main, "The Homeless Families of New York," Public Interest, Fall 1986.

"There is no luestion that the city must provide temporary shelter for victims of
burnouts and collapsed buildings But in the majority of the cases the city is putting
up people who already have a place to stay. The function of the system for this ma-
jority sertns not to be the protection of women and children from the elements, but
relief from a tense or uncomfortable situation of doubled-up farailies." Thomas
Main, "The Homeless Families of New York," Public Interest, Fall 1986

According to "A Comprehensive Plan," issued by New York's HRA, "Until recent-
ly the most frequent cause of family displacement was eviction for nonpayment of
rent, or a disaster such as a fire or a collapsed building " However, according to
Thomas Main, this has also changed Main states, "Today, more than one-half of all
new families requesting assistance have been evicted by the primary tenant in a
shared household . . Although it is not certain why such a large number of
shared households were dislocated in a relatively short period of time, it is clear
that the shortages and cost of permanent housing have forced a substantial number
of families to enter into cooperative living arrangements

Impact on children and families
"Slightly more than one-third of the [homeless] mothers (36%) reported they have

had a mental illness or 'problem with their nerves' in the past. N!neteen percent
reported having been hospitalized for the condition ann another 17 percent stated
they were treated on an outpatient basis " Michael Phillips, The Forgotten Ones
Treatment of Single Parent Multi-Problem Families in a Residential Setting, 1978-
79

" homeless families lead a highly disorganized and stressful life even before
they reach the shelter " Michael Phillips, "The Forgotten Ones. Treatment of Single
Parent Multi-Problem Families in a Residential Setting, 1978-79.

A more recent 1981 study, "Homeless Welfare Families. A Search for Solutions
New Research on Multi-Problem Families," commented on Phillips' study, The im-
portant difference between the families selected for this study and low income fami-
lies are functidnal not structural Families headed by single females run a great
risk of having lower incomes and living in inadequateoften severely deficient
housing for which they must pay a much larger portion of their income in rent. .

But for the most part, these families remain stable, adequately solve their problems
and successfully meet crises that arise with work, illness, childcare and schooling
The homeless in this study have failuresin reality a prolonged series of failures
from which they never fully recoverwhich indicates an inability to meet their
health, economic and housing needs

13
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. . homeless families have problems aside from lack of housing Housing prob-
lems do exist, especially in areas such as Boston and New York City But while a
shortage of inexpensive housing does lead to an increase in doubling up, it is the
weakest families that are unable to cope with the situation and end up homeless "
Thomas Main, The Homeless Families of New York," Public Interest, Fall 1986

Chairman MILLER. Without objection, that will be done.
Do any other members seek recognition at this time? If not, the

Committee will call the first panel, that will be made up of Yvette
Diaz, who will be accompanied by Valerie Mascitti. Yvette is age
12, and lives in the Hotel Martinique in New York. And Ms. Mas-
citt; is the Director of the Homeless Project for Advocates for Chil-
dren of New York, from Long Island City, New York. And Lisa and
Guy McMullan, who are parents from Dundalk, Maryland, who
will be accompanied by their children Jamie, Ryan, Morgan and
Ryder McMullan. And Maria Foscarinis, who is Washington Coun-
sel for the National Coalition for the Homeless.

If these people would please come forward at this time.
Welcome to the Committee. We appreciate very much you taking

your time to come to talk with the Committee and to give us the
benefit of your views and your experiences.

You may have to rotate chairs here a little bit as you testify. But
again, let me thank you for your help and your participation with
the hearing.

Yvette, welcome to Washington and to the Congress. We want to
thank you for taking your time to come down here and to talk with
us. And we want you just to relax. I think you have a prepared
statement that you want to read to the members of the Committee,
and we'll go ahead and do that now, and then I think some mem-
bers may have some questions for you. But we're going to hear
from the other people first.

TESTIMONY OF YVETTE DIAZ, AGE 12, HOTEL MARTINIQUE, NEW
YORK

Ms. DIAZ. My name is Yvette Diaz. I am 12 years old. I live in
the Martinique Hotel, 49 West 32nd Street, New York City. I live
in rooms 1107 to 1108. There are two rooms. I live here with my
mother, two sisters, 9 and 7, and my three-year-old brother. We
have lived in the Martinique Hotel for almost two years now. I am
living at the Martinique Hotel because my aunt's house burned
down, and we didn't have any place to live.

We were living in my aunt's house in Brooklyn because my
father was discharged from the United States Air Force in the
State of Washington, and the family came back to New York where
we originally came from. We couldn't find an apartment right
away, so we stayed with my aunt. Then, the house burned down,
and we went to the Martinique Hotel.

Since we are living in New York at the Martinique, I have been
going to P.S. 64, which is on East 6th Street in Manhattan. When I
first started school here, I was absent a lot, because the bus that
took us to school in the mornings was late a lot of times, and other
times I didn't get up on time. We didn't have an alarm clock. Fi-
nally, my mother saved up enough to buy one. This year I have not
been absent many times because the bus is on time, and we have
an alarm clock.
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I don't like the hotel, because there is always a lot of trouble
there. Many things happen that make me afraid. I don't go down
into the street to play, because there is no place to play on the
streets. The streets are dangerous, with all kinds of sick people
who are on drugs or crazy. My mother is afraid to let me go down-
stairs. Only this Saturday, my friend, the security guard at the
hotel, Mr. Santiago, was killed on my floor. He was shot by another
man and killed. The blood is still on the walls and on the floor.
Anyway, people are afraid to open the door to even look out. There
are a lot of people on drugs in the hotel. Sometimes you can find
needles and other things that drugs come in, all over the hallways.

Our apartment was broken into when we were out. They stole
the radio and our telephone alarm clock. We have a TV but they
didn't get that, because we hid it in the closet under other things
every time we leave the rooms.

We can't cook in the apartment. My mother sneaked a hot plate
in, because we don't have enough money to eat out every night.
They, the hotel, warned us that if we are caught cooking in the
rooms, we could be sent to a shelter.

I play in the hallways with my friends from other rooms on my
floor. Sometimes, even that isn't safe. A boy, about 15 or 16, came
over to me and wanted to take me up to the 16th floor. I got fright-
ened and ran into my room and told my mother. She went to the
Police and she was told this same boy was showing his private
parts to girls before, and that it was reported to them. If he both-
ered me again, I was to tell the Police.

The five of us live in two rooms at this hotel. There is only one
bathroom. We don't have mice or rats like some of the other people
who live in the hotel, because we have a cat.

I go to the extended day program at my school, P.S. 64. We go
from 3:00 to 6:00 every weekday except Friday. I get help with my
homework for 45 minutes every day and then we have computer,
arts and crafts, dancing, gym and game room. I like it and we also
get a hot dinner every night before we go home on the bus. I finish
all my homeworL here as the teacher helps me and it is quiet so I
can really understand what I am doing.

If I could have anything that I want, I wish that we had our own
apartment b a nice, clean building and a place that I could go out-
side to play in that is safe. I want that most of all for me and my
family.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement, of Yvette Diaz follows]

')
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF YVETTE DIAZ, NEW YORK

My name is Yvette Diaz. I am twelve years old. I live at the

Martinique Hotel, at 49 West 32nd St. I live in rooms 1107-1108.

There are two rooms. I live here with my mother, two sisters, 9 and

7, and my three year-old brother. We have lived in the Martinique

Hotel for almost two years now. I am living at the Martinique Hotel
because my aunt's house burned down and we didn't have any place to

live.

We were living in my aunt's house in Brooklyn because my father
was discharged from the United States Air Force in the State of
Washington and the family came back to New York where we originally

came from. We couldn't find an apartment right away so we stayed

with my aunt. The house burned down and we went to the Martinique

Hotel.

Since we are in New York at the Martinique Hotel, I have been
going to P.S. 64 which is on East 6th Street in Manhattan. When I

first started school here, I was absent a lot because the bus that
took us to school in the morning was late a lot of the time, and
other times I did not get up on time. We did not have an alarm

clock. Finally, my mother saved up to buy one. This school year I

have not been absent many times because the bus is on time, and we

have an alarm clock.

I don't like the Hotel because there is always a lot of trouble
there. Many things happen that make me afraid. I don't go down

into the street to play because there is no place to play on the
streets. The streets are dangerous because there are all kinds of

people who are on drugs or crazy. My mother is afraid to let me go
downstairs. Only tnis Saturday my friend the security guard at the

Hotel, Mr. Santiago, was killed on my floor. He wzs shot by another
man and killed. Anyway people are afraid to open the door to even

look out. There are a lot of people on drugs in the Hotel. I once

found needles and other things that drugs come in, in the hallway.

Our apartment was broken into when we were out. They stole our

radio and alarm clock. We have a TV but they didn't get that
because we hide it in the closet under other things every time we
leave the rooms.

We can't cook in the apartment. My mother sneaked in a hot
plate because we don't have enough money to eat out every night.
They, the hotel management, warned us tnat if we are caught cooking

in the rooms we might be thrown out.

I play in the hallway with friends from other rooms on my

floor. Sometimes even that isn't safe. A boy, about 15 or 16, came
over to me and wanted to take me up to the 16th floor. I got

16
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frightened and ran into my room and told my mother. She went to the
police and she was told this same boy was showing his 'private
parts* to girls before, and that it was reported to them, If he
bothered me again I was to tell the police.

The five of us live in two rooms at this hotel. There is only
one bathroom. We don't have mice or rats like some of the other
people who live in the hotel because we have a cat.

I go to the extended school program at my school, P.S. 64. We
go from 3-6 p.m. every weekday except Friday. I get help with
homework for 45 minutes every day and then we have computer, arts
and crafts, dancing, gym and game room. I like it and we also get a
hot dinner every night before we go home on the bus. I finish all
my homework here as the teacher helps me and it is quiet so I can
really understand what I am doing.

If I could have anything that I could want I wish that we could
have our own apartment in a nice clean building and a place that I
could go outside to play in that is safe. I want that mos' of all
for me and my family.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Valerie?
You have to bring the microphone over.

1
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TESTIMONY OF VALERIE MASCITTI, DIRECTOR, HOMELESS
PROJECT, ADVOCATES FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK, LONG
ISLAND CITY, NY

Ms. MAscrrri. Thank you. My name is Valerie Mascitti. I work
for Advocates for Children of New York City. Advocates for Chil-
dren-

Chairman MILLER. Can you bend the microphone down just a
little? There you go. Thank you.

Ms. MAscrm. Advocates for Children is a not-for-profit _duca-
tional advocacy agency. We have attorneys and lay advocates on
staff who assist parents in the five boroughs of New York when
they are experiencing problems getting appropriate educational
services for their children.

We are facing a devastating national problem. Perhaps it is not
yet recognized as a national problem, but if the current bandaid
effect that is currently being used by the local, state and federal
government continues, it will only be a short time before it is clear-
ly seen as a national problem. Today, the victims are the families,
not least of which are the children. Tomorrow, all of us will be the
victims.

In December, in New York City, the Human Resources Adminis-
tration had over 4,000 families, with 11,000 _!hildren, living in
hotels, shelters and other forms of temporary housing. The num-
bers grow steadily, and it has been es imated tlat there are ap-
proximately 2,000 more families curre ntly doubled up in apart-
ments with friends and relatives. These families will enter the
hotel/shelter system eventually.

In order to help you to better understand, I will start by describ-
ing some of the different types of temporary housing being offered
in New York City.

There are the Tier 1 shelters, where you have 100 or more
strangers in your bedroom every night. There are the TiPr 2 shel-
ters, where you have a private room to sleep :n with your family,
but bathing, toilets and the dining room are shared by 100 or more
strangers. Often there are no locks on the doors to your room.
That's for security and safety.

Families are sent to hotels. There is the short stay hotel. A
family can be sent here for one day to two weeks, never more than
28 days. The permanent stay hotels become just that, one room in
a hotel where a family can stay for up to two years or more. Most
families have been in each of the above facilities at least once and
often they go around and around and around.

The effect on these families, and especially the children, is devas-
tating. As families are shuttled from place to place by HRA, confu-
sion, fear, insecurity, anger, and a deep sense of loss and hopeless-
ness sets in. How can any child be expected to attend school regu-
larly and to learn?

The fact is that some children do not get t., school at all, and for
others, for other children, school attendance is sporadic. This is due
to the constant movement of families by HRA, because of the de-
mands put on the families caught in this system, and many other
factors, not limited to the lack of appropriate food or clothing.

18
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Additionally, children become fearful of going to school afraid
that when they return to the hotel or shelter, their family will be
gone. Parents, in turn, fear for the safety of their children, fifraid
of harrassment and physical harm at the hands of other children
or teachers, paraprofessionals and administrators and on school
buses and by school bus drivers.

Children caught in this system do not get a proper diet. Due to a
lack of refrigerators or stoves in hotel rooms and mere recently,
due to a severe cut in the food stamp allowance, children remain
hungry. There have been many studies done that demonstrate the
serious negative effects of hunger on the ability of children to con-
centrate and to retain information.

Congregate shelters are noisy and frightening, and the hotels
always have people coming and going. Several of my clients have
told me about the fire alarms going off at odd hours every night
and the constant noise in the halls. When children can't sleep at
night, they fall asleep on their desks at school during the day.

As children fall academically farther and farther behind because
of poor attendance, poor nutrition and a lack of sleep, and an in-
ability to concentrate, they often begin to act out in school. This
leads to rejection by teachers and peers and often to a referral for
an evaluation for placement in a special education class.

These children now have two labels, handicapped and hotel chil-
dren. Because of a poorer quality curriculum and lower expecta-
tions for children in special education, the system is preparing
their next generation of homeless, institutionalized families and
children.

The facts are that the confusion, fear, insecurity, anger, loss and
hopelessness, combined with the actual daily reality of chaos,
hunger and rejection by the community they are living in as well
as the school community, take their toll.

The children to learn lessons in the hotels and shelters. They
learn, often firsthand, about drug abuse, about physical abuse,
about alcohol abuse, and prostitution. They learn to accept mental
abuse and then how to give back all of those abuses. For these chil-
dren, there is no light at the end of the tunnel, no way out, no
American dream.

As we continue to use astronomical amounts of money that re-
sults in nothing more than a bandaid approach, we are all victim-
ized and being lied to. Our children are our future. As we system-
atically destroy the hopes and dreams of children living in hotels
and shelters, we also destroy large pieces of our future.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Valerie Mascitti follows:]

ilt
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VALERIE MASCITTI, ADVOCATES FOR CHILDREN, OF NEW YORK,
INC , LONG ISLAND CITY, NY

We are facing a devastating national problem. Perhaps it is not recognized

as a national problem yet, but if the current band aid effect that is currently

being used by the local, state, and federal government continues, it will

only be a short time before it is clearly seen as a national problem. Today,

the victims are the families, not least of which are the children. Tomorrow,

all of us will be the victims.

In December, in New York City, the Human Resources Administration had over

4,000 families, 11,000 children, living in hotels, shelters and other forms of

temporary housing. The numbers grow steadily and it has been estimated that

there are approximately 2,000 more families that are doubled up in apartments

with friends and relatives. These families will enter the hotel/shelter system

eventually.

In order to help you to better understand, I will start by describing some

of the different types of temporary housing being provided in New York City.

Dedicated to the protection of every young person's right to an education
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There are the Tier 1 shelters, where you have 100 or more strangers in

your bedroom every night. There are the Tier 2 shelters, where you have a

private room to sleep in with your family, but bathing, toilets and the

dining room is shared by 100 or more strangers. Often, there are no locks

on the doors to your room for, safety of course. Families are sent to hotels.

There is the short stay hotel. A family can be sent here for one day to

two weeks and never more than 28 days. The permanent stay hotels become just

that, one room in a hotel where a family can stay for up to two years or more.

Most families have been in each of the above facilities at least once and

often they go around and around and around.

The effect on these families and especially the children -; devastating.

As families are shuttled from place to place by URA, confusion, fear,

insecurity, anger and a deep sense of loss and hopelessness sets in. How

can any child be expected to attend school regularly and to learn? The

fact is that some children do not get to school at all and for other children,

school attendance is sporadic. This is due to the constant movement of

fam:.1,,te by NPA, because of the demands put on families caught in this system

and many other factors, not limited to a lack of appropriate food and clothing.

Additionally, children become fearful of going to school - afraid that when

they return to the hotel or shelter their family will be gone. Parents, in

turn, fear for the safety of their children, afraid of harrassment and physical

harm at the hands of other children or teachers, para professionals and

administrators and school bus drivers.

Children caught in this system do not get a proper diet. Due to a lack

of refrigerators or stoves in hotel rooms and more recently, due to a severe

cut in the food stamp allowance, children remain hungry. There have been
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many studies done that demonstrate the serious negative fects of hunger

on the ability of children to concentrate and to retain information.

Congregate shelters are noisy and frightening and the hotels always

have people coming and going. Several of my clients have told me about

the fire alarms going off at odd hours every night and the constant noise

in the halls. When children can't sleep at night, they fall asleep on

their desks at school during the day.

As children fall academically farther and farther behind because of

poor attendance, poor nutrition and a lack of sleep, and an inability to

concentrate, they often begin to act out in school. This leads to rejection

by teachers and peers and often to a referral for an evaluation for place

ment in a special education class. These children now have two labels,

handicapped and hotel children. because of a poorer quality curriculum and

lower expectations for children, in special education, the system is preparing

their next generation of homeless, institutionalized families and children.

The facts are that the confusion, fear, insecurity, anger, loss and

hopelessness combined with the actual daily reality of daos, hunaer and

rejection by the community they are living in as well as the school community

take their toll.

The children do learn lessons in the hotels and shelters. They learn,

often first hand, about drug abuse, about physical abuse, about alcohol abuse

and prostitution. They learn to accept mental abuse, and then how to give

back all of those abuses. For these children, there is no light at the end

of the tunnel, no way out, no American dream.

As we continue to nee astronomical amounts of money that results in

nothing more than a band aid approach we are all victimized and being lied to.
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Our children are our future. As we systematically destroy the hopes

and dreams of children living in hotels and shelters, we also destroy large

pieces of our future.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Maria, I understand you want to
introduce the next family? Correct? Bring the microphone over to
you, and again, let me welcome you and the McMullans to the
Committee. We really appreciate you taking your time to come and
to talk with us. Go ahead.

TESTIMONY OF MARIA FOSCARINIS. WASHINGTON COUNSEL.
NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS. WASHINGTON. DC

Ms. FOSCARINIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to intro-
duce the McMullan family, and I would also like to say a few
words about homelessness among families in general.

Just briefly, I think it has now become surely obvious that home-
lessness is a national crisis in America. Perhaps what's a little less
obvious is that homelessness is now a crisis affecting families and
children. Families with children are now the fastest-growing seg-
ment of the homeless population.

Current federal policies both cause and exacerbate this crisis.
That's bad. What's even worse is that current efforts to provide
even the most minimal emergency aid to homeless families are
grossly inadequate. Across the country, the number of shelters that
can accommodate intact families with children is sufficient to meet
only a fraction of the need.

I think you will hear a firsthand description of that this morn-
ing.

The effects of homelessness on families and children ar? as obvi-
ous as they are devastating. But behind the obvious facts and the
statistical analysis are real people, real faces a id real lives. They
can tell their own story. And I would like them to do that this
morning, for the Committee.

Mr. Chairman, you and your colleagues on the Committee have
the power to effect legislative changes that can ease the plight of
these families and alleviate the causes. I hope that their presence
here today and their story will move you to take that action.

This is Mrs. Lisa McMullan, who I believe will speak for the
McMullan family, and who can introduce the children, whose
names I have not managed to remember as yet.

[Prepared statement of Maria Foscarinis follows)

0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIA FOSCARINIS, WASHINGTON COL NSEL TO THE NATIONAL
COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS

uy ,,,, is uaria Goscarinis.
1 an naSh,^:;;0h counsel to Inn

National coalltInn for the HonelesS. a federation of ordanilat ons and

individuals around the ro4ntry. The guiding principles of the National

Coalition are single in a ,IvIllzed society, all persons should be

afforded the basic resources necessary to survive decent shelter and

adequate food.

HomeleSsness in America is both a national disgrace and a national

crisis. across the Country, growing nunerS 01 ren, woven and children

are struggling to survive without even a bed to Sleep in or a meal to

eat. Across the neton, this levastat'on affecting all se,:ents n4

7.P'e :),Culd' In and all yeas of tne rolnt'y

NationwIde, ar, estimated 2-3 million persons are homeless. These

numbers are growing at alarninq rates. According to recent studies by

the National Coalition and by the U.S. Conference of MayOrs, tne number

of ^y yea,

now ochS1St of fan, iec 'act. ;')e FdStest ;'',M1PU Se,ne^!

h-eless population s ,r. fail'es wit"

Thete facts are Qr.- -- not ,jrp.is.n.;, For !he at S.

years, the present Administration hJs ext011l tire values of ta-1 y

life. Yet its own policies -- deliberately adopted -. nave forced

hundreds of thousands of American families out on to the Street.
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.
Since IQPI, federal housing programs have herr) Cut over 751.

11a,t1n9 ilsts for these trocran; ,ntended primarily to

benefit families are now years long. Around the Country.

Poorer fa, Iles are literally being souee:ed out of their

homeS.

.,nce e' 'h, t. ,eAg,re,ents 0-r A'd t1 ja,Illps

hp..endent Ch'I'ren t^e ,'tier Nene0.0, ;,,,geam for poor

Children and '6,1lies have Open tightened three times.

Around the 'ogetrr, gr t y inadel.ate payments are

forcing parents t, Ake .ntolerable (nonce% ',Ctween

necessities pav,nc the rent 4n1 putt?nq food on the tahle.

Current efforts to prny'le °yen minima' e-ergency assistance to

homeless 'amilles Are wee!ullr inadequate. The U.S. conference of

Mayors reports that emergency Sern(es including Shelter -- to

f am ,I1nS Are "O6rtiColarly 16( ting" . Ai'hough fanIlles are now 301 of

:re hIneteSt pn; r. eve, 1P .e^e,a1 report'. that only

81 of shc,ters fa!" ^w le can 1 ,om,16'e '0''' PC. A, a result. 'a'Y

homelett 16,11'e% or,. ..ir4 I, ,.rely in prier tc

reCelyr shelter,

1"nclat"e A't' 'PP'," rg 'w,

S,gnifIcant pleres of leg ,,,lat,on are now pendins 'n COngreSS. Both

ShOu' "e S ; A 1r :Pd

7he ",,lent del ,e. tre hi,e est Ai', yrl,arlly

ene,L;e'tu 45,".4, '

term PaSute

" Ir'r, .. rot a ' rc

A, 5 a rft;reiens,ye hill '.tar

Cnnta,^5 100,..tr,T 6,d ;,reve,t601yo me6Su'S 05 well as energen(y
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relief. Provisions of the Survival Act specifically relating to

families include the following

. Expand the EAF program. About half the states now participate

in the Emergency Assistance to Families program which provides

emergency aid -- including shelter -- to needy families.

Participation should be mandatory.

. Modify AFDC "deeming" rules. AFDC rules now encourage the break

up of families by taking into account the income of extended

family members, including eligibility and benefit levels. Those

rules should be modified.

. Permit homeless children to continue their education. Certain

local school districts receiving federal funds deny school

admission to children without a permanent address. Such

districts should be required to modify provisions to permit

homeless children to continue their schooling.

. Increase low income Fouling. Low income housing units must be

Increased su 'h t homeless families can get off tne waiting list

and the streets and into affordable housing.

Legislative solut,ons to homelessness among 'amities exist. Yet as

days and years go by without action being taken, homelessnes threatens

to become a crisis handed down between generations. It is imperitive

that Congress act with urgenry to provide both emergency and long term

relief.
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TESTIMONY OF LISA AND GUY McMULLAN, PARENTS, DUNDALK,
MD, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMIE, RYAN, MORGAN, AND RYDER
McMULLAN

Mrs. MCMULLAN . This is Ryder, our youngest. This is my oldest,
Jamie, my oldest boy, Ryan, my husband, Mac, and our youngest
daughter down there is Morgan.

Chairman MILLER. Welcome. Good morning.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. Thank you. Hopefully, he'll survive the death

grip I have on him from nerves.
Chairman MILLER. He's fine. Don't you worry about him at all. If

you want to let him down and run around, no problem at all.
Whatever is easiest for you.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. We're from Montana. And when we were back
there, my husband was workirg for the city, and wa3 laid off. His
job was phased out due to the farm ci isis, which we were not in the
farming, but it affected the entire town.

We had to give our house back to the bank, and I opened up the
doors and had a garage sale. I mean, I sold everythingtoys, shoes,
clothes, you name it, we sold it. I had a lady give me a quarter for
our dog dish. One lady even volunteered to take the cat.

And then we came out here and my husband found work. Well,
when we first got out here, there were seven of us, and we lost our
youngest to SIDS. So we not only had a financial setback, we had
an emotional setback. We finally got on our feet a little bit, got our
own place. My husband was laid off work. Next thing I know we're
receiving all these eviction notices, and my husband is ripping his
hair out thinking he can't take care of us.

We finally moved out, and we moved in, we went down to the
Social Services and said we no longer have a home, we need help,
we need a shelter, we need someplace to go.

The biggest thing I found was that nobody takes whole families.
Wemuch less one that is our size. They said well, one place
would take just the children, one place would take myself and two
of the children. And most of them were all full. And I think there
was one shelter that would take my husband. And the social
worker looked at me, and she says well, I think I may be able to
find a place for you and the children, but what is your husband
going to do? And I looked at this lady and I said, lady, we have
been through everything together. I am one of the more fortunate
families, that my husband has not walked out. He has stayed with
the family through thick and thin. And I said. and I am not going
to throw him out to a car now. I said you're going to have to do
something better.

So they called the Salvation Army. And the Salvation Army was
able to take us all in. Now, we were all in one bedroom, the six of
us. And it wasit was hard, because we tried to keep up a routine,
from taking my husband to work, taking my other two to school.
My husband had found himself another job. We, like they said,
there's a lot of strange people there. You have to watch your chil-
dren constantly. There is no emotional break. The children are not
allowed to watch TV, unless we were there. We have meals at such
and such a time, which we missed two of them by my taking my
husband and my children to school. We had a very nice, strange
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man, who liked to look through the shower doors and watch the
girls taking a shower, which I caught him looking at my daughter.

The people that come in there, you're so stressed out, you're
angry, you're frustrated, and you're walking around, just a bundle
of nerves. And it makes it even harder. And you've got emotionally
handicapped people in there. You've got a time limit on how long
you can stay. There are roaches, the kind that walk.

We ran into trying, trying to stabilize some kind of a routine,
which is really hard, because kids need that, they need a stable en-
vironment, they need to know who is in control of my life, because
I'm a child, I'm not supposed to be in control yet.

And that was extremely hard to do. The snows came and every-
body was even more cooped up inside. And like we would go and
take walks and try and find a little, little escape hatch, something
so that we could maintain our sanity. I mean, I found myself doing
things I normally don't do. I usually don't run around screaming at
people I don't know for no reason. Usually, you can have El bad day
at work, and you go home and your wife or your husband will give
you a big hug, cup of coffee, sit down and relax, and it gets all
better. But we were finding that hugging each other was not help-
ing any longer, it was not helping to relieve that tension, that anxi-
ety that kept building and building and building. And you start
screaming at the kids and the kids are fighting. You can't let them
play with the other kids. And you're just, you're becoming almost
crazy in these places trying to get out.

Now, through all this, I was still trying to go to schooi through
the Fire Department. So, two nights a week, I was still leaving,
going to school, and my husband had the honor of taking care of
the four children without me. We ran intofortunately, we never
ran into problems in the school yet. And they have transferred
schools three times since the school year started. WeI went in
one day and just screaming at the Director of the Salvation Army,
and her assistant, for like a half an hour, just like a crazy person.
And then she asked me, she says, do you feel better now? And I
did. You know. But I mean, I was taking it out on the one person
that was there to help me. And everybody walks around like that.
Because you've got to watch all your stuff, because people are rif-
fling through your rooms. You're getting robbed, you know. You've
got people that if you bump, they're screaming that you're trying
to kill them. You can't leave your kids alone for minute, to just go
ah, give me a break. You can't go outside. And it's really, really
stressful, and it's hard on the entire family. The kids are fighting
more, they're bickering, there's no place to do their 1.Jmework.

We put our kids to bed at 8:00 o'clock, boom, that's it, you're in
bed, homework's done, showers are taken care of. And it's hard
when you've got another, I think we had another 12 people in our
little cubbyhole there on the floor, that were up running around
until 11:00.

And we found even finding housing, when we were finally start-
ing to save up a little money to get back out again, was next to
impossible. No one rents to you when you have four children. They
do not rent three bedroom houses to you or three bedroom apart-
ments. They look at you and they say well, we can rent you a four
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or five-bedroom, but I'm sorry, you do not make enough income to
rent a four or five bedroom. So you're back to Square One.

We ran into a lot, a lot of emotional strains. There was obviously
no privacy for my husband and I that we could have just a little
time of just hugging each other, trying to relieve some of this ten-
sion. And my biggest relief I guess was I volunteer at one of the
Fire Departments and I think I, I was only supposed to go and stay
a few hours. I think I stayed two nights, just because I couldn't
handle coming back yet to the Salvation Army.

And it was my release to go and help other people, riding the
ambulance.

I don't ha\ e my notes.
We need more adequate housing, something where you don't

have to cram quite so man! people on a floor and they can be more
separated to where you're having, where families are allowed to
stay together. I mean, there was a number of times my husband
said to me, I think maybe you guys would be better off without me.
Maybe I should leave and you can go on Welfare and Social Serv-
ices and I'm going, don't do that. :ion't do that, we've been through
too much. We've been through too much to give up now.

We found that we are a support system between each other, and
we support each other. And that's what a lot of the other people
did not have. They did not have any counseling or any support. My
kids were going to counseling at the time because of the death of
the baby, and going through the grkwing process, to help them.

The stress has not quite eased up, because we no more moved
into our apartment than my husband was handed another layoff
notice. I am not working yet either. I just finished, I just graduated
on Valuitine's Day, so hopefully I will find a job rapidly, and I'm
hoping my husband will be hired back or he will be able to find
another job. But the housing is very, very inadequate. And there's
a lot of people out there.

And there are families that are trying to stay together. But it's
hard to stay together as a family unit, extremely hard. And I
would like to see housing set up for the families, where husbands
can stay with their wives and their children, and they can accom-
modate large families. Because I know there are a few of us out
there still, and not just single women with one or two children.
And that's what we were running up against.

And I'm hoping that seeing us and understanding where we've
been and what we've been through, and it's not like, you know, we
woke up one morning and said gee, I think we ought to go out and
be homeless, let's try something new today. It's just not that way.
We've always worked. And you know, the farm pricas and that, we
had nothing to do with that. And when he gets his layoff slips be-
cause the company's going under or for whatever reason they do
layoffs, you know, we':e not part of that. I mean, we were, we were
working, but not part of why we were being laid off.

And there are people out there who are trying to get an educa-
tion, trying to better ourselves, trying to get on with our lives, and
trying to be a productive part of this society.

I don't think the government owes me a home, here, you are to
give me a home, you are to feed my family, you are to do all this.
But we're at the point where we need help, a helping hand, that's
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all. Because once you hit the homeless, people look at you like you
don't even register as a human being any longer.

If you're on Welfare, you're at least on the bottom of the scale.
You tell people that you're living in a shelter, and they ..o not hire
you. They do not hire people who are living in the shelter. For
whatever reason, but it's like you no longer exist as a human
being. And it's not fair. It's not fair to us who are trying so hard
and it's not fair to our children. Because I've got two that are ex-
tremely ambitious. And they are still holding a straight B average
in school, even though they've transferred school three times. And
it's hard to see yot.r kids going through these kind of things, and
it's not what you want.

Everybody wants something better for their kids. I want a better
life than I had. And I think everybody does. And we're not any dif-
ferent. And that's what we're trying harder for, is to get back to
having a normal family household where it's just Mom and Dad
telling you what to do, not directors of the shelters and not other
parents and all the craziness that goes along, because there is so
much confusion, it's hard for the children to say what is it I'm sup-
posed to be doing now? Because these people are saying one thing,
these people are saying something else, these people are running
this place and Mom and Dad are saying something completely dif-
ferent. And so they end up not doing anything out of their frustra-
tion.

I know there are people Via are less fortunate than we are. And
I'm hoping that you will be able to help all of as.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mrs. McMuLLAN Thank you.
Chairman MILut... Guy, did you have anything you wanted to

say?
Mr. MCMULLAN. No.
Chairman MILLER. Okay. We may have some questions later.
Mr. McMuLLAN. Okay.
[Prepared statement of Lisa McMullan follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS LISA MCMULLAN, DUNDALK, MD

My name is Lisa McMullan I am here with my husband, Guy, and my four chil-
dren, Jamie, Ryan, Morgan and Ryder The story of my family's experience with
homelessness began in Mile City, Montana, early in 1986 My husband and I owned
a house there, but when my husband's job was phased out due to the farm crisis, we
could no longer make the mortgage payments so we gave the house back to the
bank, sold everything and came East in the Spring

We first stayed with my mother-in-law, but that didn't work out because there
wasn't enough room for all of us There were seven of us living in the basement
After a few months we moved to Baltimore, and my husband and I both held a
number of jobs In November or December, 1986, we began to have problems paying
the rent on our apartment [Lack of construction work, day care too expensive.]
After several eviction notices, we found ourselves without a place to live and with
no place to go I called around, with the help of Social Services, to several shelters
in Baltimore, but no one would take us as a whole family Finally, the Salvation
Army offered us a room to stay in The room was very small with six people in it.
The conditions at the shelter were very stressful for me and my family and the chil-
dren particularly became much more difficult to manage The food was not that
good as you can probably imagine It was very crowded, and there's a weird feeling
that goes along with being there You feel like you're nothing because you suddenly
don't have a home You know you've done all you can do and it isn't your fault, but
the whole situation makes you feel like you must have done something wrong
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My family and I tried very hard to overcome these feelings. Especially because it
really hurts the children. Children need to know and feel who has control over their
lives. And suddenly they are living in a situation where they see their parents need
outside help, and they are all suddenly living with many other people they don't
know and who frighten them. To combat all this, and to keep our family life in
order, we tried very hard to maintain a schedule We made sure we went on walks
with the children, we kept then in school, and did all we could do to make them feel
we still had control over our lives and were still there for them

But this was a real struggle for us We were up every morning at 6 00 a m to get
my husband to work on time and to take the two older children to school In doing
this, we missed breakfast at the shelter every day until they began giving us boxes
of cereal to bring along to eat later We were fortunate in still having a car to be
able to keep that schedule. Not everbody does

We were at the shelter between three and four weeks Many of our experiences
there were frightening and added a lot to the stress in our family There was no
door on the woman's shower and one night I caught a man peeking into the
women's bathroom watching my ten-year-old daughter The man also lived in the
shelter and I reported him, but nothing was done about it Another time, a woman
accused my daughter of trying to pu !_ her down the stairs Ao it turned out, we
learned that the woman was mental.y disturbed and hated to be touched, so if you
got too close to her, she got very upset.

These were the kind of thingsovercrowding, hunger, lack of privacy and insecu-
rity about the futurethat really put stress on our children and our family It was
very hard on us all My two oldest children, ten and seven years old, were in coun-
seling originally to help then deal with the los: of their younger sister to crib death
when we were at my mother-in-law's house But then I kept them in counseling all
throughout this period because I knew that not having the security of a home and
living in a shelter would be hard on them.

We recently found a small apartment, but it turns out that our crisis was not over
yet A week after we moved in, my husband was laid off from his job at Bethlehem
Steel. We are now both looking for jobs and are trying to get stability back in our
children's lives It is very, very difficult to maintain a family in this kind of inse-
cure environment. I know that if it weren't for each other, we probably couldn't
keep struggling to improve things

Unfortunately, I know what great damage and harm that homelessness can do to
a family, even when they're all trying to do their best to make everything work
Because of my family's painful experiences, I wanted to tell you our story today We
appreciate your concern and thank you for the opportunity you have provided by
holding this hearing I know that our story will help you to help others like us and
especially those who have been even less fortunate

Chairman MILLER. Next we'll hear from June Bucy, who is the
Executive Director for the National Network for Runaway and
Youth Services from Washington, D.C.

TESTIMONY OF JUNE BUCY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE
NATIONAL NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES. !NC.

Ms. BUCY. On any cold and dreary day, in any major city of
America, there are hundreds of youth who have taken up perma-
nent residency on our streets. They eat out of dumpsters, sleep in
abandoned buildings, sell their bodies to stay alive, and they do it
every day.

They have long histories with social and judicial agencies. Most
are described as unamenable to treatment and resistant to any
type of intervention. That's what it says in their case records. They
are angry, hostile, manipulative, and unpleasant. They are also
frightened, lonely, and vulnerable.

I am June Bucy, and I am the Executive Director of The Nation-
al Network of Runaway and Youth Services. I would like to be a
voice for those homeless young people today.

I would like to thank the Chairman and Mr. Coats and members
of this Committee for your holding this hearing and providing the
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opportunity to report to you what our members across the country
have told us.

Members of the Network are agencies that serve high-risk youth.
We see ourselves as advocates as well as service providers, change
agents as well as community-based programs.

I call your attention to homeless youth. Young people between
the ages of 13 and 21, who belong nowhere.

Ironically, as the number of throwaway children increases, so
does our need for an educated, entry-level work force. The baby
bust means that the number of young people in the work force will
shrink by two fifths between now and the year 2000. We can ill
afford to lose the potential of such children.

There's really a dearth of data about homeless youth, partially
because researchers seem unaware that there are teenagers sepa-
rate from their families, who don't have mothers fighting for them,
getting them to school. These children are all alone, and they are a
significant proportion of the homeless population.

Most shelters for homeless familiesand we have heard today
they are not altogether pleasant places to besimply will not
accept older children. Particularly boys are considered too disrup-
tive and too frightening to other people in the shelter, and they
cannot go in.

Adult shelters for either men or women are often not allowed to
assist minors. Most young people who are homeless and alone must
resort to illegal ways of securing food and shelter. Drugs, prostitu-
tion, and an increasing amount of thefts, so they have told me this
week, allow those young people to exist on our streets.

A distinction needs to be made between runaway and homeless
youth. It is important to note that homeless youth are not disre-
spectful teenagers who have run off to the circus. Actually, neither
are runaways. Up to 70 percent of the children who come into our
federally-funded shelters have come from abusive homes. But they
do have families to whom they may return. And 80 percent of
those children can return home, when their families have agreed to
work with the professional counselors.

Homeless children, on the other hand, who come to the shelters
are those children who have no family to which they may return.
All that we know about homeless and runaway children teaches us
that the prevention of family chaos and stress and early interven-
tion with the young pe )ple, are our best defense against the perils
of the street.

I have examined many reports and talked with people from sev-
eral communities in preparing this testimony. There is no agreed-
upon definition for homeless youth, because the notion of young
people being completely on their own and the age at which one is
considered a young person as opposed to a child or as opposed to an
adult has simply not been decided. And the data from one city is
not comparable to the data from another.

However, there does seem to be an agreement on these things:
The number of homeless youth living alone is exploding. Rural
youth are a growing number among the homeless. And young
people up to 21 should be included in the service population, as we
work with these kids, since their needs are so similar to the l6 to
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18 year olds' needs, basically learning the skills to care for them-
selves, and completing their education.

I think the most important thing, and something that folks never
seem to grasp, is a large majority, up to 90 percent of the kids
living on the street, are as much a victim of our public helping sys-
tems as they are of their own or their families' behavior.

Every study indicates that homeless youth were most often first
removed from their families by authorities who deemed those fami-
lies abusive or neglectful. The children were set upon a carousel of
repeated placements, averaging four a year, and eventually have
been ejected, emancipated, or simply lost in the records by that
helping system.

As one young person said: "I don't want your help, it hurts too
much."

Lack of an education may be the most costly effect of homeless-
ness on youth. One study showed that 23.7 percent of the families,
young people coming into the shelters, had moved four or more
times in the past 12 months. It's difficult even for children of the
age of the family we've just visited with, to go to school, when they
have a mother to drive them there and to encourage them in their
grades and be proud of them. It's terribly difficult for a teenager to
be motivated enough to enter four schools every year.

Most young people are excluded from school if the family does
not have a permanent address. And almost all are excluded if they
don't even live with their families. The young people tend, when
they have gotten into the homeless situation, to be behind grade
level already and have problems with school. Interestingly enough,
they tend to see themselves as people who can learn. 69 percent of
the young people in shelters express the wish to finish high school
and 41 express the wish to graduate from college. As unrealistic as
this may seem to us, it tells us something about those kids.

Health problems include poor nutrition (youngsters really don't
balance their diet), alcohol and drug abuse, and sexually-transmit-
ted disease. A particular serious, and most often unnoted problem
is an extremely high percentage of AIDS infection among street
youth. Three people that I have talked to this week have told me
that the "Johns" and the "chicken hawks" are seeking younger
and younger children to prostitute, in hope that the little ones will
not yet be diseased.

Is there no hope? For people who have had no experience with
these young people, it is an utterly dumbfounding situation. For
those of us who know the names of these children, and have
worked with them, and love them, the mystery is why we continue
to allow these things to happen. Prevention is our first line of de-
fense. And we know a great deal about preventing family devasta-
tion, family chaos and abuse of children.

A great deal is known about programs that can help these young
people, and there are some pilot programs that have operated
across the country long enough to have had good evaluations. And
we know what helps. The most important element seems to be that
young people develop trust in someone who meets them where they
are, and does not confront them with judgmental and rejecting
opinions about their lifestyle. Certainly not someone who agrees
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that their lifestyle is a productive one, but at least can see that
they are human and that they do care.

In my written testimony, which I have submitted for the record,
I have described a good deal about programs that will help these
young people. I'd like to stress that there should not be early and
arbitrary age cutoffs. Older youth straddle several legal turning
points. Different ages for school attendance, driving, drinking, sign-
ing leases, receiving public aid or being considered by the courts as
adults. It's very confusing to a young person, and particularly if
their development has been sabotaged by child abuse or other vio-
lence. They need a time to stop and grow up. And we would urge
you to let that time be long enough that the job can be done.

There is hope. Street kids have a zest for life and a basic drive to
make the most out of whatever situation they encounter. When we
reconnect these young people to the worlds of school and work,
they can become productive and achieving members of our commu-
nity. Programs for these youth are not a dead end. They are a chal-
lenge worthy of our best efforts.

However complex the cultural lag from our increasing technolo-
gy, however tragic our divorce rates, however overwhelming our
national deficit, we cannot afford to systemically by our national
policy force children to bear the brunt of these larger societal prob-
lems. The resources of our Nation arc surely sufficient that we do
not need to triage our youth and throw away those victims of vio-
lence who need us the most. We do not lack the knowhow or the
money to care for these young people. We simply lack the will to
get on with the task.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of June Bucy follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUNE BUCY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL NETWORK
OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC

On any cold and crea-y on eyer, Origmf and LJnny -a,.

in any major city of Ameri_a :her are hundreds of vnutn whO ha,e

taken up permanent residency on our streets They eat Out of

dumpsters, sleep in abandoned buildings, sell their bodies to stay

alive. and they do it every day. They have long histories with

social and Judicial agencies. Most are described as unamenable to

treatment and resistant to any type of intervention. They are

angry, hostile, manipulative, and unpleasant. They are also

frightened, lonely, and vulnerable. At one time they were hopeful

and looking forward to life Just as do more fortunate children in

our wonderful and freedom loving society. Now, most of the hope

Is gone. Street youth are a lost population . . . grow hard in a

hostle environment. They expect only years of survival rathe-

than satisfying or successful lives. One is reminded of Thomas

Hobbes' statement. "It is a war of each against all, in which

life Is nasty, brutish, and short.

We have yet to find the way or the will to offer a

positive alternative.

I am. June Bucy, Executive Director of the National Network

of Runaway and Youth Services, and I would like to be a voice for

those youth today. I wish to thank the Chairman and members of

the Select Committee on Children. Youth, and Families for this

opportunity to report to you what our members have told us.

3 gii
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The National Network of Runaway and Youth services is a

membership organization ,nose purpose is to develop our natinn's

capacity to increse. Insure, and promote the P prsonal, social.

economic, educational. and legal options. and resources available

to runaway and homeless youth and other at-risk youth, their

families and their communities. Our 1,000 affiliate agencies are

in every state and provide services of shelter, counseling.

education, Job readiness training, etc. to high risk youth. They

also provide linkages to health, legal and other social services,

where they exist for this population.

We see ourselves as advocates as well as service providers,

change agents as well as community based programs. For many of

us the rressing needs of youth, and the very survival of our

democratic society which persists in throwing away its young,, have

become passionate committments. It is in this spirit that I call

your attention to homeless youth---the hundreds of thousands of

young people between the ages of 13 and 21 who belong nowhere, and

to no one.

Ironically enough as our population of throw-a-way Children

increases so does our need for an educated entry-level workforce.

The baby bust means that the number of young people in the

workforce will shrink by two-fifths between now and the year 2000.

By 1990, an estimated three out of Four Jobs will require some

education or technical training beyond high school. Even now all

but about 6t of jobs require a high school diploma. We presently

have about a 20% school drop out rate---and It is climbing. In

some of our cities the dropout rate Is at 50%. Even If we did not
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value children for their inherent worth. which I am sure you do or

you would not be serving on this Select committee. we must realize

that we cannot continue to throw away ur most precious resourre.

Who are these youth? How did they become disconnected from

their families. SchOols, health care. work, and from society

itself? Why did they turn to the streets for a home? How many

are there. and what should be done about them?

The answers are limited. There is a dearth of data about

this population. Almost no studles of the homeless Population

have gathered figures about this group because they tend to be

clustered in other places than those frequented by adults and

families; and because most researchers seem unaware that teenagers

separate from their families are a significant proportion of the

homeless Population.

Many teenagers become homeless when their families are turned

into the streets. Of these youth there Is almost no accounting.

Most shelters for homeless families will not accept older teens,

especially boys. because they are disruptive and seem a threat to

other residents. Families are divided for days. months, or

forever. Adult shelters are most often not allowed to assist

minors. So unless the youth lie about their age they cannot go to

the shelters for homeless adults. Most yount people who are

homeless and alone must resort to Illegal ways of securing food

and shelter. Dealing drugs, proStitutIon, and an increasing

amount of theft (Or so I
was told while researching for this

presentation) allow them to exist.
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Some Of the youth on our streets are unaccombanied minors of

an Immigrant pooula,ion. Many of these have no legal standing and

try to remain outside the range of any government notice. They

are prime targets for recruitment into gangs.

An increasing number of youth seeking emergency services

report that they left hame to escape from physical or sexual

abuse, extreme neglect or parental dessertion. "Throwaway" youth

are discarded by their families whose economic, health, Or

emotional resources are so limited, that they cannot cope with

their adolescents. Homeless youth are NOT disrespectful teenagers

who have "runaway to the circus" for adventure.

The United States Department of Health and Human Resources

reports that in FY 65 thirty five percent of the young people

presenting to the federally funded runaway centers claim to be

homeless. These programs have learned a great deal about how to

work with troubled families, and despite the young person's

feeling that they cannot return home some of these do go home

after skilled professionals or volunteers hay° worked with the

family. AO% of all the runaways whose families are willing to work

with the centers to resolve their problems are able to return

home, 131. were placed in other stable living situations. Only 7%

return to the streets. Runaway programs have been very cost

effective, successful programs in meeting the goals of the

Congress.

3
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Homeless and ,unawav rhildren have been a difficult

Phennmennn fmr Americas to understand. There I, a preva,i,ng

id.ologv that famiv life is a private matter. and that fam,iv

members are not aCcountable to anyone outSide the home for their

treatment of each other nr for the distribution of the rpsourre..

of the family. It is assumed that all members of tne nuclear. If

not the extended. family will be allowed to 11,..e In the family

home and share In the food. clothes. medical care. and other

neceSsities that families generally provide. Families are also

suppOsed to be "happy." Certainly children are to be obedient and

Parents are to be honored for their loving and Self-sacrificial

care.

Our "certainty" that this is the way families function has

blinded us to the circumstances In families who fall to meet these

norms. The result of these unexamined assumptions is that society

tends to consider families and individual family members who do

not fit this stereotype as Personally defective people. or at

least Personally "to blame" for their disturbing and chaotic

behavior. The lack of a brood Perspective on the causes for

family disruption. and the tendency to blame the adolescent for

his deviant behavior has resulted In the traditional systems 'ir

child Protection, law enforcement, education, and medical and

legal services Ignoring the plight of the homeless youth. The

labels we Put on these yOuth are a part of blaming the victim as

though children ChOOSC to be homeless.

I
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I have examined reports from several communities that have

attempted to provide services for homeless youth. There is no

agreed upon definition. HH5 has estimated there are 500.000

youth who are homele33 at creme time during each year. Estimates of

10,000 homeless youth in Chicago, 20.000 in New York, 3,500 in

Boston, and 350 In Portland, OR are not necessarily comparative

counts because the methods of estimating these numbers and the

definitions differ widely.

There does seem to be agreement on these things:

o The number of homeless youth is exploding.

o Rural youth are a growing number among the

homeless.

o The shortage of low rent housing makes it

very difficult for young people to set up

their own household.

o Part time work at a minimum wage does not

Produce enough money to provide the basic

necessities for independent living.

o Single mothers, particularly teen aged ones

have severe difficulties earning enough to

support their families.

o Young people up to 21 should be Included

In the "service population" since their

needs are so similar to those of the 16-18

year olds.

o A large majority (up to 90%) are as much

victims of our public he'ping systems as they

are of their own or their families' behavior.

41
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Every study Indicates that homeless youth were most often

removed from families deemed abusive or neglectful by authorities,

set upon a carousel of repeated "placements", and are eventually

ejected, emanclapted, or lost in the records by that helping

system.

As one youth said, "1 don't want your help, it hurts too

much."

We badly need more data on these youth so that planning,

funding, and evaluating programs to meet their needs can be based

in reality. I would caution, however, that as much as we need

definitions and data, we need even more to have programs that can

operate In an inclusive fashion. It would be tragic if the

attempts to define and document needs for this population become

another complex set of "criteria" that becomes so hardened in case

books that the real live children continue to be excluded because

they cannot be "certified."

In regard to the health and education issues of these

homeless youth there are sone interesting findings from recent

studies that point to the needs of this population.

In 1984 a study by the New York Psychiatric Institute of

youth coming Into all the youth shelters in New York City for a

two week period revealed that 33% of the girls and 15% of the boys

had attempted suicide before they came to the shelter. Another

33% of the girls had "thought about suicide and about how they

would commit it". Fifty percent of the girls and 33% of the boys

desired help for depression. (So much for the off to the circus

mentality.)
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Seventy percent of the youth had used drugs. Forty four

percent of the girls and 71% of the boys had been at one time

suspended or expelled from school and few of them were attending

srhoo' when they came to the shelter. They do not,, however,

consider themselves to be unequal to the tasks of school: 69%

said they would like to finish high school, and 41% expressed the

wish tc graduate from college.

School attendance is affected by the family stability. It is

difficult for a child to enter several schools eacn year. It is

almost impossible for him to register for school if he does not

have a permanent address. A measure of the chaotic home life of

these New York youth presenting to shelters Is that only about

25% had had no change in living arrangements during the past ':...

months. Forty-one percent experienced from one to three changes,

while nearly a quarter of the sample (23.77) tad four or more

changes. Those with a past history of foster care placement (507)

had significantly more changes in living arrangements than youth

without experience In the foster care system (a mean of 4.06

changes in contrast to a mean of 1.88.)

All studies of street youth that look at educational

attainment find the youth to be below grade level for their age,

discouraged by the system, and probably cut off from achievement

In traditional school programs. In our highly technical society

this lack of basic skills may be the most serious of all the

problems facing homeless youth. It takes so long to catch up that

most will never have the opportunity or motivation to make the

effort, and will, the-efore, be severely handicapped In earning a

living wage.

4 :1
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Health problems include poor nutrition, alcohol and drug

abuse (87% and 847. in a study done in Toronto), and sexually

transmitted disease (9E7. in the Toronto study.)

Almost, all youth Ily,ng On the streets are sexually active.

and many of them survive by accepting money from adults who

prostitute them. A particularly serious,, and most often un-noted

problem is the extremely high percentage of AIDS infection amnnc

street youth. Three programs reported to me that the johns and

chicken hawks are seeking younger and younger children to

prostitute in hopes that these little ones will not yet be

diseased.

Is there no hope?

For people who have no experience with these Young people it

is an utterly dumbfounding situation. For those of us who "know

the names of these children" and have worked with them, the

mystery is why we continue to allow these things to happen. For

all of us it is a challenge that must be faced.

There is hope. There are programs that have had thorough

evaluations whici- proved them to be effective in keeping youth off

the streets. and in helping them turn from the streets. Several

of these programs have been in operation for a long enough period

of time that a great deal is known about the elements of good

programming, th,-"! cost. and cost effectiveness of these outreach

efforts, and a variety of ways to integrate these programs into

community service delive^y systems.
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One study states the following about the youth who after

working in the program were able to get off the streets:

1 They were older at age of first street involvement.
2. They had been on the street a shorter period of time.
3, They had lived with both Parents.
4. They had lived with families a longer period of time.
5. They were less severely abused or neglected.

Program findings "make it very clear that youth seriously and

genuinely attempt to leave the streets. The youth tracked in the

STEP research attempted an average of 2 exits during the research

period. In one 6 month period. 22 youth exited and 19 returned to

the streets. only to try again. Failure tneds to increase

commitment to street life and to intensify feelings of low

self-esteerm making youth more vulnerable to victimization and

disillusionment. Youth who do not exit will continue street

behavior and enter an adult criminal network or continue

dependence on public resources in adult life."

Young people turning away from the streets must develop trust

in someone whO meets them where they are and does not Confront

them with Judgmental and ,ejecting opinions about their life

style. When healing from the violence and abuse has begun to

take place, programs need to provide training in personal health

caregiving attention to building self esteem, good hygiene, and

elimination of substance abuse. Young people must learn how to

secure and maintain a place to live, food, clothing, and household

goods. Money management skills such as budgeting, banking,

,avino, rnmr...j*Inc wages and teves, er.ri avorri5Inc rnnsymp,

discretion must be learned.

4 ;)
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There must be an opportunity to go back to school or trade

school, get a GED or enter some program to Insure basic reading,

math. aro computation qkills. Work readiness prngrams can help

youth find lob coenings. dress neatly. aooly for the jot. and

manifest appropriate work attitudes and behavior nn the jnh

They need to know how to access and to use Public transportation,

clinics. legal services. employment agencies and other community

resources, Young people with no family must learn to build their

:iwn support system of intimates, friends, and helpers; they need

to be able to be good marriage partners and parents if the cycle

of tragedy is to be broken.

Programs that provide these opportunities must not have early

and arbritrary age cutoffs. The older youth straddle several

legal turning points--different ages for school attendance.

driving, drinking, sinning leases, receiving Public Aid and

having their offenses considered those of an adult by the criminal

Courts. They need a chanCe to mature at their own rate and make up

for the developmental sabotage that is the result of early

violence and abuse.

Provision must also be made for pregnant teens, teen mothers

and fathers. and their children. The special needs of gay and

lesbian youth must be met. Programs should be sensitive to ethnic

and cultural issues since a very large proportion of street youth

are of ethnic minorities.
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Programs need to meet health standards, have safety

equipment, and adequate staff coverage, but creative programming

must avoid counteroroductiva licensing requirements such as

specific closet or drawer space in residences. and overly

long processes for licensing private host homes. We do not neriTi

government at its worstpromulgating regulations for non-existent

facilities.

Yes, there is hope.

Street kids often have a zest for life and a basic drive to

make the most out of whatever situation they encounter. When we

re-connect these young people to the worlds of school and work,

they can become productive and achieving members of the community.

Programs for these youth are not a dead end -it Is a challenge

worthy of our best efforts.

However complex the cultural lag from our increasing

technology, however tragic our divorce rates, however

overwhelming our national deficit, we cannot afford to

systemically force children to bear the brunt of these larger

societal problems. The resources of our nation are surely

sufficient that we do not need to triage our youth and throw away

those victims of violence who need us the most. We do not lack

the know how or the money to care for these young people--we only

lack the will to get on with the task.

4
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Chairman MILLER. Ms. McChesney, before I call on you, I think
what I'd like to do is give members of the Committee an opportuni-
ty to ask questions of the McMullans and Yvette so that we don't
add to the tensions here. These kids have been wonderful to sit -,c
this table. The best-behaved witnesses we've had in months. So I'd
like to open it up for questioning. And if I might begin, this is to
both Lisa and Guy.

Your testimony strongly suggests to this Committee, and seems
to be supported a little bit by the other testimony, that we're really
talking about a system that once you engage it, almost encourages
the breakup of the family. You're constantly beset with the notion
that one, you can either get some help from the system or things
could be better within this system of help for the homeless if you
would simply give up some or all of your children, or if you and
your husband would split up, or Guy, if you wouldn't, if you'd just
say you didn't want to have shelter with them and go live on the
street, they could have shelter.

I don't think most people are aware that this is the nature of the
system, these are the decisions that are being forced upon what I
would say certainly start out as rather healthy families in crummy
circumstances, and can very quickly end up to be very unhealthy
families in crummy circumstances.

I just wondered how many times, and I don't mean an exact ac-
counting, but just how many times were you confronted with this
notion that if you would turn over your children for foster care or
some other care away from you, or Guy, if you would opt out of the
picture here, that somebody could assist you?

How common is that? I don't want to make more of it than it is.
But it's a little frightening.

Mr. Mc MuLLAN. You run into more of that than you do the cir-
cumstance where people say yes, we'll help everybody.

Chairman MILLER. You receive more offers of conditional help
based upon some change in the structure of your family?

Mr. Mc Mmusr. Right.
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Right.
Mr. McMuLLAN. You've got to give up everything you own. Like

say if you have a car, or you have a small amount of money saved.
Chairman MILLER. You're just not poor enough for the system?
Mr. Mc MALAN. Right. You have to havelike we couldn't get

any more help on the eviction problem in Baltimore until we were
out on the street, you know.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Yes. I'd asked them to help.
Mr. MCMULLAN. And when you approach those people in those

jobs as a responsible individual who happens to be having a hard
time, you know, you're subject to ridicule. They don't expect you to
be there. They think you're hustling them or something. They
want you to be destitute. The Welfare program, the best thing is
for me to be out of the house, my wife not to work, and you can see
the scope of the problems that are there when you have that situa-
tion. Salvation Army was the only one out of a list of services that
would take the father and children and the family all together.
And my wife approached a lot of different people, organizations.
And they all said the same thing, that you have to havethey will
take a mother and her children, but not the husband.
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Mrs. MCMULLAN. We had, when my husband had been laid off
one job and then was hired on another one, he took a tremendous
cut in pay, so we could no longer afford the apartment that we
were in. I went to Social Services, when we started being handed
all these lovely eviction notices, and I said, can you help us, be-
cause we're going to lose our deposit, get us into a cheaper place to
live, something within our means that we can afford.

And they said no, we cannot help you until you are on the street.
I said, why wait that long? 1 said there's a lot of us out here. Why
wait until we're actually sitting on the street corner? And then all
they did was call a shelter. I was already doing that.

Mr. MCMULLAN. It cost us our little bit of money that we had
saved to go with their program, the way they wanted to operate it,
it cost us more, unnecessary, you know.

Chairman MILLER. Yvette, do you know if this is true, in your
hotel, have families had to give up some of their children to foster
care or separate from their fathers or their mothers so they could
live there?

Ms. DIAZ. I don't really know. I don't speak to hardly anybody in
the hotel.

chairman MILLER. Ms. Mascitti, is this common?
Ms. MAscrrri. I've heard many reports. And because we're an

educational advocacy agency, generally parents come to us when
their trying to get their kids into school or solve a problem. But I
have heard many, from other agencies, many reports of special
services for children walking in and saying you know, look at how
you're living, we have to take your kids.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Excuse me, Mr. Miller?
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Mrs. MCMULLAN. That was one of the things we feared more

than anything else, that if our time ran out in the shelter and we
didn't have it all together and another place lined up, that they
would come in and say you're not taking very good care of your
family and we're going tc take your children. I mean, I have seen
my husband literally get sick and lose his dinner worrying about
Social Services stepping in and taking our children from us.

Chairman MILLER. They would make the judgment for these rea-
sons, that you're an unfit family, and therefore they now have the
right to start removing children from the home. Mr. Coats.

Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. McMullan, I want to commend you for making a

valiant effort to keep your family together, through obviously some
very, very trying circumstances. You are an exception to the rule.
I hope you can hang in there. The strength in your family, as I see it
sitting here, is in your unity in pulling through this together. And I
just trust that things will improve for you and that you'll be able to
keep things together.

What is your current situation now?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. I am presently unemployed, looking for work,

and my husband is collecting unemployment.
Mr. MCMULLAN. I haven't got it yet. I just got laid off at Bethle-

hem Shipyards, Sparrows Point. And that was due to weather and
material cutbacks, material that wasn't on hand. And I just talked
to the supervisor yesterday and he said two to three weeks.
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Mr. COATS. Are you presently receiving other benefits? AFDC?
Mr. MCMULLAN. WIC.
Mrs. MCMULLAN. WIC.
Mr. COATS. WIC? How about food stamps? School lunch subsi-

dies?
[No response.]
Mr. COATS. Are you in the process of applying for these other

benefits? Am I missing something?
Mr. MCMULLAN. We've considered going down and getting food

stamps. It's an all day affair and we just haven't gone and done it
yet.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. One of the thirgs is that we are trying not to
get caught up in the welfare sys.,em, bicause it seems like from
what we've talked, it's kind of like once you get in, it's hard to get
out. We want to be on our own. We want to do it ourselves. And
there's a point where you've got to draw the line and you've got to
go down and get these things. But we also don't want it to be made
cushiony so that we lose that eagerness to get out there and make
it on our own.

Mr. MCMULLAN. You become institutionalized, even though
you're living in your own house or whatever, when you start to
depend on it. And you said it yourself, that we're an exception.
And we're all making sacrifices, to keep whatever it is we might
have. You're giving up something when you start getting into the
welfare system.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Because you get used to them buying your
food.

Mr. MCMULLAN. We were different at the shelter. We had to
assume position as parents to more than just our kids. There were
adults there who were making, their transactions to us were as
children to an adult or a parent, you know what I mean? These
people were all in that system.

This one lady said that they'd been in and out of shelters, they'd
been consumed by that system. They didn't know any better. And
if you understand what I'm saying, we are responsible people.
We've got it tough right now. And part of that responsibility is I
guess you could say, let somebody else have those food stamps
who's not responsible enough to take care of themselves.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. In the shelters, they think it would be a very
good idea to have professional counseling there. I don't mean a psy-
chiatrist. Somebody that can counsel these people and help moti-
vate them. Because by the time you hit there, there is no motiva-
tion. They have lost all hope. And they need somebody there to say
hey, you're a good person, you've got a lot to offer. We were kind of
motivaters up there and tried to keep, you know, besides keeping
ourselves going, you know, you try and keep everybody else going
up there, and people seemed to start looking to us as their support
system, to try and, come on, you got to get out there, you've got to
keep trying; you can't let this thing beat you. You can do it, you
can do it. And to keep tha , drive going. But a lot of those people
who don't have their partner there to keep prodding them, saying
come on, let's go, let's go, we've got to do it, we've got to do it, are,
you know, there was one lady who kind of just walked around in a
daze, she had been down for so long. It was just like, there's no
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hope, I just can't get up any more. It's over, it's done. I'm giving
up. I'm throwing in the towel.

And there's been times when we have both felt like that. And
we've been fortunate that we never quite hit that at the same tirrr
It's always one's been up and the other one's been down.

And they need motivation. They need people in there saying you
can do it, you are a good person. Because you don't feel like a good
person when you don't have a home and you're not providing any-
thing for your family.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Boxer?
Mrs. BOXER. Yes. Thank you. Mrs. McMullan, I am very im-

pressed with your commitment to this family, and your husband's,
and I would like to echo Mr. Coats' comments that I feel that you
are going to get out of this. And the reason you are is because of
your attitude and the spirit that you have. And if we can help it
along in any way by making this economy a little bit better and
giving your husband and you the opportunity to be a productive
part of the work force, you'll be out there and you'll be fine. And I
have a sense of optimism that you will.

But it seems to me you have played a phenomenal role, not only
with your own family, but with other people, as I hear you tell it.
It seems to me that one of the problems is that people do lose the
sense of hope and optimism. And once you've lost that, you just
can't come back. You are going to get caught up in the system, and
you're going to lose that self-esteem and self-confidence which you
have managed to keep together between the two of you and the
kids.

And that leads me to a question. It seems to me you're a victim
of economic circumstances, plain and simple. I mean, other people
who are homeless mu have drug and alcohol problems, may have
sexual abuse family histories, mental problems. You're a victim of
economic circumstance here.

So for that group of you that make up an increasingly larger
share of the homeless population, what services do you feel you
need?

First of all, it's obvious you're saying we need to have more abili-
ty to take in families who are in this circumstance.

Now once you're there, it seems to me we can reach you, or
someone can reach you and help you. What type of services could
you use? What type of services are missing in this situation you
find yourself?

Mrs. MCMULLAN We needokay. I am a strong advocate for
counseling people, keeping them motivated. People, also on the out-
side, need to be aware thatI had seen a news reel back in Mon-
tana about where a man's impression of the homeless was mostly
what you see on the news media, they're drug addicts, they're alco-
holics, they're the elderly sleeping in cardboard boxes, sleeping on
benches, the bag lady.

And they seem to need to know that this is not the way it is I
mean sure, there is But I'm saying there's a lot of us that are not
alcoholics, not drug addicts. And the public needs to be more aware
to reach out to these people, because there's a lot of them out there
who really do want to work, for you know, economic reasons or
whatever, they've lost everything. And you need an outreach to
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those people to have them, who would be more willing to come in
and say hey, I've got a spot just for that man, right there.

Mrs. BOXER. So in other words, if we could create a solution to
the problem, one solution would be a situation where there is a
place for homeless families that when they get there and they have
a decent situation, where they're not exposed to all the other trau-
mas that are going on in the center, where there could be job coun-
seling, psychological counseling, assistance to get you through that
particular period of time. That would be a model.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Even if they had like spokespersons to go
around to these businesses, you know, and say hey, if you have an
opening- -

Mrs. BOXER. Advocates, job counselors and advocates for the fam-
ilies.

Because what you're saying is there's a stereotype about the
homeless.

I have one last question, for Yvette, Mr. Chairman, if I could.
Do you, honey, when you live your days, do you have a feeling

that this is a temporary situation for your family, that someday
soon you'll be out of this hotel, that you'll have a normal family
life? Or do you sense that you may be stuck in the situation for a
long time?

Ms. DIAZ. I sense that we'll be out and living in an apartment
again and being happy and not collecting food stamps or Welfare.

Mrs. BOXER Good. Well, you keep up that attitude. Thank you
Chairman MILLER Mr. Holloway.
Mr. HOLLOWAY I would have an observation for the family, to

say undoubtedly there is help out there, and we're spending money
on these programs, but it undoubtedly is not getting to the right
places. In my interpretation of what you're saying, you were of-
fered help from any number of organizations, but yet the help
doesn't seem to be getting to the families or to the area where
needed. A lot of times where we need help with families, we have
no programs readily available.

So maybe we're spending our money in the wrong places and
there may be money available, it's just not getting to the right
place.

Am I correct in that? You were offered help from many different
places, but just not for a family like yourself?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Right. We were offered help as long as we
would divide our family. And I don't, you know, when we took our
marriage vows, it says thick or thin, forever. And that's the way
we're trying to live it. And I don't see why the system has the right
to come in and say, I'm sorry, but the only way we can help you is
if we divide you up. That's not the American dream here.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I think in the Congress a lot of times we're
always just wanting to send more money, more money. And we're
not willing to take the money we're spending and put it in the
right place, just to be honest with you. And I think sometimes we
just want to allocate more and more and more money without
trying to be a little more efficient and make the most of what
we're doing. And I think that's a lot of our problem

Mr McMuLLAN. I just wanted to, like he said, you know, we've
all said here this morning, this is a, like our family and the fami-
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lies like ours, this is a new problem, the way I understand it; in
our country. And the way a lot of the systems are working today
are for old problems that kind of have grown old, wore out. But
like you said, the funds are there, for old problems, you know. And
they re still old problems and they still haven't been solved. This is
a new problem. Maybe some redirecting of those funds, you know,
the money is there to kind of tackle this new problem before it gets
real out of hand. Ycu guys remember the tent cities that were up
just a few years ago in Texas and all that. I do.1't know what hap-
pened to those people, and their families.

Mrs. McNium-AN. I mean, you get people, you know, a lot of them
out of the shelter, and then they end up on, they go from the shel-
ter and then they go to Social Services and then they're on Welfare
and then they spend maybe 18 years on Welfare, until the young-
est one is off Welfare, or whatever the age limit is. And so now
you're supporting that person for 18 years. And that's not an
answer either. And I think that it should be made so that these
people, providing they're mentally competent, should be forced to
go to school. If you're going to be on Welfare, you have this amount
of time to go to school, get some kind of an education and we will
help you do that, and then you're off. You've got a time limit and
you'd better get it together and get off the system and get out
there.

I'm not one for these just live on Welfare forever and sit back.
But you get an education, you go to your social worker and say
okay, I'd like to do this kind of a job, and help that person get their
training, help them get the babysitting and help them get that so
they can do it and say you've got to do this. This is the only chance
you're going to get. This is our help that we're offering you and
when this is done this is it. Don't come to me just before you gradu-
ate and say, oh, I'm pregnant again, I can't finish school. Because
this is it. This is your one big chance. Don't blow it. Because there
won't be any more.

You know, I think we need to get a little bit more hard-nosed so
they just don't get caught up in the Welfare system and just sit
back and say well, it's going to be there every month until I die.
Because then the kids grow up thinking that's the way it's got to
be. You just sit back, collect your Welfare check and stay like that
unlit you die. And that's not the way it is. I mean, it shouldn't
haN e to be that way. There's a lot of opportunity. There's a lot of
jobs out there.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I think that's our responsibility And I think
that's something we have to do as Congress. Just so you know
we're not all raised with silver spoons, I grew up in a bedroom with
four boys and we were very poor, too. So I pretty well know where
you come from.

We have to quit encouraging things. And I think in America
today that's all we're doing We're encouraging Welfare, we're en-
couraging people to go out. And if we open programs, just say let's
spend endless amounts of dollars, there's no end to what we're
going to create. There's 10 million families out there today that
would like for us to furnish homes for them. So I think it's up to us
to try to put the money in the right places. It's up to us as Con-
gress to be receptive tc the needs of the people and take the dollars
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and use them where they can be used the best, and if we don't do
that, we'll never accomplish anything.

Chairman MILLER. Well, I suspect in the coming months, we'll all
get a chance to figure out where we are on these issues, because
they're all rushing at us like a headlong train here. Mr. Durbin.

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yvette, do you have any friends at the hotel your age that you

can meet with or watch TV with?
Ms. DIAZ. Yes, I do.
Mr. DURBIN. Do you? Are there lots of kids in the hotel?
Ms. DIAZ. There's a lot.
Mr. DURBIN. Are there? Do some of them go to school with you,

too? Same school?
Ms. DIAZ. M-hmm.
Mr. DURBIN. Do you do homework together or have time when

you can get out of your apartment?
Ms. DIAZ. Every day.
Mr. DURBIN. Every day? What grade are you in?
Ms. DIAZ. Sixth grade.
Mr. DURBIN. Sixth grade? Do you have any ideas about what you

would like to do when you get finished with school and get a
chance to take a job?

Ms. DIAZ. Go to college.
Mr. Du Ram You want to go to college? Did anybody in your

family ever go to college?
Ms. DIAZ. My father.
Mr. DuitniN. Your father did? You said your father was in the

Air Force, but he's in the State of Washington now?
Ms. DIAZ. M-hmm.
Mr. DURBIN. If I could ask the McMullan's a few questions.
Mrs. McMullan, you indicated that you had taken some courses

and had some training and that you had graduated on Valentine's
Day. What, kind of training had you been taking?

Mrs MCMULLAN. I'm an Emergency Med. -al Technician. I volun-
teered for the Fire Department, P.G. County Fire Department and
they paid for my schooling. And I ride the ambulance and go out
there with car accidents and-

Mr DURBIN. Are you hoping to be offered a job doing that?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. I'm going to put my application in for Balti-

more County. A number of hospitals I've called said to come down
and put in applications because they don't run ads in the newspa-
per, they just go through their application file.

Mr DURBIN. What is your formal education. How far did you go
in school?

Mrs McMtn.LAN. I have two years of college. I graduated high
school, I have two years of college I was in a pre-nursing program
back in Montana.

Mr. DUBBIN Do you and your husband ever talk about going
back to Montana?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes. All the time. I'd go back tomorrow if I
could.

Mr. DURBIN What's holding you back?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. There's no work there It's beautiful, but you

can't eat the scenery.

1... no
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Mr. DURBIN. Tell me about medical care for your family. How do
you provide for what you need by way of prescriptions, medicine,
doctor care, and that sort of thing.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Well, right now, we've been going to Chesa-
peake Health Care Plan. It's up at Francis Scott Key Hospital, and
they go on a sliding pay scale.

Mr. DURBIN. So is it like a total medical care plan, and based on
your income? Is that how it works?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes, except for if they had to be hospitalized or
something like that. That's just for the pediatric part, and your
routine doctor things. If I had to go to a specialist or something,
then you pay full price. Then I guess you apply for some kind of
assistance or something.

Mr. DURBIN. Have you been able to keep up with it, though,
through this private plan that you talked about?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes.
Mr. DURBIN. Are there other families like yours in the shelter,

where husband and wife are together with kids? Not in your shel-
ter?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Not in our shelter. In our shelter there was,
there was a married couple. There were two married couples, but
they didn't have any children. The guy that lives downstairs from
us, him and his wife were there before us and they had two chil-
dren and she was expecting their third.

Mr. DURBIN. Did you feel that you had available to you, if you
needed it, training or additional education for pursuing a job?

[Mrs. McMullan nods in the negative.]
Mr. DURBIN. What held you back looking for that?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. When? You mean-
Mr. DURBIN. Well, let's say-
Mrs. MCMULLAN. While in the shelter?
Mr. DURBIN. When you were living in the shelter, did you have

an opportunity-
Mrs. MCMULLAN. I was going to school. I was still going to school

for the Fire Department two nights a week, and riding the ambu-
lance one night a week, trying to keep up my obligation to the Fire
Department.

Mr. DURBIN. Was there other training or courses available to
you, any kind of job counseling as to what you might look into? Did
you find that on your own?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes. I went down andbecause it was looking
like it was going to be a long way before I could ever go back to
college and finish and get my R.N., and this was a way, for one
night a week to ride the ambulance, and they were going to pick
up the tab for my books and my education to do it. It was a four-
month course. And then my nursing background, my little pre-
nursing that I had was a help. But not everybody is into the niIrs-
ing field, either.

Mr. DURBIN. I have to join my colleagues in saying that there is
something special about your family.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Thank you.
Mr. DURBIN. You're going to make it. And unfortunately, we're

not going to help you as much as we should. But we're going to try
to change that. Thank you for joining us.
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Mrs. MCMULLAN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you. And I certainly join my colleagues in

my admiration for you both and for your family.
When you look back on the situation in Montana, what would it

have taken in the way of assistance for you to have been able to
retain your home and go through a period of retraining or trying
to find other work?

Mrs. McMuLLArr. We had reachedmy husband had just gone to
school for two years, and I had been in school. And the town is

Mrs. JOHNSON. Were you working part time jobs during that
time?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. I was. I had my own little business, a very
small business, of my own. I was grooming dogs.

Mrs. JOHNSON. But during the school year, I mean during those
school years, you did support yourselves?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes. Wethe town right now is drying up, and
they are expecting it to eventually be a livingghost town.
There'll be nobody there left. There is, you drive down in the town
and you have four to five houses sitting empty on every block and
up for sale. Main Street used to be six blocks long, and if you could
condense it from all the buildings that have sort of burnt down, it
would probably only be about three blocks long. A major car deal-
ership moved. We had three lumber companies. One moved out,
one burned down. Everything seems to sort of be burning and leav-
ing, rapidly. And I talked to a friend here and she says it's still,
everybody's still leaving, leaving, leaving, leaving.

Mrs. JOHNSON. So you did absolutely have to leave. When you got
out here, you apparently were able to start off on the basis of your
savings and employment?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. No. By the time we got here, we didn't have
any left. And we moved in with my mother in law, and we were
living in her basement, seven of us. And she had an old car that
she let my husband use to get him back and forth to work until we
could get a little money. And then he sent for me. See, he came out
with the two babies and our oldest, because I was too pregnant to
fly. I didn't realize that you cannot fly after you're about eight
months.

So my oldest son and I stayed with some friends back in Mon-
tana until after we had the baby, and then we joined them. That
was back when they had the discount rates, you know, it was like
$80 for us all to fly.

Mrs. JOHNSON And did you finally then move out into your own
apartment?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. M-hmm
Mrs. JOHNSON. And when you lost that apartment, when your

husband moved to a different job, what was the difference? In
other words, what would it have cost a government program to be
able to help you stay in that apartment, per month, until you were
able to find another place, so that you wouldn't have been evicted?

Mrs MCMULLAN Okay. Our rent was $449 a month. And we
were- -

Mrs JOHNSON. What would you have been able to pay?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. About half.
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Mrs. JOHNSON. And so the problem was that there wasn't any
housing for families for $220 a month?

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Down in the City of Baltimore, there is.
Mr. MCMULLAN. Yes. You can get downtown there, if you want

to live there. You're making another sacrifice. And that's all of us,
our future. And I'm exposing my children to things that this little
girl over here has to live with every day.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Yes.
Mr. McMuLLAN. You pick one thing, and you give up another.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. We looked at one place, $225 a month. It was

three bedrooms. And this guy was going to be real picky about
renting to us. And you went in there, and my husband about fell
through the hole in the floor in the dining room. And for a kitchen
they had a free-standing bathroom sink.

Mr. McMuLLAN. That was it.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. That was it. No cabinets, no shelves, no coun-

tertop, nothing.
Mr. McMuLLAN. No stove or refrigerator.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. Obviously. And then there was, you know, you

had to dig through all the beer bottles and the booze cans and ev-
erything to even get to the place. This was down on Gay Street in
Baltimore. And everybody said, you don't want to live down there.
And I'm going, we can't afford anything else Like right now we're
living in a one-bedroom apartment. We found somebody who would
rent to us.

Mr. MCMULLAN. But he's violating some lord of law by doing it
Mrs. JOHNSON. I'm sure he is. How long have you been out, then,

of the Salvation Army?
Mr. McMuLLAN. A month.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. Almost a month
Mrs. JOHNSON. And so your goal is then to save up and to be able

to get a larger place?
Mr. McMuLLAN. See, we still pay our past bills, utility bills,

phone bills. That's part of being responsible in this country, and
we'rE .,till trying to accomplish that, you know.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. From back in Montana.
Mr. McMuLLAN. We bought a car here with some money that we

accumulated after I was here. And the guy has let us go for six
months, because we keep in contact with him and let him know
that we are responsible because we can't pay the insurance on the
car and maintenance our family at the same time. Somebody had
made a comment about well, you got a car, why don't you go get a
job? Well,-

Mrs. MCMULLAN It's real hard to drive it when you don't
have- -

Mr. MCMULLAN. You can't leave your kids in the shelter there,
you know, then you're driving them around in a car that once
theyif they arrest you or stop you for that, you know, which is
the law, they take your plates and they give you a fine and most
likely the driver is in some kind of trouble. And then you expose
your kids to another danger.

Mrs JOHNSON. So actually what you're talking about is a rela-
tively small amount of money that stands between you and trans-
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portation and you and a place that your kids and you could hope tohave- -
Mr. McMuLLAN. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON [continuing]. The quality of life and the education-

al experience that they need. You're really talking $300, $400 a
month.

Mr. MCMULLAN. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. And are there any sources of low-interest loans?
Mrs. McMuLLAN. We don't have any credit left.
Mr. McMuLLAN. Our credit is--
Mrs. MCMULLAN. In fact, our credit is so bad they can't even find

us any longer.
Mr. McMuLLAN. But that's another story. But see, the thing is,

you know, when you have all these other bills, you know, they've
been patient, and now they're having to report us to credit agen-
cies and all that kind of stuff. And then, see, we're even qualified
to file bankruptcy. But that's not an answer to the problem,
anyway.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. And we've been trying to avoid filing bank-
ruptcy because these people have been really patient with usand- -

Mr. MCMULLAN. It's being responsible, you know.
Mrs. McMuLLAN. Taking our little bit that we du send them, and

because these people trusted us, you know, they gave us medical
services, they gave us a phone, they gave us utilities, and now we
owe for it. And I don't want to cheat these people out of it by filing
bankruptcy. You know, it's going to be an absolute last resource.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Excuse me.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Wortley.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I've used my time. But I do appreciate your being

very direct with us and giving us some better understanding of the
fact that we create really much more serious and much bigger
problems for children and for families by having programs that ir-
rationally constrain and don't provide help at the right time to
intact family groups. And I appreciate your being here today.

Chairman MILLER. You know, you have to understand something.
Unfortunately, in this country when we draft legislation, we
always draft it for the worst case. We draft it on the theory that
we have to deal with the family that's going to cheat us and cheat
everybody else, and therefore we strip people of all their resources.
Instead of drafting on the basis that there are people out there who
are good people who are in serious trouble, we've drafted it that
there's bum people out there wno are going to take advantage of
the situation. We draft overly restrictively so that we won't ride
with people who have their own initiative to get out of the situa-
tion that they're in. We constantly work on the basis that the
system is filled with nothing but people who would take advantage
if given the opportunity. It's a tragedy in terms of the flexibility of
the law to recognize individual cases.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Yes. Because then eventually you end up slid-
ing down- -

Chairman MILLER. Well, it ends up more expensive for us in the
long run, I think, as Mrs. Johnson pointed out. If we would ride
wits- "ou for a few hundred dollars, we would probably in the long
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run waive ourselves many thousands of dollars because we let you
get into more trouble before we'll bail you out the next time.

Mr. MCMULLAN. We like to be part of the "we" organization, like
you say "we," I'd like to continue to assume the position as one of
the "we."

Chairman MILLER. That's right.
And we all too often turn it into an adversarial situation imme-

diately and it's they against us or you and me, whatever. Mr. Wort-
ley.

Mr. WORTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry I was late ar-
riving here and didn't hear the beginning of your testimony.

How long have you lived in your present shelter?
Mr. MCMULLAN. Sir, right now we are living in a one-bedroom

apartment in Dundalk and we've been there close to a month. We
moved out of the Salvation Army almost a month ago.

Mr. WORTLEY. Is there a time limit on how long the Salvation
Army lets you stay?

Mr. MCMULLAN. 21 days.
Mr. WORTLEY. 21 days? And who came up with the rent for the

existing apartment you're in?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. I went around and applied to different char-

ities, like the 700 Club and Franciscan Center and some of the
churches in our area, like the church that we now belong to, they
help donate, they get 25 here, 50 there, 25 over here, 30. And that's
how we got up our first month's rent and our deposit. And that's
how we got our, a lot of our furniture.

Mr. WORTLEY. What are you going to do for next month's rent?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Pardon?
Mr. WORTLEY. What are you going to do for next month's rent?

What will you do --
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Oh, we've got it. We've managed to hang on to

it. Somebody has donated some more money- -
Mr. WORTLEY. Good.
Mrs. MCMULLAN [continuing]. Through the Salvation Army for

us.
Mr. WORTLEY. How did you happen to locate this apartment

you're now in or this one room; did the Social Services Department
steer you to it or the Salvation Army?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. No. No. This man had, somehow his name and
address and phone number is hanging on a bulletin board at the
Salvation Army. And I called to see if he had anything larger than
a one or two bedroom, or ayes, one or two bedroom and he did,
but it was out of our reach. And he said he was willing to rent a
one bedroom to us until either something opened up that we could
afford, or we could just stay in the one bedroom.

Mr. WORTLEY. How many other families are there living in this
dwelling unit that you're in?

Mrs. MCMULLAN. Five.
Mr. WORTLEY. Five?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. No. Four.
Mr. WORTLEY. Four? What are their hopes and their aspirations9
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Well, we have aspiring r6, k stars living next

door. We have- -
Mr. WORTLEY. They keep you up late at night?
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Mrs. McMuLLAN. Yes. We were up 'till Midnight last night.
We have a pair of retarded people on the top floor. And next

door to them right above us we have a husband and wife, an uncle
and their three children. And then down in the basement we have
a man and his wife and their two children, and the third one is due
in I think a couple more months. And then they rented the entire
basement down there. It's two apartments and they just kind of
run back and forth.

Mr. COATS. Would the gentleman yield for just one question?
Mr. WORTLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. COATS. Something has been running through my mind. One

of the things we encourage is the extended family, and we all
bemoan the breakup of the family. And I noticed in your testimo-
ny, I think you referenced it, that you lived with your mother-in-
law for a period of time; and when you were able to financially get
an apartment, you did. Was it an option, when things got tough
again, to move back in with her? I understand it's not easy to live
with your mother-in-law. But your other descriptions in terms of
the Salvation Army, crowded room, six people in it, the situation
you just described doesn't sound real great either. I just wondered
if that was a possibility.

Mrs. McMuLLAN. Where we're at right now is the best place
we've been in since we came to Maryland. No, except for the other
apartment. We had a three-bedroom apartment.

Mr. COATS. But I mean from a financial standpoint.
Mr. McMuLLAN. There was nowe were living right outside of

D.C. here. And the job that I had, you know, it's just the way
things have been happenning, wasn't paying me enough money to,
I couldn't afford to rent a house. And we ran into the same thing.
Well, you've got, there's six of you in your family, you need to rent
a four bedroom house. So that option was out, and I was still stay-
ing in my mother's basement. And of course there was an over-
crowding situation there, you know. We were violating her rights.
One bathroom and all that kind of business. So there was no option
to move back to her house. There was no base cash to go and rent a
house to live in it long enough to be evicted here or any of that
kind of stuff. What happened, we packed up and left and went and
stayed with a friend of ours, at a friend of mine over in Reba. But
we didn't have the option to stay back at her house or anything
like that.

Mr. COATS. Thank you.
Mr. WORTLEY. How many of your children go to school?
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Two.
Mr WORTLEY. Two of them go to school? It has to be a disruptive

process in their life. Do they move from one school to another, your
mother-in-law's and one that .-night have been near the Salvation
Army?

Mrs. McMuLLAN. We have moved, they have moved schools three
times since the beginning of September.

Mr. WORTLEY. Three times since the beginning of September?
Mrs. McMuLLAN. Since September They were going in P.G.

County and then they were going over in Baltimore City and now
they're going to a Baltimore County school.
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Mr. WORTLEY. How severely does this impact upon their learning
process, I mean the grades they're getting in school?

Mr. MCMULLAN. They could be valedictorians from what I see,
because they carry B averages.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. They're pulling a straight B average.
Mr. WORTLEY. That's wonderful. That's wonderful.
Mr. MCMULLAN. But then you're back to the family. A team, you

know.
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Yes, because as soon as they get home, boom,

they hit the kitchen table and homework is done before they even
sneeze. My oldest is old enough to understand-

Mr. MCMULLAN. You've got to do that. You're salvaging what-
ever there is for those kids. We know what the problems are. But
that's a routine that you've got to keep hold of.

Mrs. MCMULLAN. And these two are old enough. They see the
hardship that we have gone through with having kids and going to
school at the same time, and my daughter is going, I am not going
to do that. I am not getting married before I am 20 years old, I am
not having any children until I graduate college and I will gradu-
ate and I will marry a graduate.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mrs. MCMULLAN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. You're more than welcome to sit through the

rest of the testimony. I just wanted to make it a little bit easier in
terms of the children. And I want to thank Jamie and Ryan and
Morgan and Ryder for coming and talking with us this morning,
also.

Yvette, you're more than welcome to stay here also. But I just
thought it might be a little bit easier. We have some more wit-
nesses to hear from.

So thank you. Bye, Bye. Thanks. Bye.
Mr. MCMULLAN. Say Goodbye, Ryder.
Chairman MILLER. And I'd also like to ask if the members of

Panel 2, Nancy Boxill and James Wright and Tricia Fagan, could
come forward, too, and we'll kind of condense these into two for the
purposes of questioning.

Okay, can we go ahead?

TESTIMONY OF KAY YOUNG McCHESNEY, PH.D., DIRECTOR,
HOMELESS FAMILIES PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CA
Ms. McCHEsNEy. The first thing I'd like to say is that there are a

significant number of homeless families on our streets now in the
United States, for the first time since the Depression.

In the Depression, we were running 20, 25 percent unemploy-
ment. Why? Why do we have homeless families now? We don't
have 25 percent unemployment. I'd like to just basically say that
we've had massive structural changes. Between 1979 and 1985

there was a rapid increase in poverty, about a 49 percent increase
in the number of people living below the poverty line And during
that time, a 25 percent increase in the number of families with at
least one child under the age of 18.
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At the same time that we had a rapid increase in the number of
families that could only afford low income housing, we had a de-
crease in the number of available low income housing units, by
about 20 percent.

The result was predictable, except no one seemed to be thinking
about it. But we had an acute low income housing shortage. By
1985, the ratio was nationally nearly two households who needed,
who could only afford low income housing for every available
household. In California, one of the hardest hit states, where I
come from, the ratio is nearly four to one.

The first condition was an acute low-income housing shortage. At
that point in time, in late 1984, early 1985, finding that we knew
almost nothing about homeless families, I wrote up a protocol and
was funded by the Ford Foundation. and did a study of homeless
families. The purpose was to determine how families became home-
less.

We did, over a period of 18 months, from 1985 through July of
1986, intensive interviews of 87 mothers in five shelters, five of the
ten shelters in Los Angeles County that handled either mothers
and children or couples with children.

The interviews ranged up to three hours in length and were
tape-recorded and transcribed. And we also collected a number of
other kinds of data. And staff members lived in three of the five
shelters in which we worked.

I'd like to give you just a little bit of the basics. Seventy percent
of the sample families were headed by 30 mothers. Thirty percent
by couples. Of the couples, two-thirds were married couples. The
sample was 55 percent black, this is mothers now, a third Cauca-
sian, about 9 percent Latino, and we know they were under-repre-
sented for various reasons. A typical mother had two and a quarter
children under the age of 18 with an average of two of them in the
shelter.

The mothers were young. Mean age, 28. The children were very
young. Mean age of 6 or median age of 5.

Basically, there are several important findings in the study that
I'd like to briefly outline.

The first was that families are homeless because they're poor.
Now, that might sound obvious, but it doesn't turn out to be. Vari-
ous and sundry media representations of the homeless seem to in-
dicate well, a lot of them are psychiatrically disabled or a lot of
them are substance abusers. That did not turn out to be true at all
of the sample of our study, nor has it been in the one other large
study of homeless families. Families are homeless because they're
poor.

We found, however, that they were not all poor for the same rea-
sons. We identified four different kinds of families that seemed to
make up our sample.

The first kind you have just heard fromthe unemployed couple.
The pr:,blem there is that Dad has lost his job. And often he sup-
ported the family well, as a construction worker or a machinist or
a welder. He used up his unemployment. Half of the families out ofthat group are literally migrating across country, just as this
family has done, looking for work.
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In fact, this family told me off the mike that they had a choice.
They had family in D.C. and they had family in L.A. And their
L.A. relatives said don't come here, there isn't any work. So they
came to Washington, D.C. That was kind of how it was for the fam-
ilies in our study. They literally went, for these unemployed cou-
ples, from city to city, and they would stay in each one for a couple
of weeks, looking for work. And when they didn't find it, then
there you'd have it. They finally ended up in Los Angeles. So that
was one group.

The second group, mothers who are leaving relationships. Essen-
tially, they shared with the first group the characteristic that they
had been supported by a man who had a good job, often well above
the poverty line. But when the relationship broke up, say he was
beating them, he locked them out, something like that, sometimes
they left, they lost their only means of support, and they were lit-
erally out on the street, often at 10:00 or 11:00 at night, with only
the clothes they had on themselves and their children on their
backs. That was it. Emergency situation.

The third group, AFDC mothers. Mothers who'd been supported
primarily by Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The prob-
lem for these mothers was what I call the squeeze. California, as
you know, has one of the highest AFDC payments in the country,
but it isn't enough, given the acute housing shortage in Los Ange-
les. HUD's own figures for Los Angeles County show the median
rent for a one-bedroom apartment in Los Angeles County at $491 a
month. Now, a Welfare mother in 1985 with one child got $448 a
month plus food stamps. Even then, with the rents starting at
around $350, it wasn't enough. And eventually, she had to choose
between essentials like diapers and food, or paying her rent. And
she ended up leaving through eviction or in advance of eviction.

The fourth group was the most surprising group, totally unex-
pected on my part, and I think important to relate to June Bucy's
work. And that is mothers who share the common history of
having been severely abused as children, coming then to the atten-
tion most often of foster care, removed to foster placements where
they were generally sexually abused. The kids then run away. And
the word "runaway," it gives you this little image of this kid that
didn't want to come in for curfew at 10:00 o'c:ock, with the parents
anxiously waiting by the door and that's just not how it is These
women had been abused to the point of torture, frequently. The
abuse was severe. And so when they quote "run away," actually,
they're leaving horrendous situations, and they, as she said, end up
on the street.

And we often wonder, well, what happens to these runaways9 In
Los Angeles County, we estimate there may be as many as 10,000
homeless teenagers. It's one of the capitals in the world for kids.
And we just doubled our shelter capacity for kids to 45 beds for
10,000 kids. Well, what happens to them?

Well, some of them at !Past turn up in my study. And at the age
of 19, 20, 21, now they're homeless young mothers with an infant of
their own. And they're particularly hopeless. They have no one, no
family to turn to, nothing, there's just nothing there.

Those are the four kinds of origin of the poverty of the families,
why it was that they just couldn t afford housing in Los Angeles.
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Let me just briefly review a couple of other findings.
The first thing that had to happen for a family to become home-

less was they had to be poor. The second thing was, one of the
members raised the issue well, shouldn't they be staying with rela-
tives or family? The situation of the family we just heard from was
typical. What we found was that families either had no one to turn
to, no families of their own, or exhausted the resources of their
own family before they became formally homeless, ended up in the
street, in a shelter, or in a car.

We found an extraordinary number of mothers who had deceased
parents. Fully 16 percent of the sample mothers were actually or-
phans. And half of the deceased parents had died before these
young mothers were 21, so that we had actually literally families
that weren't there to turn to. Parents and siblings were either
dead, lived out of town where they weren't any help, or were, had
no housing resources of their own to share, or were severely es-
tranged from the family that was in need of help. So literally,
these families had no one to turn to.

I'd like to mention just a couple of other important issues that
were raised in the study.

There were, in Los Angeles County, unlike New York State,
where we heard from, and Massachusetts and several other places
that have shelter systems for families, Los Angeles County, 8.1 mil-
lion people estimated, had no federal, state, city or county shelters
of any sort for homeless families.

As a result, I interviewed mothers with infants as young as two
weeks who had had to live on the streets, literally, with their
babies, who became ill, because ti- 9.re was nowhere to go. Mothers
living in garbage dumpsters. Mothers living in the apartment, the
laundry building behind her brother in law's apartment building.
That kind of thing. The private agencies were wort. ing desperately
to fill the need, and there just wasn't enough. Daily, every shelter
that we worked in, we worked in five shelters, turned away fami-
lies for lack of space

And the problems were simply very, very difficult.
I guess I d like to finally turn to some of the effects of homeless-

ness on children in the families. Family life is totally disrupted by
homelessness, as you can hear. Parents who don't know where the
next meal is coming from or where they're going to sleep that
night struggle just to meet basic physical needs. Mothers who have
not yet had to live in the street, as this mother talked about, were
terrified at the prospect. Mothers and children, parents and chil-
dren who had already been living in cars or on the street were
afraid on the one hand of being mugged and raped and on the
other hand, as you heard, of having their children taken away
from them by police because they were endangering them, under
California endangerment statutes.

And curiously enough, in the State of California, the only state
funding, it's actually FEMA funding, has been interpreted by the
state to be used for emergency shelter for homeless children only
once they are taken from their parents.

So we have the curious position that the state will not do any-
thing to care for the families to prevent them from being evicted or
assist them in finding housing, but if the children are taken from
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grant levels to accurately reflect reasonable 11% ing costs, and should consider requir-
ing some type of periodic cost of living increase

Similarly, as we reflected in our discussion of Titles IV-B and E, consideration
should be given to developing stronger language which would prohibit unwarranted
restrictions to entitlements currently allowed in this program (specifically emergen-
cy assistance) and provide Incentives for those States which provide comprehensive
services to homeless families and, more importantly, programs directed at prevent-
ing homelessness

We hope that this Select Committee will urge the Public Assistance and Unem-
ployment Compensation Subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee to criti-
cally review the statutory provisions of all three of these Titles

Discrimination in housing against families with children
Before concluding, we want to bring to your attention our great concern about the

blatant discrimination that families with children are experiencing while searching
for housing Through our association with New Jersey's Right to Housing Coalition
we have had the opportunity to meet with, and hear, firsthand, the true stories of
numerous homeless families from throughout the State These families have had a
widely varying experiences, histories and economic situations They have come from
rural, suburban and urban communities in New Jersey Some worked, some re-
ceived AFDC, some were single parent families, some had both parents present

The one common thread running through each family's experiences was that each
of them had been denied the opportunity to rent housing, usually more than one
time, simply because they had children The National Center for Youth Law has
done a particularly fine job in documenting and addressing this problem, nation-
wide In New Jersey, the Housing Coalition of Middelesex County conducted a state-
wide survey on this issue and found that this type of discrimination is a blatant and
insidiuous iactor exacerbaiing the homeless conditions of families in the State

We strongly support current Congressional efforts to amend the Federal Fair
Housing Act to prohibit this type of discrimination

We thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today

72-237 0 - 87 - 3
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NEWSLETTER
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN OF NEW JERSEY 17 ACADEMY ST SUITE 709 NEWARK, NJ 07102 2011643 3876

Homeless in the Garden State
By Tricia Fagan

ACNJ SUM Associate
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Dberhalnadow Agalase Claim
Many homeless families have been du

cnrmnated against because they have child
ren With the state's entteally light rental
market', landlords have become much more
discnininating in their selection of tenants,
despite the fact that this type of docninina-
lion in renting is illegal One parent, !OW
income, non white and younger families are
most likely to be affected by discrimination
by landlords because they represent the
largest portion of families who rent Sur
keys show, however, that white and more
affluent families with children are equally
discnminated against due to their parental
status when they attempt to rem housing

New Jersey currently has . statdte pro-
hibiting discrimination against families with
children under fourteen in rental housing
(N J S A 2A 42 101) This law does little,
however. to proem real discrimination
against families A landlord is fined only
$100 for a first violation and a minimum of
$500 for any additional violations The vie
tim does not receive any of this fine, must
pay her or his own court fees, and has no
guarantee of housing even when they win
their suit Bill S 181, re introduced by
Senator Leanna Brown (R Morns). would
prohibit all forms of discrimination in

lcontimaxt on pege 2)



Homeless
Icontinved from pate 11
housing against families with children
under IS'

The inequity of the housing market for
parents is often compounded when a family
laces racial or economic discrimination as
well %%Me locating affordable honing for
parents is difficult enough the addition of
these factors can make it almost impossible
to find a place toll', esen for families with
a reasonable Income

Richard and ilartho l ' u secure Nay),
eouple whit are life long 'Widen, tit Slid
(beset Counts brought their IN" soung
thildren back to the count when Richard
completed his tour of dun and left the
Serucem Yosember 1984 ;hes stayed at
a relator s home 'temporarily' while
looking for an apartment Richard had a
good job and hoped to find a nice home for
23004330 a month After 10 months of
constant searching the 1 family 005 still
unable to find housing During rho, period
the family came close to breaking up under
the tremendous strews of losing out on
advertised apartments ',sing dos to day on
the floors of family members homes and
dealing dolls with the frustrations of being
homeless

The L s fnalls approached apt, housing.
adsenate convinced that they hrre hetng
discriminated against The agency corked
with them In testing the ayailabilas of
athertised rental units Thes here ahh to
prose that the / 's w being clearly
disc raced ueoinst hasn t until
Noseinher l98, however, thar the 1

tardy fnalls loured; ecinunent housing

I ange Families Homeless
A small but significant number of fans

hes are homeless simpls because the, are
unable to locate an affordable home large
enough to ascommodate their families
Multi bedroom housing units nailable for
families to rent in New Jain sodas are
practically nonexistent Units of this ripe
that were formerly asailable tine been
remodeled into smaller units renosated in
to condominiums, turned into student
housing, allowed to deteriorate The result
is that larger families who must revs base
literally nowhere to go Most of these
families hair three or four children Some
families, however, are esen larger

4leson R !ors in central New Jersey
where she a rinsing eight children For the
part seselal sears she has rented a house for
5350 a month, borrowing schen,' she tan

make up the difference in her 5328 a
month AFDC grant The landlord ho ;'ing
to force the R family out, has allowed the
house to deteriorate into substandard ton
downs Alison being unable to locate alter
nate hooting for her family has had to re
main despite pone lising conditions The
landlord recently increased the rent to 2618
It a impossible for Alison to raise that
amount each month Inesuabis, she and
her children will be evicted Though she has
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AC NJ offered the 'ollowing
recommendations in testimony to
Ye eh Jersey's Council on 4ffordahle
nous iv on February 13 1986

In establishing present and Pro-
spect.se need formulas, deseloping
miens for municipal fair share and
eseluativg the final plans it Is Essen
tial that On C ounce' maintain a focus
on the tremendous need for afford-
able fans& housing in this state

For various reacons senior citizen
and coung adult housIng otten
more attra,tice to municipalities than
housing for families with children In
addition developers mac choose to
build only single bedroom units as
the most simple method of meeting
their low moderate income obliga
bons A responsible number of multi
bedroom units must be included in
I air Housing plan, in order to meet
the need, of N J !amain and there
by ensure the health of the state

The Council must ensure that non
urban municipalities do not misuse
the regional contribution agreements
h. transferring most or all of their
low 'moderate income famile °bhp-
dons to urban mstuelpaliiitA

The pressing need for affordable
housing for families is not only an
urban phenomena %%rule innocatoe
meacured use of the regional con
tobution agreement, could pr.,
henctutal to families and muni,i
Nimes aliAc ue urge the oancrl to
caretain, scrutinire all these
agreement, to ensure that those
municipalities ask ng to ansler
some of their obligation base ode
quatel, planned for the need, of their
ohn lower and moderate income
families I rnplovment and educa
Donal opportunities arc coal to the
success of ceiling families I urther
segregation of needs families most
not be allowed to occur in rho state
It s had policy for families and bad
polio. for New fuses s own con
tinued growth

There b a flied t0 ensure that a
minimum reasonable peretntage of
the low 'moderate Income housing to
be developed is rental housing

For a large portion of the lower in
come population including mans of
the state s single parents with child
ten homeownership is kurrentls an
unrealistic goal Net thousands al
previously asailable affordable rex
tat units base been lost in the pact
decade alone due to gentrificallon
deselopment of condominium and
0 515 units and deterioration It is

nonlial that rental unit, be part of
any muricipalitc s fait share plan

hie urge the C ouneil to consider
adding al least one additional public
memser

This buds is charged with an ex
acme:, important puhlu responsi
bait. one which will hace far reach
ing ogniticance for Neu leruv and
Its citizens Because of this wr would
like to see at least one other public
member on this Council to represent
the needs of the moderate and
perhaps more importantly at this
time low income citizens of the mate

Finals we behese that the C ouncil
must not onls sit specific numbers
for each municipahls's fair share. but
must also institute mechanisms lo en-
sure that municipalities actually
follow through on their plans in a
responsible and lintels manner

Along the came line, the su.,e, of
this most important endenor will de
pond on meticulous morntorinv, tit all
phases of planning and actual =plc
mentation (including foliow through
mans regional contribution agree
nic to ensure that municipal plans
are being carried out as stipulated
These issues are too important to
lease to good faith arrangement,
There mast also he Mechanisms
established that guarartec teas°,
able equitable resale and rental con
tro's for Mt I aurel houting

been trying for seseral sears to ger into the
Jede-ai Sect.on 8 housing program she has
been denied due ro the intense eon-petition
for the limited number 14 Sec inn 8

souchers R ithin a couple of 19010h,
R and her children will he homeless

A suit filed tis Oran Monmouth legal
Senses in Ocean founts in May, 1985 on
behalt of sesen families, each with three or
more children ic currentic awaiting a heat
ins date The suit. 41gor se (mewl ill
Glean tats the constitutional right of
shelter of homeless families in New leism
and nky the court to establish the responci
Hit, of the state county municipalities and
Board of Social Sevres incolved in pro
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ciding shelter to those families It also raises
question, about the right of larnilies to stay
together whether or not They are poo. Thu
court s Final decision on tho case will ha,
important repercussions for tie. Jersm s
homeless families

Families Separated
Mans 01 the state s homeless families

pace children in looter care The inabil, of
a famil, to afford pm is housing sir their
children be interpreted he thy slate as
netrIcst Though some emergency assistance
'fouls cost to help families in housfror and
other emergencies housing ,ontinum to he

le ontinued on page 31



Homeless
(continued from page H
a primary cause of out of home placement
in this state A 198' report for the Dielsron
of y stub and Family S<Isice0 ID1 FS)
noted that homelessness and extreme your
mg difficulties represent the problems most
frequently encountered by faMihts whose
children are placed in foster care in New
Jersey 140n of families with children in
placement) The State's Child Placement
Renew Advisory Council has also dosu
mented this correlation between lack of
housing and out of home placement Flour
ins is the number one reason for children
being removed from their parents 'core
renting 19.1$ of all CPR caner In 1984

Pat T admit that aft...struggling to find
housing for herself onJ her 5 children white
ramping on lie floors of different friends
and relatives, temporarily placing her child
ern in foster care was almost a relief The T
faint was esreled from their urban apart
mess when they were unable to paw the rent
increase demand.. Pat T, a whirr lower
income homemaker who was abandoned by
her husband, hoped that she would be able
to find a decent apartment quick/ and
bring the lamb bock together Sevens,
months later she IS M even worse condition
than before Her children though placed
voluntarily not be returned to her um,
she finds appropriate housing according to
star standards Pat T, however a no
longer eligible to receive any AhDC or
mimed assistance the lamas was formed.
recenung as long as her Madre, aren t Its
mg with her 'thou' that aid and !cued
with the limited housing °plum. available
Pat T ss fearful she may never get her fawn
b back

There are many parents like Pat T
throughout the state They are faced with
an almost impossible task of locating and
secu[ing housing for their family with Intle
if any income If not they face losing their
children permanently Esen if a parcel can
locate an apartment and find assroarme in
putting up the scorns deposit, she must
enneinee the landlord of her ability to pas
the rent I/115, and the Dimmon of Vselfore
ha., an agreement whereby Melfare will
begin processing an AFDC grant for the cull
amount if DIES notifies them as to the el
act dal that the children are to he returned
home Kith this arrangement a parent
should revere her full Al IX grant the (Jas.
the children come home Checks are not
anus, available on time, hoarser and few
landlords will rem on only the promise 01 a
constant income Some states me h as
Slamachusette emend AFDC amistanee tor
sesoral additional months to parents whose
children base hers temporanle placed for
reaeons such as housing in order to heir
dentin the fame. situation New Jersey
has yet to deedop a similar approach to this
problem of families being separated mime
times permanently simply because thin.

himom eeen parent der riser, on SI IX h

Sew refs, c r a m ' ! her w shddrgn
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TABLE

Family She

Maximum AFDC Grant per month)

N J Average Fair Rent Cost
(per month)
N of Grant

Pak Rent In Least EsPenshe County
Musses] (per month)
% of Omni

Fer Rent In Most EsPenslei County
fttergen & Passaic] (Pe month)
% of Grant

Parent
1 Child

$292 00

5394 90

35%/

5325 00

(111%)

5488 00

(160%)

Parent
2 Children

$365 00

5462 70

1120%1

$380 00

199%1

5543 00

1141%1

Parent
3 Cfddren

5443 00

5.;75 10

1130.91

5475 00

(107%)_

5677 00

1153%)

.an't find decent, affordable housing In
the end, the state ends up paving to mam
rain these children, usually in separate
foster homes, for months and sometimes
years, while the mother searches for decent,
affordable housing

OnePurer Families
Probably the largest and most rapidly

growing number of homeless families Are
those headed by one narent, usually the
mother Amon, all I homeless families
alrea s mentioned shone who are poor
those facing dd..- rtunation, those with
many children, and those who have child
refs in foster care the vast majonty are
headed tr a single mother

Between 1970 and 1980 the number of
one parent families in New Jersey increased
by 2509 Today, slow to 20b of the
slate s chndren Irs e with the, mothers The
major g owth in the one parent family dui
leg Ibis ',nod of time is a nesult of in
crea.s in dm orce rates and numbers of
parents who tale new r marned A report
by the N 1 Department of Community Af
fairs' illustrates that one parent families
partieularls those headed by women, are
especially affected by the current housing
crisis bet are usually substantially poorer
than flan Parent households are more likely
to face diserimrnatron by landlords and
credit establishments and hair more
special needy in housing due 10 their status
;as sole Lopport and parent figure in their
atolls

Some of these homeless single parent, are
women in domestre violence shelter, sours
are unwed teenage mothers some are
do orced suburban mothers desperate to re
main near then jobs and communities The
Middlesex Counts Housing Coalition s
mrseY demonstrates that one parent (am
lies experiencing revere rousing Jrfficulties
Lome from ewry socio economie .lass and
from Lot/urban rural and urban music,
panties throughout the entire mate ( learls
homeirimem is a problem attesting child

and tamrliec in esers counts and it is ar

hlem that s growing

ADDRLSSIM, THE ( RIS1S
In the face of this ens, what n being

done for the many families and children
who are a rads homelem' And what is be

ing done In Sew Jersey to present families
and children from becoming homeless in
the face of the crtticalls shocking afford
able housing market'

Federal RM...
An Abdication of Respons/Mtity

For almost 50 years with the adoption of
the Federal Housing Act of 1937, the Fed
oral gosernment assumed fundamental se
sponsibtIrty for providing, in conjunction
with state and local authorities, '' decent,
safe and sanitary dwellings " for the nil
bon s lower income families Since 1981,
however, despite the growing number of
Americans living in poverty and the escalat
ing costs of housing'', the Federal govern
men[ has chosen to cut back (almost to the
point of elimination) its funding for any
type of subsidized housing Re,lel. of the
proposed federal budget for FY 87 shows
that the Administration plans to continue
this trend by freezing and or totally
eliminating whatesee Federal programs still
exist to asset people in need of low income
housing

New Jerry s poorer families in both our
urban and rural areas hase suffered [semen
dourly as a result of this policy off, There
is little doubt that federal abdcatron of
responsibilefs In this issue 0 a major factor
rn the grousing number 01 homeless
families The reality is baltho trend of Ha
tam neglect on the part of our national
leaders will cononue for at least the nest
seeeral sears Ito cleat that if New fuses Is
to effeensels address this mom strong
State leadership in ehampiontng the right of
famines in shelter is required

Sure Polies
Need for ( lent, and Arbon

State policy in New Jelsty clearly reed
nizes the ham, r ghts .1, families to he
housed miring Ii is thy longstanding

of oho mate that no person Mould be
deproed rat shclier II' I PPM

( h I'M In it Pr, Mount I durcl I ruling
i he stats s Supreme ( Sill 01Ier.iled I M.
polies otwer,ov that [here cannot he the
hhgho, Jo,h, that Metter along with
food are this hat, human need. It
plain without depute that proper prescrsion
for adequate housing of a" categories of

finntatued on page.)
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people is sertainly an absolute essential in
promotion of general welfare t Oft Laurel
1, 67 NJ 151 1975

In April of 1983. concerned oser the
growing number of homeless people in New
Jersey. Gm ernor Kean established his Task
Force on the Homeless in New Jersey Task
Force members took less limn 6 months to
study the situation and release their first
report In it they concluded that ' the
problem of homelessness in New Jersey has
reach I the point where it can no longer be
ignored Government can no longer rely
on stop-gap measures nor can it continue
as it has in the past, to rely on the efforts of
Pniate charities and soluntary agencies to
meet the bare survisal needs of New
Jersey's homeless " They proposed a
tomprehenme series of recommendation.
aimed at presenting and addressing the
problems of homelessness and based those
recommendatns on the " urgent need
for a comprehensive polNy which mtevates
the responsibilities of Ste, Counts and
'cal government with the appropnate

function of yotuntars agencies as direct
service providers '

Since the report has been issued there
have been some indatises implemented by
the State on behalf of the homeless A net
work of Comprehensise Emergency Asss-
lance Systems (CFAS) was established to
coordinate planning and emergency se"nces
on a county loci to homeless and other
citizens in need In 1984 Gosenor Kean
signer. into law Bill A-299 introduced by
Assemblyman David Schwan, (D Middle
serf, appropnating St 6 million for a

Homelessness Presennon Program This
program tcsennally prouder rental and
mortgage assistance on an emergency bans
An indaation of the pressing housing need

in this stale is the fact that this program ran
out of monies months before then first sear
ended ) The State also appropriated some
ernergensi funds to provide food and
shelter in FY 89 and Fl 96 and increased
it, dill inadequate AFDC and General
Asquanse (GNI gran, for fl 99 and

Y
Initialises rnadc i, date howcicr hair

not begun to ar.1e, the needs of New
Jersey s homeless families and indisithials
and hate faded to substantialls address he
root .arle, of homelessness in New Icier

State Commitment Chalkoged
In the face of the growing numbers of

homeless people, advocates are beginning
to question the State s commitment to
remedy what has become a statewide crisis
Legal Senores, the ht 1 Department of the
Public Advocate and locai groups such as
the Elizabeth Coalition to House the
Homeless ha., urinated a number of bud
actions around the state on behalf of home
less people Through these cases, wht h in
dude the Alto, suit mentioned earlier, they
hope to force state, county and municipal
governments to establish clear, equitable
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polio on sheltering the homeless people in
New Jersey and to put that rolls) into of
feet

Among thc teary re. of concern to
those adso.ating for the State s homeless
there are some key issues they feel the State
must address One of these issues relates to
the ' fault provision in the current
AFDC GA regulations These regulations
are used to determine whether a family or
Indoadual is eligible for Title IV A emergen
us assistance According to this provision
an otherwise eligible AFDC family can only
reverse this assistance if tney can prove that
they are homeless through no fault of their
own that they had no opportunity to

plan in advance A family which knows
reseral months in advance that their rent is
going to increase, is unable to find afford
able housing in the intenm, and is nrcted
for failure to pay rent for marnpk is not
eligible to reCehe emergency assistance for
housing in New Jersey because of this pro
vision, despite the fact that they are now
homeless

Another issue being challenged in the
courts relates to the limit on the length of
time that this emergency assistance ts mail
able to a homeless family or individs-1
Current regulations allow this assistance to
be provided for no longer Its n one calendar
month following the month a family loses
its home Faced with the SCar:lry of hous
mg advocates maintain that there is a clear
need for this limit to be extended or lifted
completely It is almost impossble for a

ACNJ presents a day bog

South Jersey (Aid
Advocacy Conference

at Glassboro State College
on May 15, 1986

Acid.t.onal rn.ormaboo avartabse
thrt the ACNJ Once at

1201) na3 3878 or 16091 867 3211

low income homeless family to find decen
homing on todai's market within that shot
period of time

1 resent hearing in the 1dmini,tratis
law ourt in Newark affirm, t hi, point
Flooteless individuals from an Elizabeth
Shelter had been unable to losake housing
Thai had requested an extension of
ernergenss assistance from the local welfare
office but had been denied because 'hey
had exceeded the current time limit With
the help of housing advocates, they appeal
ed to the court and welfare officials, in a
pre trial agreement, extended the emerges
vy assistance The stringency of these
regulations is .learly illustrated by the fact
that in 1964 less than one half of IV. of the
states AFDC families massed emergency
assistance for any type of emergency, in-
cluding food, shelter furnishings etc

Advocates are also calling for the State to
provide the financial backing necessary to
cuppor its polies commitment to the home
less A preliminary survey conducted last
sear by the Accountants for the Public

Interest NJ showed that it is thorough
ly es ident that New Jersey provides far less
for all emergency seryices to the homeless
(585 per person, per year) than aay
neighboring state provides in funding for
shelter alone" Some of our sounties are
without shelters for homeless families
Without adequate funding assistance from
the State. ornate groups such as church
groups and community agencies who base
traditionally sheltered the State's homeless
have been unable to pros de shelter for the
increased numbers of people in need

Advocates are also demanding that the
State address the fact that man) or the
homeless families and individuals are sam
ply unable to afford any housing in New
Jersey due to the inadequacy of the current
AFDC GA assistance As Tabie I Illus
Crates even 1(0% of the current AFDC
grants is not enough to pay for shelter
alone, based on real cost of hying in New
Jersey Legal Sees ices of New Jersey is cur
rently developing a coalition of concerned
citizens in order to press the State to take
responsible action

These issues a w others, such as the lack
of training for state and local employees
w ho work with homeless people, the lack of
coordination in planning and proymon of
entices to the homeless and the breaking

up., families due only to lack of housing
must be adios cased on a stale level There is
a clear need for the state, through its
Department of Human Semi., to esaluate
these issues and implement regulations and
programs that more adequately address the
real needs of homeless families

Partnership Needed
The State alone, cannot assume total

responsibility for sheltenng the homeless
Mans of the suits filed on behalf of home -
leis people throughout the state require
sounts and munaipal governments to pro-
vide for the shelter and senives required Ds
the homeless as well Those prisatc groups
such as churches and the Satiation Arms,
who traditionally hate ministered to the
needs of the honelcis continue to play a
major role in ',ming those need,

ortrionir, groups around the state are
beginning to develop alternatise rising
situation, for lower income families and in
dooduals tattoo option, such at home
sharing, c sea. vaults programs community
land trusts and men urban homesteading
are being deseloped and explored In ,..floos
communities around the state

In addttion, people are beginning to
come together both locally and on a county
and state 'axle basis so speak up on behalf
of the homeless people tn the state Groups
such as the New Jersey Task Force on the
Homeless. Right to Housing and the Union
County Inter faith Council on the Home
less are ckieloping strong coalitions of
citizens concerned about the growing prob
km of homelessness and the lack of strong
;ninon., or the part of the Stare's Admini
stralon and Legislature to date In some

Irortnnued on page 3)
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locations such as Newark homeless peo
ple [Impels es are joining together to de
mand appropriate action on the part of ills
state and municipals. and are asking to be
gr., an opporssuts to work on rano:hong
their homeless state

1 cadets of mans religious group, are
beginning to ,nice their concern about the
Noiseless situation Members .: carious
denominations at a !coal hoer are calling or
their churches and synagogues to come kit

and and speak to the need temporars
shelter and for permanent housing for the
homeless Statewide groups sush as the
I capon 'uteri f°°1.-l°9 in ad
sosattng for low unsettle housing are join
trig wIth other groups in a push for Stare..
sountatslits in the planning and pros oion
of housing for our lower income singer,

I ow- Income Housing The key
These adsocates are aware hnuese that

an, et torts on behalf of the homeless will be
futile unless a comprehenose play for ed
dressing the housing reeds of the sate s
lowest income (aunties is deseloped The
New Jesse, Supreme Court 5 Aft laurel
decisions represented an important first
nec toward deseloptng such a plan The
new Council on Affordable Housing was
des eloped in asordanye with the Fair
Housng Ast of 1985 passed by the I egista
tore in response so the Court s Mount
Laurel II decision It will be responsible for
re, lowing and monitoring the implements
:tor of munstpal plans which are to include
pros :son for the deselOpment of a fair
share ot low and moderate income housing
As noted be the Chasman of the Council
Arthur Isondrup, this C ourts11 and its work
represent only another step towards ad
dressing our low Income housing nerd,
howeser NC NJ in its testimony ',Gore the
Counsl in February 1996 presented some
recomrnendat,ons which we beliese will
strengthen the potential cowrie impact this
Act could hese on Leer Income families in
the state The full test of these recommen
dation, can be found elsewhere in this
Newsletter I The total effect of this Act
howeser 'eke years and will most prob
AN, not base a substantial effect on the
housing problems of the poorer fanlike, in
One Mate Mote must be done to address the
real housing needs of these termites

There are commons groups mans
working in conjunction with state and
municipal muse, who are astualls
deseloping low income housing These
protects, howeser, are few and far between
and are limited his lack of resources
larger commitment of financial and
teihroal support are noun., if non
profits are to he encouraged to take a
greater ale in deseloping and supporting
these IspeS of housing endeavors

A TIME FOR All ION
All people share the ha,: human right
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to Ise sr Cigna., sales and secursy Surely
all of sou ether as Inds duals or as
represen.atise of soar organisation recog
nice the n for that hase right for
Amen,

et
s ildrer We hase all seen the

negaose good, ol dot upted and displaced
tamale, on shildren in schools in sosal
ersounte hmlih sitcat ons in emo
tional and mesa! probiens place to mall
hot, whet, yidisKingi erring
0- he iradi ,orai told seems little
coolish ask tins a ,oents sash as
ours

It is trIportarr is At work to address this
of hodnre omelessres, io keep

in on rid than tor the hors' eie, hildren of
this snare ho-sn, nciher a som-nodds
nor an insestrn erit hi, a home There nild
ren need ard shin 1,1 hese Pre right to the
bes, human prosisiars if food shelter and
clothing Federal state and local policy

acknowledge and insure this nigh,
The artsis of homelessness is grossing

Thousnds 0' tamilies are already elected
and houcand, more are at r sk of irn
m nem', losing their home and in some
saes losing their .hildre, We need I.,
beg n working ens on addressing this prob
ism and the ,s responding lea of low
income housing

Our federal leg,slaios need to hear that
this problem is a' mar., sorcerer to New
Jersey spirens Our sate gesernrrent must
be pressed to assume an ease leadership
role Jails problem is to be addressed corn
preherspels and effesnsels Municipal
gosernments need to acknowledge their
responstbilus tn exaserbanng the current

nation through exstcsioners zoning laws
and use o resin anon, or re c that
. se soloists limited the deseli t of
affordahle taints hops ng The, m.o.] to
begin deselopirg was of presiding their
fair ,hare i5f innosatise housing options for
the lower income amities of ,heir regions
as required under he Ices Housirg Nat of
1485

Those local sous, and statewide groups
ahead, working t3 address the needs of the
homeless need he support and input of the
child adsocai.s .vinmuno This is a torn
pies diftioali problem but it is rot an an
possible one Strong leadership a commit

tcd tuttnershIp and en informed public
awareness are needed if New Jersey is to
ultimately address our current epidemic of
homelessness The prescription writ not be
simple Of US) to swallow. but It must be as
eeriest if the health of our children, families
and state is to be ensured
. 19150L S Census
I Shales Geismar Not Enos.th to use On

A Sur,. of Listr,3 Costs and Conditions of
Head Start Families in Newark I Arid :9841

resent natisral sleds conducted by Cushing
Iloiheare of the National Low Insome Nous
ins Coalition shows that New lel X) :Mad
highest on a na until Rental Crisis Index This
rides represents a 1.0f.(P.1111re estimate of the
umber of seer low income renter households

JohtleC to the number of affordable rental
households Only California and Noada have
a .01se problem than New Jersey

is Scion of rental discrimmation due to ;sten
sit MAWS in New Jersey Sfuldleses County
Housing Coalition 11983 1)14) and R Yit
Nouns es at Reporting on Meesurire
Restricts, Rental Practices Affecting
Families with ChtWren A National Surly
10110 1980

s For a more comprehensive dIscussion of this
issue, see Stephen Eisdorfer s article Sinus

a ry s Ch Wren AC's/ hens
Irmo 111,231

6 The situations of Rarswrd and Martha L and
their chtkfren and the other families described

thISATII:',C are feat fJ,nf cases Rage been Of
are bong addressed by county m muntoPal
housing adsecacy organisations Thor names
base been changed to Pr.cs sMr Petsac7

Tommers., "Children Enfants Foster
Care Factors Leading to PLocernent (Sum
mazy Report) DYFS (1981)

8 Ch Id Placement Resew Report 1914 CPR
Adssory Cook-11119Se)

9 1 8 Glassman 61 L Pont and D 0. Bee

old Housing for Smile Parent Fannin...
Demornent of Cernmunsty Affairs (1982)

0 The Prrsuflert s Commission on Housing of
1112 found that there were over 10 trillqn
',miens Inca,' renting households in the

won ere+ 231. of whom Ise in subsdsed
housing The rest Ilse in substandard hoes
ins and or ray over 23.4 of their Income for
housing

II An excelkn. apLunepon and suede to the FY
en federal budget related to Low lesosne
blousing can he obtained from the Low
Income Flouting Information Sconce 1012
14th Strew N W , Washington D C 8X03
A SI donation ts recommended
Report of the Governor's Tark Forams the

Homeless page 2, October' 1913
It land
14 Mary Loss Pens keynote speech ACNJ

H ousing Forum No Place to Call Home
D ecember 4 1914

April Conference Calendar
sees le 1986 sisatt Regency

New Orleans, Le

May 25 FAS The Hol,das Inn
C herr, HJI N 1

June 1916 MISS1
Newark N

Sexual Victimization of Moire, For
proressonals who work with sexually
abused children and (simian For further
info all Conterence COOrdmator at (202)
745-2176

The Therapeetk `network of the Seready
Abased add Trentment Interned.
and Prevention For further info call (609)
962 9555

The Adolesent Doell7 Tenant Punt.
and Thele Ciattres the Thud Annual
Combined Adolescent Medicine /Auld
Psychiatry Symposium For more info call
Linda Gallmon, (201) 4564267
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FORUM
Statewide approach

to aiding homeless
DEAR EDITOR.

our recent editorial on the homeless citizens of Now
Jersey was a timeh and much needed reminder about a
problem that atfects more people everyday we at the As-
sociation for Children of New Jersey share your concern.
particularly in light of the tremendous Increase in Noung
tamilies with children who are becoming homeless through.
out the state and who are unable to find a place to live

Last tear, for example, 86 percent of the people as-
sisted through New Jersey's Homelessness Prevention Pro-
gram were families with children Recent estimates indi-
cate that more than 60 percent of the ' new homeless"
among us toda,, are those families Many of these families
have very low incomes and many are headed by single
mothers but growing numbers of working two-parent fam-
ilies are also finding themselves without a place to we

Homeless families in New Jersey are faced not only
with a serious lack of decent, affordable housing but also
win blatant discrimination DI, landlords againq far:sates
%al children Though technically our current laws prohibit
the tr., of discrimination, in reality they do lime to pro-
tect %.i,^e ,amities trom th.s type of treatment Two
h os eurient s being. considered las our Legislrure 5.181

7 Li anna Brnum and S 2030 ISers 1l %non Lipmun and
ihiraia DJ. rant escoi uouid more ettectivels pronini' nous-
irg oiNcrimination against familiesa much necded rem-
elt

e are alto seeing more and more (arches in New
bein: ceparatt d often Permanentiv beeaue the

r irr" cannid and sate aftordable home, ter tnei eh+
drer truidren are placed in lost. rime, at rreat
p (71 in:Tai curt In them and treat financial co-t to se.
ors ( ten despite tot beet moils et the parer'' to ft
uni their tarine. tnese children remain tt long period
ot t ,-le I^ t er care

M h.srieles iamilic with km incomo, ar deniod
emergonns noirsino, 3,,CMJ^Ce in Neu Jer,et b. cause ;nos
hate been tun to tin at tau!' te7 then homelesness A
re, m urn tun snund children urn nil, S 07 a

ino tar et I. demi err Prom's atitt.
dice tro-i Neu derct s u, ,tare 01:,ce<, if s^t na1 knoul-
(do., in adsancr that sr, lds guing to bn es ten etch
thins' Ref, are no aparmieni at I.;Jh is her 01 trot
incorm Jed sne ao1 her cral^rei, hate nos.. ner, to en Ret f pr,,,;.1(1"1 CI cur current ss,1.,irc reguia-
Uni vnl.,d t. rt.rimt,1

n^r crrn mord the state are tn re
snond to tne erii but ,net h n in unat tnev
ran do alone A comprehensise Ide approach is
needed on both a poi s and program lesel it Neu iltses is

to get 'Its on house in order He must start uorSing
together now to address this serious problem No child,
tarnilt nr indis ideal in this state should he denied a home
It is time for our state decision makers to shuts cornitussion
and leaderstuis in dealing with Int, issue lise are glad that
The `star I eCgee has come toruard to bring this crucial
matter to tr e public ate

Ciro 4 Scalera 1-ecutne Director,
and Tricia Jean linucin: Associate,

Assn( !aim for Children of Nest derto
',quark

7
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Court eases eligibility standards

in major victory fur the homeless
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The court said all three branches
of g ,P.r.ment -tht eareullse 1,c1,S3
roc and Judicial -hste recogmzed the
to "R rrobltrto et low incrre lam!

I poor its 3,d
cot thugs base bon dote to ame-
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Not Enough to Live On.
A Survey of Living Costs and Conditions
of Head Start Families in Newark

Thn findings detailed in fn is Gccufnent are the results of a sDecia rfiniect nvolving a cali,..00raficn ot
the trawat. Pr, t..C'ool Cocncii Inc and the Assoc arion fcr Cn :fen cr New Jersey, The crc 1 ct

was des dried soiefi, tcr the curoose of C3therr5 tactual data on tnh cost and Cora r ons or living
S tuations St Gareht; en'011..1 al 'he Neware Pre School Cconc

t was rreoaq,c; ,t1,0 , and finanC 31 ass,stahCe V0v ced C. Cu ASso_i at On c"
New

k, Si, fricfi CP, ,n s",1

Newark Pre-School Council. Inc
Association for Chiloren of New Jersey
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Preface

This report documents the econpm,c piignt and saualid 5 n ; condit0pris in wh,cn Newark s low
income children life The statistics cant a oic.ture of a world where the norms are chronic want
recurrino periods or Murder and su53tandard housing the year in Head Start provides an
Oasis of ecucational sociai and health services benefitt no tne entire tansy a, is soon over and the
realities or Ste lived on the economic edge soar. hinder tne onysical and social development Of
these pre scnoolers

Among the imp' cations that emerge are tne following

While three quarters or tne Head Start families rely on the AFDC allowance it is the
Sma'leSt and most nacenuate tederal teneat 01 all so that children wend their formative
years in tamiiies tacing continuous economic stress

Although rents on the tree market claim an norClnate ah Odnt of tne AFDC allowance
there iS no mecnanism to arl'uSt the Deneat so as to . pode enough to cover other
legitimate family expenses

04 all Head Start families s those renting ch the private ho ;sin; market wh ch race the
greatest financial C ffictaties and this is comocunr.ted wnen ;nay are responsible tor cro
via nit their own heat

Wr 'a very few rarn,Ses sick neat altodetner adnott that use space neaters to augment
inadequate heating an alternative that is 00th ti dna ..;nnevr,
Altnougn catalic health protessionals have :Or Seen the connect On between raf and
roach infestation and taking Paint on the one nano dna csease and lean ;DOlsonino on
the other extremely larca nurrDer5 of Newark rn iCren11.,e in neighpornocas and housing
units where Mese cond tons are commonplace and unaddressed

Since toed h. the one sur,k,a1 item 'hat is 1 ioxible it is we one wrach is cut orte.n peiow
nutritional standards with PoSsiole !ono ierm negative arrepts IJDin the cognitive
develoOment of en idren

Despite the tederF4i rood stamp Prooram hunoor 1, 0 roC,.1' :-,r,nornr n with which
these ramikes and On idren , cop

Attempts .it measurin.. r1 nay not Pe eC sJrce. %nen gathering
statIblics ite 'ew H,,C; 'art ',,r,lreS P intro', durirg those pennaS
when they sack tacad

'7
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Although Newark Head Start families have few complaints of Med.caid services they
Often cannot afford transportation to doctors and clinics pomting up Problems in access
to health care

Although half of the children recently cut from Medicaid nad to forego medical and dental
care because parents could not afford the tees no state healtn program exists to hell)
youngsters wno no longer elig ble oecause of stringent AFDC :,uiclelines still tall
beneath the poverty line

Considering these problems the Head Start families have superbly carried out their involvement in
the program showing tneir deep commitment to tne well-being of their children 1, et tne difficulties
of daily hying in the city are contiiiUOUS some tne results of local situations and otners of conditions
aPPlicable to all low-income residents in New Jersey For althougn tne housing conditions men
tioned nere may be specific to Newark tne economic conditions are not Farmies and children
tnroughout the state face the same difficulties in finding affordable housing in meeting rental and

costs and in satist ying survival needs cn a woefully inadequate budget Because of financial
pressures they attempt to satisfy food requirements almost wholly througn the food stamp allot-
ment In urban areas where crices are unconscionably high and selection poor the conse-
quences are multiplied many times over

Responsible citizens and government cannot ,n good consc ence allow these conditions to exist
Our state otters great promise and opportunities to some Df its cnilaren it must offer a decent
living standard to all of its children

This mormation comes trOm reSD0,1,,es ' enaed dueStiOns on the oJestlunndre

78
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Executive Summary

INCOME AND EXPENSES

A INCOME 13 a no Hoa.-: ",:'' r-- t. r I on ruse) '11 I, 41" rldcdro
2.)0,1. I 'It.,

Tno n,-rage Income or all tre r ();, bev),,v , n,nnv hoe a; Sd 77 a
montn or 55 7C4 a year 0,,tn 'he .10o '.0. c' 1000 stamps 1,0 ,h,eraLl.. ln, Crne 's 55'15
mown or S7 140 a sear

Tr pe C'uarterS 01 13moes re', on r~CJC and receive le55 Inan an. 0/rer crc.,0 an
avecr:e of 5331 per mond, or 51 yea' '1111.1 1hr aCCIt,on 2. ,0;1! larrDs .no, 're L.
raLsd to 5531 or 56 372 a yea, n, pvst r,t all

B. EXPENSES

I RENT

33' of income IS !no Gehora 'y 01 cep; rr, C: Inc co,,t nocynd however
Hedj Start tam ,,E.S overdo 0D, nO a 'La,. ' " 2 of the r ,Ln o nt wr r. The
value C' 1000 stamps Ls ,,acea '0 ,nc:-/o

F,im oes ,noutilc nous,r10av an .rer _ ' 1d Cr 33-, ' en, ev'tn the
rcld C' ,OCO Stamps,

Lim 'OS In nous no won cooec :PC rr n ,,,"race 01 Lr 4- )me ror rent
136 toe add,r,cn 0, 10, C 5',e ,

Fammes houync on Me '101, 171,1r, ri,e , ,rver.lgrr (,1 ,S34, 01 Inc 0)1)0 0., rent
L4.) Nan roe .dd,t,on or 100.: 0',17

c oesyvo rentS 01 '3) Ur Mr,rr, irl 0,1,0 II o; ' "C r,nrer, , rroe ma, et
ncos,nd 33-, IC loose (.. ; 'dy..11.t.,.3 fen's LW: t (,1,, , .1.10y.
n uni3O nous 1)') Perce'llii . rrt : "TN. nca or 100,0 Zno , 1 1 ;,:dr7i(p0

2 UTILITIES

Heat

:ents C' t.Coon ').'
edrc,c, . l t Ine fm Ia. , neat1no 0115 e at ,L.,,rs r-ponod
.vas '33 Cr In r I 0, 0100 ;1 I i, nr1 !fit, 1 ,ialPC iy d0000)

Halt rarr,bes 71, r a I ,r,. r, r-ar
ovt" :0131,./ -Orre of ,neSe clor, ma. L iccumulated . jr, rr. dn1 nart
-xe,ry,e,, Incurred Over d rir
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Electricity

98'0 of the families have electricity me average bill that was reported was 570 or 5'0 of

income (12°0 with the addition of food stamps)

Half of the families 12661 have bills over 550 the top 15'0 (671 nave bills of over 5100

3. FOOD

Families receiving food stamps pay an average of 5211 a month )about 55; a weeki or
37°0 of their income on food This includes 51 57 iaverage food stamp aliotmentl
average amount added from their own pocnet

60°0 01 the population with food stamps adds 550 or less each month to buy food 75°0

add 578 or less

Families who do not receive food stamps Day an average of 5253 50 a month (about 564 a
week, on food This represents 35 °o of their average income

4. COMBINED EXPENSES Food. Rent. Utilities Only Other normal e, penses such as
Clothing and household items are not included

Overall Head Start families who pay their own heating bills pay 115°u of their income which
includes the value of food stamps for the expenses of food rent and utti.tes Those wno CO

not pay tor heat have expenses of 84-0 of their average income Imciuding food stamps!

These expenses differ in each type of housing

In public housing familles Day an average of 73 °o of their income including the yakie or food

stamps for these expenses These families co not pay heating costs

In housing with Subsidized rents families wno are responsible for heating gay an average of

115°0 of their income including the value of food stamps in these expenses If they do not
pay for neat they have expenses of 84 o of their average income (including food Stamps)

In housing on the free marnet families responsible for heat pay an average of 1 t 9'0 Cf their

income which inciuces the value of food stamps in these expense:, ;I the w co not bay

heating costs they incur expenses Qt 88' n of their average income I nciuclinq file value of

food stamps)

LIVING CONDITIONS

HOUSING

25, of the families share housin J 7 7' nlese families state that 'hey share Li) of Inc

cost of renting

c,f)', of the families live in housing on the eat, rtii.,hoet and 8' u hve in r-,pu.,,nq with suosid ;fed
rents where they may tnCur expenses larger than their income I see above)
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32°, of Inc tam hes Ise in 00014 hcusaa.; ncorr,n ; expen,,es lower than their mchme (see
anOvel

36°, cf the tarries ree ,h Nous nr; o.tth Oers,S. S ;urn,, at or over 1 00 cler,onS Der room
the oanger point `or crowolno

610, Of all the tarn Ies have rat, eaner always or sonet,rnes In Their Apartments Almost
250 nive rats all the time

Almost 00 of the arnhes have rodcnes how in ; ether all or some( mes over half
have roaches in Mel nous,ng all the arne

have housing Arlin luamq roS or Ce,t,noS

4 of all the famines hve ,n housing tlAr r t paint Hall Ct the laultkes rn OuPtC
hOuSnl and 63"u Of tarnilleS in nOL,SInz; vein s,J0s,c1:eo rents have ,his problem wh1Ch (s
(elate0 tO the e,eslence of load co,,omno In CO lot on

UTILITIES

Over a th 'C Of the famines ,n all typs., of hous(no rep0r1 edvmg heat only Some 01 the hrlr
10° ht tee tam lies ,n tree marks,' housmo cm. have "eat some ot me

46% c, the lorries use soace heaterS with .30' 'hem w, no Mem alwavS or sometimes

Ih 0001 00010 hOuSmo housm oh (ee mArnet 300,, of the famhe$ report 1h:11e-eV
ale.ivS Or SCMehmeS use DO..Ce heaters

FOOD

70,,, ot 0,n(..tr,,r thpy LC repGrt that Me rtterr or some
hrneS run Out C' '000 Orb hate nC mOnev 10 h,h, more

Only 20 ; Ct the tarrthles rece,,Ire-; t000 %lamp,. report 10al f 000 stamps ias1 throwmout the
month

7omost had 147' I Ct the t trn lies recce, 1-; stamp, state that Mos., lac,1 ''tree
Only

60', ca ire Tarl)...S C C I rnOcle' irnoures t o t r, d ,,tarros each morn') 00 c' lesS
011,0,,;;e ypiVetleIrron , 1 el '0.; I reroe '1 teo, sOrretmes Cr
()'fen r, , 0 0' 10011 am; cdr,r, ' ,,M00 mc0/

The o'ea c' 'Cm 1 '1 111 , 17.1,1( ail , etie 1", I0ti _.1 Aro!, mai
t"C-,, D I ," r 7`, nlf, ; :Die

LA.v .`

81
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\ I

HEALTH

25'o Of tne families receiving Medicaid slate that they have sometimes had a coctor or

dentist reauest an aggifional payment over and above tne Mec.caiC reimbursement

30°0 of the families covered by Medicaid whO neeClezt o.thopedic shoes for their children

(Prescripea by Physiciansi were genie0 reimbursement while 13' receives) halt payment

as OppOse0 to who received Medicaid pawner, .n lull

Over hail ot the parents coverer, 'Dy Mea ,.aid state Mat they have not heard 0 'he Early

Pent:K:11c Screening and D.agnostic Program lEPSDPI a special Yoaram for children in

Mecicaid

119 families 22',..1 are not covered by Medicaid A C.,' iarter of the not n,w co red

by Medicaid had been recio,ents in the pas' Of these about 50°, state irk, take their

chilaren iess often to doctors '1C1 Qontif is

Those not recei,no Mec1ica.0 coverage pay an average of 523 for earn CoctOr s visit for

then child

4 1°0 of Me fam.l.es not recewing Medicaid report that ?n Me past ..ear wera kept from

taking a S.CK Chla to the COctor because they lackea money

Many families wrote in that they have difficulty .r) Qett,rd to th( coctor s office a thirst

spec,ticalty stating that they often lack bus fare

EMERGENCIES IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS

AIMOst hall i 4d, l 0! The ,#71,1 et, have t td no !cud he end suri,h

:2,, nave been burcla,ze.2

9` have nacl 00t,c.et,siOns C tm0( J n. cestroy, 1 Sy ,.end

7', have been cv.oteC Le( aus of non payment Of ,en'

i have ".,14ed !c..^ !Cr, to see a L!,-tcr because c ant, t r r L- bcame y SICK

PERCEPTIONS

Almoy halt u. the tam that tn.r have v.Ory r " 4,71 .rice 'Q80

KO Cr ^ere .rCate t'a th, r ..,4e n, t ' ,1",

82
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Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you, just on that point, whetherit's in Atlanta or California or wherever, what do we know aboutin terms of the number of people who are coming into these shel-ters simply because they were evicted because of the inability topay rent in their current shelter, and what was their previous shel-ter?
Ms. FAGAN. I know in New Jersey it's the number one reason,eviction and unemployment or loss of a job is the second reason.Ms. Boxim.,. I think when you're asking about the population ofwomen with children, th'.t would be one of the top three reasons.That population of women and children is really very differentfrom another population.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Fagan, excuse me. You said the second

reason would be the loss of the job.
Ms. FAGAN. Unemployment or loss of job.
Chairman MILLER. I assume that would contribute to the firstreason.
Ms. FAGAN. It would contribute.
Chairman MILLER. I guess what I'm trying to determine here iswith respect to the families that are the subject of this hearing,you're talking about people who at one point in time have a certainamount of stability, they have housing, they have some econom:resourc,,s coming into that family, from whatever sources. Then,the economic base disappears and now we start down this slipperyslope.
But there is no ability is there, for the stateand I use that,whether it's state or county, but let's just take the local jurisdic-tionthe State of New Jersey, beyond some limited effort at emer-gency shelter, and I'm not even sure, for the state to reach in andpay a portion of the rent? As the McMullan's testified, they couldhave paid half of their 400 and some odd dollar rent; if somebodycould have picked up the other half they could have stayed in theirthree bedroom apartment, or to pay some share of the snortfall, orto pick up the whole rent for some period of time until you seewhether or not this family can be re-employed or what have y)u.But instead of doing that, we require almost total devastation andthen we ride to the rescue. And it sounds to me as if the rescue isgetting more and more tenuous, that it's really not happening.Mr. SCALERA. And it's federally funded
Ms. FAGAN. Mr. Chairman, I do have to say that New Jersey hasa homelessness prevention program, which has been operational. Ithas limited funding, and is actually set up to provide rent, arrear-age rents or mortgage payments for families who are temporarilyin need. But they run out of that money before the end of the year;e very year they've run out of money.
Ms. MCCHESNEY. I believe New York has some provision for pay-ment of back rents and back utilities to prevent eviction, but myunderstanding is the housing--
Chairman MILLER. My understanding is Wt.-, usually allowed forone month or two months and that's pre* ty much it. If you fallbehind end you can get current again, you can come back in laterand tl, krill help you with your utilities or something. But wehave no ng where we make this part of the plan in terms ofkeeping ti., family intact, to seo whether or not we can get a new
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job and income into that family or not. You're telling me that's the
number one reason, though, that people are ending up in this situ-
ation.

Ms. MCCHESNEY. Yes. I just want to stress the importance of
that, because we heard from some members some of the stereo-
types thatwell, parents are substance abusers or people are psy-
chiatrically disabled. That's not what the studies show. People who
are psychiatrically disabled don't have enough together to keep two
kids with them while living in a car. I mean, that's really tough to
do that. So we are not talking about families that have major diffi-
culties in those areas. These families are homeless because they are
poor, because the economic base has fallen out from under them.
Not for some of these other reasons.

Chairman MILLER. On the removal of children, Ms. Fagan, the
removal of children and the use of IV-B, in each of these cases are
you telling me that you're going through the court determination,
or not going through the court determination?

Ms. FAGAN. A number of them are voluntary placements.
Chairman MILLER. Oh, I see. It's voluntary.
Mr. SCALERA. It's voluntary placement- -
Ms. FAGAN. As Mrs. Ayres pointed out, a lot of parents are

reaching a point where they're at the end of their rope and they
cannot pay for a place that s reasonable for their children to stay
in and after a year and a half of homelessness-

Chairman MILLER. So the problem isn't with the judicial system
just saying that this is one of the bases that you don't have to go
through reunification or permanency or anything, it's that it's a
voluntary placement IV-B doesn't apply.

Ms. FAGAN. Not always.
Mr. SCALERA. There is a problem, though, with the judicial

review, too, because even in New Jersey, we have a Child Place-
ment Review Act and then a judicial mechanism for the review of
those 900 children in foster care. Where was the judicial scrutiny
that said what reasonable efforts were exhausted prior to the place-
ment? And basically, it's a paper process and the courts are
not- -

Chairman MILLER. Who represents the family and the children?
Mr. SCALERA. Well- -
Chairman MILLER. Well, in California, you would have a court-

appointed attorney, either from the Public Defender's office or
somebody that they contract for

Mr. SCALERA. Well, in the ase of a voluntary placement, it
wouldn't be a --

Chairman MILLER I understand that I'm trying to separate out
voluntary and involuntary. When you go through the involuntary
process, somebody is there to represent the family against the
Social Service system, and maybe even represent the children sepa-
rately.

Mr. SCALERA. Right. We do have a law guardian program for the
representation of the children and they should be raising that con-
cern. But

Chairman MILLER. They're not?
Mr. SCALERA. We don't see the reunification statistics that would

seem to prove that in fact that concern is being raised and these

8 4
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children are being reunited. They may argue that, but we haven't
done a monitoring study of the court cases.

Chairman MILLER. You don't know if 4(b) failed at this point. The
issue is whether or not it's properly being raised by the advocates
for the children and/or the families and whether or not the courts
are forced to make that determination whether or not just simply
inadequate income is a basis for the removal of children.

Ms. FAGAN. And there have been court decisions, as a matter of
fact there's a case pending in New Jersey, the Algor suit in Ocean
County, which is raising this issue. There's been a decision in Cali-
fornia and also one in Washington, D.C. where the courts found
that reasonable efforts should include some sort of provision of
basic needs.

Chairman MILLER. So the hearing process under 4(b) in fact can
be used should the court make that determination and if that's
argued by the advocates for the family and the children before re-
moval?

Mr. SCALERA. Yes, it can be used. The administrative agency,
which is really at the front end, what we're arguing in our testimo-
ny today, is that they have not put in place a meaningful set of
services that would be likely to achieve a reasonable effort to pre-
vent placement.

Chairman MILLER. But the only test of that is if you go through
the involuntary process, really. You don't get to test that in the
voluntary, because you're talking about some distraught parent,
and you're telling them this is the situation and they say okay,
take my children. No one will ever find out whether or not there
were proper services extended and proper effort used and exhaust-
ed, because that's not one of the determinations in the voluntary
system.

Mr. SCALERA. Well, in effect, though, Congressman, what's being
legally argued is that--

Chairman MILLER. It's not being argued to anybody, it's being
argued to a distraught parent. That's my point. I think these
people- -

Mr. SCALERA. Well, the:, have to interface with the social service
system at some point.

Chairman MILLER. Yes, but as long as they can keep it volun-
tary, they don't have to meet the burdens of proof that you do
under IV-B for determinations. I believe they should go through, if
the state is going to start removing these children, the state should
have to meet the burdens of proof that are required under IV-B.

But that's not being done. They're circumventing it. Used to be
they wanted it because they could get money. Now they want it be-
cause they can't solve the problem if they go through that system
because of the burdens it places upon the state social services.

Mr. SCALERA. Well, we hope you look at that, because they are
getting around it.

Ms. MCCHESNEY. I also want to say that for the mothers, single
mothers especially, whichever process they go through, once the
child is at a home those mothers don't ever get the kid back, and
they know that, because they're not going to be found to have a
suitable home unless they have income. Their income ha, been pri-
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marily AFDC. They're not eligible for AFDC once the child is re-
moved. It's a Catch 22. They don't ever get their child back.

Chairman MILLER. That's true of children that come from rela-
tively stable homes, once they enter the system.

Ms. BUCY. I'd like to reiterate again that those are the young
people who at the age of 12, 13, 14, end up on the streets them-
selves where no one has any responsibility and there are no legal
records that these children even exist.

Chairman MILLER. In a hearing the committee had over the
weekend, we heard a corrollary to this: at least in Los Angeles
County, it appears the foster care system is in total chaos. Like
hell, they're going into foster care. We just sort of give them an all
night ticket on the bus or something. Because there is no evidence
that the foster care system in L.A. is absorbing any new children,
teenagers, whatever, whether they come from homeless families or
from families who abuse them.

Ms. MCCHESNEY. I don't know what you heard over the weekend.
But in spite of court orders and everything else, they're getting
well over 100 cocaine withdrawal, or drug withdrawal babies a
month in the L.A. County foster care system alone. The nursery is
backlogged, you know, 120 days for infants. Any kid over the age of
12 is just totally ignored and there is no such thing as placement
for those kids at this point. The system has just totally broken
down.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats?
Mr. COATS. Ms. Fagan, I'd like to get a handle on the total range

of services that might be available to the homeless family situation
you described in your testimony.

I understand your chart here in terms of their basic AFDC grant
not covering average fair market rental in the State of New Jersey.
But can you describe for me other services, whether they're cash or
in kind, that might be available to this family in addition to the
AFDC grant?

Ms. FAGAN. In the past- -
Mr. COATS. In your particular area. Both federal, state and local.
Ms. FAGAN. In the past, there were substantially more subsidized

housing units available and substantially more Section 8 vouchers
available. That has been drying up. There are incredible waiting
lists for housing, for affordable housing, and that is one of the
major problems in New Jersey. As I mentioned, we've also got a
Homelessness Prevention Program which is some state moneys,
just under $3 million I think at this time, a year. Those moneys are
available to families before they're homeless. Those moneys run
out early every year.

Mr. COATS. Are those designated for specific or is it just a
dollar grant that you can use, say, to pay the rent and L6 buy food?

Ms. FAGAN. They've got a very narrow criteria of which families
this is available to. It's primarily a working family that has hit on
hard times, that has had an emergency, a financial emergency, for
some reason. So this program, itself, does not even touch most of
the poorest homeless families. And then they've also got food
stamps, those types ef programs.

Mr. COATS. Okay. This very real non-hypothetical family that
you were talking about, it was a parent and three children, $465 a
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month AFDC grant. Do you know what the total of other cash and
in kind assistance would be available to that family to help them
meet their basic monthly needs?

Mr. SCALERA. We did compute that in our study, Not Enough To
Live On.

Ms. FAGAN. Which I don't have with me.
Chairman MILLER. I wonder if you could supply that?
Ms. FAGAN. I can supply that to you.
Mr. COATS. That, I think, makes your chart more complete for us,

because we have to look at the total range 3f services that are
available to see what that differential might be to keep that family
together through a homeless prevention program or increased
funding for a homeless prevention program like you have in the
State of New Jersey. But we really have to compare apples with
apples here to meet the whole range of services, both cash and in
kind services, that might be available.

And Ms. Fagan, I want to do all I can to keep families together,
too. But I keep having families coming to me, people in the foster
care system coming to me and saying whatever you do, you've got
to maintain the ability of the system to remove kids from families
because if for no other reason, the child neglect, abuse, sexual
abuse that takes place, and if you go too far the other way, in the
name of keeping families whole, you're destroying young people's
lives And so don't take that away from us. You're not advocating
that.

Ms. FAGAN. Not at all.
We're concerned that the system as it exists was based on some

underlying assumptions about the fault of the family, which was
true, and that's what it is really intended for, and we believe it's a
very important and vital protection for children. However, we feel
that the trend_ over the past five years has been that increasing
numbers of families are in poverty with less support system, and
that it's inappropriate for those families to be broken up and be
entering into this system and being punished for reasons beyond
their control. Those children are not being damaged by their par-
ents, and they're not in danger from their parents. They're in
danger from their society.

Mr. COATS. Well, I think we recognize that there are two classes
at least, and some fall into each category

I think it would be instructive for the committee, Mr. Chairman,
if each of these witnesses here, to the extent that they're able,
could supply us with information reflective of your area or any
other information you might have, that lists what those support
systems, as Ms Fagan just said, were five years ago and what they
are today, so we could get a handle on where we're going here,
what services are available, and so forth.

I don't want to ask you to do more than you're able to do, and
I'm not asking you to do something you can't come up IN ith. But if
that information is available, as I guess some of you are nodding
your heads it is, it would be helpful for us to look at that.

Chairman MILLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COATS. I'll be happy to yield.
Chairman MILLER On that point too, I think, you know, we

passed an emergency homeless bill a couple of weeks ago. But my

8'1
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understanding is that there will be a second piece of legislation
coming along that's supposed to be somewhat more comprehensive.

I would really appreciate the extent that you could stay in touch
either with myself or Mr. Coats. If you get a chance to look at that,
I'm sure somebody in your state, your associations, are looking at
that. Because we would be very remiss if we didn't start to take a
look at that in the sense that if we're just going to add money on to
the system, that we make sure that it doesn't discriminate or
damage families. I know it's hard, because we immediately want to
say, no money shall be used to discriminate against families, but
we also know that is almost the same rigidity in the system in one
aspect that we're upset about here this morning.

But in the next couple of weeks, if you can sit down and think
about how we put a little bit of flexibility in this system so that
families can be looked at as individual families rather than catego-
ries. Because I think one of the things that all of you are aware of,
and I hope most members of Congress are, when you talk about
human services, nothing works, because we have to look in each
one of the faces and say what's going to work for this person. And
once you start to do that it gets very expensive and most people
lose the stomach for it. But in this one, clearly, at least we've got
to look and say what is it that will help us to keep intact families
intactwhether that's a single parent and their child or the
McMullans who were here this morning, or a father and his chil-
dren, it makes little difference. However it comes out.

But how do we try to ensure the survivability of that unit within
what is apparently a rather inhumane system at best, and that's
not a reflection of people working in the system. And if some of the
forecasts that we see are accurate, it's only going to get worse.

Eventually, we will have to get to part of the core problem, and
that is that Congress should not be shocked by the advent of the
homeless, because in one fashion or another, we all participate in
the conspiracy here. I read we cut Section 8 housing by 89.7 per-
cent from 1981 to today and other public housing programs were
cut by 95.9 percent. One of the things that will make you homeless
is the lack of a home. I know in the area I represent, for the nature
of the county, we had a fairly extensive stock of low income hous-
ing. It's virtually disappeared. It became a shopping center, it
became an office building, it became a lot of things which we want
in our communities. But in that same community, as I said in my
opening statement, there may be 10,000 homeless individuals in
one of the highest income counties in California.

So clearly, that is going to have to be addressed. Hopefully, it
will not be addressed as it was in the past when we started build-
ing 35-story high rises to shelter low income people. But it's going
to have to be addressed or we're going to have to assume that this
is a permanent fixture of the American streets, that we will be like
New Delhi or Calcutta, we will simply assume that these people
will live there and that's how it will happen.

I don't think that's acceptable. Obviously, you don't So we need
your help, to see if we can stop some of the downward spiral of
people who probably never in their life thought this was going to
happen to them, but for a range of experiences, it did.

88
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There may be some people who choose to live on the streets.
That's all well and good and we probably don't have to spend agreat deal of energy. But there are an awful lot of people who
haven't chosen, but are. And I think we do have to spend someenergy.

So if you could think about itI don't expect to make you theadjunct staff of this committee, but it would be helpful to us be-
cause we're about to take one more of these great plunges in the
Congress where we're going to address this problem. And the recur-ring headache is that you wake up and you find out that youmissed the mark. And the problem is still there.

To that extent, I would really appreciate if you could contact Jillor other staff- -
Ms. FAGAN. Congressman, could I just-
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Ms. FAGAN [continuing]. One part I missed in the testimony that

I think is tellingnot since 1969 has Congress requested that the
states review and update their standard of needs and their benefit
levels for people dependent on Welfare. There's have been substan-
tial inflationary periods between that time and now.

Chairman MILLER. Well, I'm sure, as one who has struggled herefor some time, you'll come to the conclusions we all have. Poor
people are poor because they don't have any resources. Now, thequestion is where the resources are going to come from.

Andoh, enough said. Hopefully, we have worked out of a cyclein this country where we as politicians, were very fond of saying
that nothing works. We're now moving into a cycle where at least
we're researching those areas that do have some positive impact in
all of these social service deliveries and hopefully will be more will-ing in the future than in the past to fund those that do work. We
also better be prepared to confront the fact that it is very expen-sive to get the kind of results that we like to go home and talk
about.

Ms. Boxim... But I think if you phrase the question, though, in
terms of, and that's what I meant when I was talking about form-
ing the question, it's not always a matter of raising an income sup-
port program, the level of money that you out into that programAnd if you look at it, if you decide you want to look at it at theproblem in a systemic way, then you've opened up your vista for
addressing the problem.

Now, you've opened up the vista of day care, which enables
someone to go to work. Or you've opened up the vista of compara-ble worth, or you've opened up the vista of urban renewable orgentrification of neighborhoods or low cost housing.

So it really does very much depend on how you wish to phrase
the question.

Chairman MILLER. The purpose of this committee is supposedly
to allow members to expand some of our horizons.

I think you're right. Eventually we have to come to the recogni-
tion the problems here are very fundamental.

Thank you very much for your help and your time with the Com-mittee.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RUTH A BRANDWEIN, NISAN, DEAN, SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WELFARE, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK

Thank you for inviting me to submit this written statement

for the record following your hearing on The Crisis in

Homelessness: Effects on Children and Families." I appreciate

this opportunity to share with you some of the experiences in

family homelessness in Suffolk County, a suburban and rural

county on Eastern Long Island.

Since 1984 the School of Social Welfare of the State

University of New York at Stony Brook, at the invitation of the

Suffolk County Department of Social Services, has operated

student units in selected motels where the Department has housed

homeless families in need of emergency housing. The Department,

which has the legal responsibility for providing emergency

housing to any one in the county, uses seven shelters

administered by non-profit agencies, as well as twelve motels

with a capacity of 225 rooms.

While the motels in Suffolk County do not present the same

horrendous conditions as the welfare hotels reported on in New

York City, the conditions are anything but positive for families.

These motels are the kind often used for afternoon trysts. There

are no telephones in the rooms and no daily housekeeping

services. Families are crowded in one room (a family with up to

four members is generally housed in one room; for larger

families, depending on the number, age and sex of the children,

additional rooms will be rented). There are no playgrounds for

the children. Few have kitchen facilities (the shelters provide
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either food or cooking privileges but only two of the twelve

motels allow any cooking on the premises). They have only a

television to occupy their time. Families are isolated from

friends and family with no car or access to public

transportation. The children are exposed to other motel

residents who may be transients, prostitutes or substance

abusers.

HEALTH

A primary health problem in motels used to house homeless

families is the lack of cooking facilites. One case record

dramatically illustrates this problem:

Ms. C. has five children. She is pregnant. She speaks no
English, having recently arrived in this country from Puerto
Rico. Her children are all too young to be effective as
translators. Her husband is not in evidence. Ms. C. was
placed in a motel in Eastern Suffolk (the rural part of the
county], following the total burn-out of a multiple dwelling
in Western Suffolk. There was need to place many people atthat time and the only motel with space sufficient cor thislarge family was many miles away. The staff there is not
bilingual...There are no cooking facilities on the premises.
Ms. C., tis] unable to communicate sufficiently to orderfood in the local diner...A services caseworker finds Ms. Cto be bewildered and withdrawn. She observes that thechildren are too frightened to move mor^ than a few feetaway from their mother. There is a quality of desperation
about the situation.

Families with infants have no means of sterilizing bottles.

Generally they wash he babies' bottles out in the bathroom sink

and fill them with formula from the can. Some families, of

course, surreptitiously use hot plates and coffeepots. This is

forbidden because of fire regulations. If found out, they would

be evicted from the motels. If not found out, there is the real

danger of electLic fires resulting from excessive use of these

9 I.
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electrical appliances.

Because of the lack of cooking facilities families must eat

in restaurants or purchase take-out or packaged food. Many of

the local stores do not accept food stamps, which means that

families are apt to use up their meager funds before the month is

up and then go hungry. A number of the churches provide food

pantries, but after a number of years of this crisis, it becomes

increasingly difficult to find volunteers. Most of the churches

distribute free food only once a week. This provides some

relief, but is clearly not the answer.

ACADEMIC

Prior to the establishment of the student social work unit

at the motels, no regular social services were available.

Currently the School of Social Work provides five students at two

of the twelve motels two days per week this is an internship for

masters degree students for which they receive academic

experience under the supervision of a trained social worker

empioyed by the school),. The social work students r_fer all

children age three and up to Headstart. This program ensures

that these children will have an opportunity for early education

and enrichment. In other motels, preschoolers may not have this

opportunity.

The social work students have also worked closely with the

school districts to ensure that school age children are enrolled

in the local schools. They have had to advocate for the school

buses to pick the children up at the motels. Many other schocl

Q
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districts have refused to enroll children of families in

emergency housing, claiming they are not taxpayers of the school

district. Children of the homeless typically have excessive

absences. Families frequently are required to move from one

motel to another. Parents often do not enroll the children

because they expect to be moving again soon, cannot arrange for

transportation, or are so beleagured by all their problems they

are not able to mobilize themselves. The social workers report

that soon after arriving at the motels, the children enrolled in

the local schools are frequently labeled "learning disabled."

This is not surprising, given their irregular school attendance,

the lack of space and privacy for studying and homework,

inaccessibility of libraries, the lack of books, toys and a

general deprivation of materials for doing their school work.

PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL

Even when the children, with the social wor9rs' help, are

enrolled in school, they frequently are unable to participate in

after school programs. This can be due to the lack of bus

service after school hours or the increasingly common requirement

that fees be paid for participation in such extra-curricular

activities. Clearly, these families are unable to pay anything.

Children who previously were good at sports or other

developmentally appropriate activities, begin to lag behind and

are isolated from their peers. They are in unfamiliar

surroundings, have no friends to visit, clearly cannot have

friends visit them at the motels, and frequently are picked on by
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the local children because of where they live or how they are

dressed.

Older children, we have observed, often serve as caretakers

for other family members. Frequently the older children stay out

of school to care for the younger children while the parents are

out looking for Jobs or housing. In one family a sixteen year

old shunned her peers and returned home promptly after school to

protect her mentally ill mother. Similar situations have been

observed in families with alcoholic parents. Not surprisingly

the pressure of homelessness exacerbates whatever problems the

parents may have had, resulting in more alcoholism, mental

problems and child abuse.

Each year our students must refer families to Child

Protective Services. In one extreme case, the other families in

the motel complained of a father who was literally throwing his

child against the walls of the room. child Protective Services

had to remove the child.

We have observed many children developing acting out

behavior after living in the motels. The father of a ten year

old boy was a Vietnam veteran with post-Vietnam stress syndrome

who refused to go to the Veterans Administration for counseling.

The son began to mirror the father's behavior, becoming

excessively violent.

In general, families are homeless because the, no longer

have family, friends or other support systems. For many,

homelessness is often part of a syndrome of other problems.

p
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However, living in emergency housing exacerbates these pre-

existing problems. The longer they continue this nomadic

existence the less likely they are to remain in permanent

housing. For other families, homelessness is a situational

problem rather than part of a larger problem. For these, who may

be the working poor or a family whose breadwinner has become

disabled, they and the' r families experience a rude jolt as they

move from a situation of normalcy to the conditions already

described. The danger is that over time, with these stresses and

insults to the family's dignity and reduced ability to cope, they

will also become members of the chronic homeless.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Clearly, more low income housing is essential if the growing

problem of family homelessness is to be solved, or at least

abated. Emergency housing is just that--an immediate answer to

an emergency. To maintain people in hotels, motels and shelters

is to deprive them and their children of the dignity that human

beings need to live a normal life. If we are to avoid a future

generation of children duademically, developmentally and

emotionally maimed, adequate housing must become a national

priority.

As essential as adequate housing resources are, they are not

enough. Many of these families desperarately need the kind of

supportive services our social work students are providing on a

limited basis. Families who are already homeless need assistance

in finding another place to live, support in getting their
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children into school, and frequently they need counseling to help

them function in a way that will avoid their eviction when they

do find a place to live. Furthermore, preventive services are

necessary to avoid this problem. Coupled with adequate housing,

ordinances forbidding housing discrimination against families

with chilren, counseling in parenting and life skills, treatment

for alcohol and substance abuse, work with abusing parents, and

jobs at decent wages for those who want to work or education and

training for those who are not prepared, will minimize the

numbers of families who enter the downward spiral of homelessness.

( 1 . 1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH RIVERS, PRESIDENT, ORPHAN FOUNDATION

THE CRISIS IN HOMELESSNESS EFFECTS ON CHILDREN AND FAMILIES"

First of all, I want to commend this Committee for its dedication and hard work
in investigating the current state of the American family and for making insightful
and practical recommendations to assist children and families living in the United
States Your hearings play a significant role in stimulating debate on this subject,
and on behalf of the Orphan Foundation and the foster care and orphan youth in-
volved with our programs, I thank you

I am President of the Orphan Foundation, a nonprofit private charitable organiza-
tion which represents and assists orphan youth in America Our Project Bridge pro-
gram is designed to help adolescent orphans make the transition from childhood de-
pendence to young adult independence We provide programs in independent living
courses and training in the skills these young peple will need to succeed in the adult
world independentlyfrom employment to interpersonal relations to home econom-
ics

As part of Project Bridge, trained adult volunteer counselors are paired one-on-
one with youthful participants in our program and provide the guidance, counsel-
ing, friendship, and emergency help that are seldom available to children raised
outside the traditional family setting

We believe that the definition of an orphan as someone who has lost both parents
through death is obsolete in today's day and age, since family breakups can occur in
so many other ways We define "orphan" as any child who has lost the love and
care of natural parents through death, illness, abandonment, neglect, abuse, adjudi-
cation, or for any reason

The enormity of the problem that confronts us is obvious Over 400,000 young
people pass through the youth foster care system annually Of this number, 130,000
"graduate" from the system every year, most without the security of a family to
turn to or the skills to support themselves Additionally, there are 1 .5 million run-
away and throwaway youth, the homeless adolescents w ho have run away from, or
been abandoned by, their families.

There are also more than eight million children living in single welfare families
receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) This means that there
are literally ten million young people at risk" today in America, facing bleak fu-
tures because they do not have the proper family support which most of us take for
granted

Statistics also demonstrate that children on welfare often grow up to be adults on
welfare It is clear that the youth foster care system is overburdened and underef-
fective The number of adults willing to serve as foster parents is declining alarm-
ingly all across the country

50f", of all foster children live with two or more placements, and 25(,"( live with
three or more, so the net result is that after Leing moved from home to home, ado-
lescents outgrow the system at emancipation The figures on child welfare recipients
who fall prey to drugs or criminal careers are horrifying 50r-c of the inmates of
Bikers Island in New York City and 35',"( of the prostitutes on Times Square grew
up in the child welfare system, according to the Children Need Parents Campaign
in New York City

What can we do to prevent this vicious cyclechildren on welfare becoming
adults on welfare" Clearly, we must promote efforts to teach them the life skills
that will need to find employment and survive on their on The Orphan Founda-
tion can provide a model for private initiatives to address this problem.

All the other national associations that deal with the problem of child welfare are
the voice of one or another of the service-providing agencies, e g public end private
social service agencies, social workers, foster parents, and other service-providing
agencies The Orphan Foundation speaks out for the utlimate consumer of these
servicesthe orphans themselvessince we are not affiliated with any of the serv-
ice-providing agencies

It is imperative that we make the tremendous collective effort necessary to halt
this tragic waste of our most previous national resource, our nation's young people
Not only are new approaches urgently needed, we must be willing to serve as advo-
cates for these orphan youth who need our support desperately I hope that this
Committee can continue its work as advocates for America's homeless and orphan
youth and that its reports and conclusions can galvanize our government and our
citizens to make the effort to "bridge the gap" for these young people, making it
possible for them to build secure, self-sufficient, happy, and productive lives
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the parents because the families are on the street, then the state
will use FEMA funds to pay several hundred dollars a month for
each child to be placed in probably inadequate foster care.

Oh, goodness. Finally, what would you expect, the effects of
homelessness on children. They range from awful to worse. It de-
pends on the length of time the children and their parents have
been homeless and on the conditions. Kids that have been in the
street are in worse shape than kids that have been in cars and kids
who have been in cars are in worse shape than kids who have only
had to be in shelters, and so on.

Basically, there are three major effects. First, homeless children
experience developmental delays. They didn't walk, talk or sit up
on time.

Second, there were examples of developmental regression.
Twelve year olds reverted to wetting the bed at night. Children
who had been potty trained went back to diapers. And so on and so
forth. Kids quit talking.

Third, mothers reported other stress symptoms typical of chil-
dren experiencing major disruptions in their lives. Toddlers Ryan's
age would cry and cling and not want to leave their mothers at all,
even in the shelter. Older children had nightmares, sleep disturb-
ance, and some rocking, other kinds of things which I believe one
of my colleagues from Atlanta here will probably talk a little bit
about.

Fourth, children sleeping outside or in cars often became ill.
And finally, in Los Angeles, children weren't going to school at

all. Often, no matter how hard the parents tried to keep them in
school, and you have to remember that these shelters, being pri-
vate shelters and totally overburdened, had a maximum stay of
only four weeks. They couldn't go to school, quite literally.

Sowhat does that mean?
Chairman MILLER. Well, let me just explain. We're going to be

going into session, so to the extent you could summarize.
Ms. MCCHESNEY. All right. I will simply close by saying that

emergency assistance is needed for families, but that is a bandaid
solution, as has already been suggested. And what we're really
talking about here is a poverty problem and a housing problem.
And to the extent that we ignore ways to assist families so that
they get out of the, so they find work, which is what they need, and
that we can assist with housing problems, then we are really ad-
dressing the problem.

It's not getting better. The statistics continue to look as though
nationally, the acute housing problem is worse and continuing to
worsen, and I'm very pleased that you're holding these hearings
and I sincerely hope that you will be able to do something about it
in terms of jobs programs and Welfare reform that will help the
families that are in need of your assistance. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Boxill?
[Prepared statement of Kay Young McChesney follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAY YOUNG MCCHESNEY, PH D., DIRECTOR, HOMELESS FAMI-
LIES PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The current crisis in homelessness among families' is the

result of an increase in the number of low-income families and a

decrease in the amount of low-income housing. By 1983, there

were Z5 percent more families living below the poverty line than

there had been in 1979' while at the same time there was a

decrease of 20 percent in the number of affordable low-income

housing units available= . By 1985 Dolbeare' estimated that

nationally there .Jere tw.... as many 1:6,--1,_4.e f,cuoeh:1dn at,

there were low-cost housing units. In California, the ratio was

nearly four to one. Many of these low-In.:ome households were

families--one or more adults caring for at least one child under

the age .r :C. Tfl.,e wh, ,_ u1.3 .n_rtz7.d thL ,-.,,, .,-,tog, .f t' ,2:.

Income spent on rent, or doubled up with family or friends. The

remainder became homeless.

The purpose of the Homeless Families Project, funded by the

Ford Foundation, was to describe how and why families became

homeless. From April 1985 through July of 1986, members of the

project staff interviewed 87 mothers of children under the age of

' Throughout this paper, "family" will refer to a single
mother or a couple with one or more children under the age of 18.
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18 in five shelters for homeless families in Los Angeles County.

Thr shelter., were chosen to represent ma,cr aphis areas of

th

Lnt,, '11 ,3 't-t! ,r -L Were Inter 12Wvd

using a s,mi-stro,:tared int,tyiew ochedul,. (,:44,g,d up

hwurs in 1Lngth, were tape r,,_,,ded and transcribed.

Quantitative data were aluo culleuted. Proj,ct, staff members

also lived in three _f the five shelters as participant obser-

vers.

Mothers w&re young, with a median age of ZS. Fifty-five

percent were black; a third were white. Latinos, at nine

percent, were Inown to be underrepresented in the sample.

Mothers averagLd 2.25 children under the ag, :f 18, and had an

av,rage of two ,_hildren tfi then, in the 7,fivlt,r. Children in

median age of five years.

There were several important findings that I would 114e to

mention briefly before turning to the effects of homelessoess on

,hildrvn Arid rirst, theoe

because they were poor. Pates of substat,_e abuzz and of

r.ychiatric hospitalization for mothers were relatively low. The

primary problem was that the families did riot have enough money

to pay the going rate for housing in Los Angeles, where the

median rent for a one-bedroom apartment in 1985 was $491 (HUD).

Second, these families had exhausted not only their own

funds but also the resources of family and friends. By the time

they became homeless they literally did not have anyone to turn
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to. For them, the 'family safety net' was not operative. Their

parents and siblings were either deceased, out of town,

estranged, or had me houDing of the., :e- "m

be, r homeless family.

Third, while homeless families were all poor, they were mot

all poor for the same reasons. Four types of families emerged

from accounts of the histories of their poverty prior to

homelessness: unemployed couples, mothers leaving relationships,

AFDC mothers and mothers who had been homeless teens.

Unemployed couples were primarily white married couples.

Typically, the husband had previously supported the family with

an industrial age Jobconstruction worker, machinist, welder.

However, the husband had been laid off, and when his unemployment

benefits ran out, the family became destitute. Many of these

families were m.grating, ot.ppi,,g and locdig for ,,;.rt im each

city they passed through. Finding none, they moved on from city

to city, eventually arriving in Los Angeles.

Mothers leaving relationships were also primarily white, and

had alo: b,.. p,ppc-teJ 'DJ t',1 m,', erl_ ' 5..c: , .,,'t ,-_,.

However, when the relatldhip ended, the.r ,,,_In:-., :,'. support

ended. Often they were leaving men who had abused them or their

children. Sometimes they had been thrown out or locked out, and

sometimes they had just decided the relationship wasn't viable

anymore. When that happened, lacking family or friends to turn

to, they then became homeless.

AFDC mothers had been primarily supported by Aid to Families

with Dependent Children prior to becoming homeless. Their

to
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problem was the squeeze." Although California has one of the

highest AFDC benefits in the nation, it wasn't enough to pay the

,tew fir hoIng .n L,s Angeles. In 'IDC5 a with

o ne :mild received 44tS a month. With housing in even the

cheapeLt inner-city rya ranging from $050 a month on up,

eventually moth,r had t;) CLDOsq, between necessities live diapers

and food and paying their rent. Eventually they were evicted or

forced out in advance of eviction.

Finally, mothers who had been homeless teens shared a common

history. They reported having been severly abused by their

parents as children, and had usually been made wards of the court

as young teens. As older teens they ran away from foster

placements, often se,ually abusive foster placements, becoming

homeless teenagers living on the streets of Los Angeles. (It has

been eot.hated that there may be as many as 10,000 hcmcIL;;; t,,n-

o n the streets in Los Angeles, and there are all of 45 shelter

beds to serve them.) Eventually, the young women became

pregnant, and when I interviewed them they were in their early

t,,ntl,_, with one child, usually an infant. They were among the

most hopelss of all the families in the study. These young

women had little education, no wort/ experience, and being

estranged from their families had no one to turn to. They often

had to resort to prostitution to get enough money to feed their

babies, and even then they couldn't come up with enough money to

put a roof over their heads.

A fourth finding stems from the fact that there were no

federal, state, city or county shelters for homeless families in

f (1')
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Los Angeles County in 1985-8E. As a result, I interviewed women

with infants as young as two weelL who had been for_ed ta _leep

.n t'IL ,trvLt_. :,-,_3.--,_ they ',1,2 :,-,I, Jt1,)L1,2 t_ ...t t_ J

shelter. I also interviewed women with infants aL young as three

days in the shelter. Since the shelters we worled in had

virtually 100 percent occupan..y, and turned away families daily

for lack of space, that suggests that there are probably mothers

who go "home" from the maters 'y h.-5pital straight t.. the

streets. In short, this study suggests that the private sector

in Los Angeles County simply does not have enough resources to

meet the need for emergency services for homeless families.

Further, private sector agencies seemed even less able to meet

long-ter needs for transitional and permanent housing for these

families. The rma,:r.uffl stay at shelters was usually four wee{ s.

Cnly c,r1t, :f the fl., :11,1ter., ..., ..,,ited 11, ...i. ,,,,-,i.rlig 3,,y ,,.tempt

to place far-1:es In permanent housing, and this one was having

only moderate success. Thug, faNalles were typically discharged

from the shelter back to the streets or to another shelter.

N,_l., : .w,uld 111, to tu-r1 t_ the ,ffezts of ',.,r,les,,ness :.n

children and families. Family life is totally disrupted by

hon,elessness. Parents who do not low where the ne,t meal is

coming from or were they will sleep that night struggle just to

meet basic physical needs. Mothers who have not yet had to live

in the street are terrified at the prospect; mothers who are

already living there are afraid of being mugged and raped on the

one hand and of having their children taken away from them by

police on the other. Even once they are in the shelter, the

1 0 :i
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nightmare is not over because mothers no that they and their

children will lilely have to go bacl to living in the streets

when their time in thL ,heitLr ., -,.

Effects of homelessness Dn :hildren varied by the length of

time they had barn homeless and by the type of homelessness. In

general, the longer the family had been homeless, the more their

apparent distress. Likewise, the worse their situation, the

greater the effects of homelessness, with children who had been

living on the street in the worst shape, followed by kids who had

been living in cars, followed by kids who had only had to live in

the shelter.

Mothers' reports on the effects of homelessness on their

children suggested four basic effects. First, homeless children

eperienced developmental delays -they did't wall, tall or sit up

on time. Se(ond, ch.ldrem e,hit-,:tei de.el:pnehtal regr,doi.

Twelve year cads reverted to wetting the bed at night. Children

who had been potty trained went back to diapers. Children who

had been walking went bac;, to crawling. Third, mothers reported

other stress symptoms typical ,' :hildrLn e perierw:Irlg major

disruptions in their lives, including e,c.essiee crying and

clinging in Infants and toddlers, nightmares and sleep

disturbance in older children. Fourth, children sleeping outside

or in cars often became ill, most often with colds and ear

infections. Finally, it's important to mention that for the most

part, homeless children were not able to attend school.

Elementary school children simply fell behind; teenagers reported

that they were going to have to repeat semesters or full years
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because they had missed too Nta_h ._howl to rv..eive :-edit towards

high s..hool graduation.

...

J - J . , t

imagine :hat bL.ng h. o,. ., 1.',_ .7, t:, thin) ,_' the wily

routine you g_ thrgL in lo,,Ing ard caring for y.L :hi :d and

then try t:, inagine how being homeless would affe..t :t. What

would you do--how would y,u feel--if you couldn't feed your child

and she was crying because she was hungry; if you couldn't change

your baby because you had no diapers; if it was cold and you had

no coats and no blankets and not enough as to keep the car

running so that the heater would stay on These were all

experiences reported by mothers.

Members of the Committee: The crisis of homel,.,:s families

is teal. Y(u, as ,,,Nbvr:. ,f C,ngrv.s, are among the fLw who have

the ,.,-,r t_ att, 4.t t_ dval .ith .t. I h.:,p, that y:. .111 ha,v

the c:urage--th,_ moral vision -to do what is necessary.

1. Danzier, S. and P. Svttachalt. 1985. "The changing economic
circumstances of children: Families losing ground." Madison,
Wis,.:,Isin: In:Altutv for Pvsearch on. Poverty Discussion Paper
flErl CZ.

2. Dolbeare, C. 19e6. "Rental Housing Crisis Index,." National
Low-Income Housing Coalition.

3. 7olbeare, C. 1986. "Festal Housing Crisis Inde,." National
I...-., Income Housing Coalition.
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TESTIMONY OF NANCY A. BOXILL, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFES-
SOR, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK. ATLANTA UNIVERSITY, AT-
LANTA, CA

Ms. BoxiLL. Understanding the effects of homelessness on chil-
dren begins with understanding the context of their lives. What I
want to do is summarize for you the daily life of children who live
in shelters in Atlanta.

The day begins when the children are awakened by their moth-
ers at 5:00 a.m. in the morning. In a cavernous and yet crowded
gym, the children help their mothers disassemble their beddings,
store their bedding, get dressed, pack their belongings, and hope to
receive a cold snack.

By 6:30 in the morning, they must leave the shelter, taking all
their belongings with them. Preschool children are accompanied by
their mothers to the children's day shelter across town. Once there,
they wait in a parking lot hoping to get a space inside. The shelter
serves only 30 children and admittance is on a first come, first
served basis.

The 30 children at the front of the line spend the rest of their
day at the shelter. Their mothers may not stay with them. There is
simply no room.

Small children therefore are left in a strange place with strang-
ers They are safe and warm, but they are away from their moth-
ers. Those children turned away from the shelter spend their day
either wandering the streets with their mothers or accompanying
their mothers to job interviews, social service appointments, or sit-
ting idly in a women's day shelter. Even tiny tats must help their
mothers carry their belongings around town until the night shelter
opens at 7:00 p.m. Often as a kindness, the Police transport the
children from one shelter to another. Eating a meal is not some-
thing that is guaranteed. These children do not engage in Ameri-
can life. They only observe it passing them by They are the watch-
ers.

School aged children leave the shelter at 6:30 in the morning.
They walk to the nearest school bus stop where they wait perhaps
two hours on street corners, unsupervised, and often in the dark.
Knowing that they may not remain in a particular school, they
often deliberately avoid social interaction and involvement in
school activities. They hope for anonymity. They don't want to be
identified as being homeless.

When the school day ends, they return to the same bus stop to
watch their peers go home. They must at all cost avoid anyone
knowing that they live at a shelter.

From 3:30 to 7:00 p.m. when the night shelter opens, they have
to find a way to be safe. They wait for a turn to be an ordinary
child. Occasionally, Police again will transport them from one shel-
ter to another.

About 5:30 p.m., families begin to meet at predetermined places
to begin the process of finding a shelter for the night Finally, after
14 hours of carrying and guarding their belongings, these families
can rest. In large public spaces, they group themselves as families.
In public bathrooms they wash, themselves and their clothes,
taking turns and hoping for a moment of family life Mothers sleep
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with their children on mats and cots on gymnasium floors. Chil-
dren, homeless children, live in public spaces 24 hours a day and
wait for a home.

Homeless children do not find the world a wondrous place for
joyful discovery. Homeless children are the waiters and the watch-
ers.

Among the findings in the research conducted by Anita Beaty of
the Atlanta Task Force For the Homeless and myself are a couple
that I'd like to share with you that capture their experience.

One theme is that the children have an intense desire to pro-
claim their own self worth. The children resist adult attempts to
clump them into categories of deprived, poor or pitiful children. I
think you saw some examples this morning.

Debra, an eight year old, was in the kitchen with me cleaning up
after we served dinner to the persons in the shelter. She asked me
if she could have a job to do. So I gave her a job. She said to me,
I'm finished, Nancy, give ine another job. So I gave her a second
job to do. I gave her a third job to do. She announced than she was
all done, and I praised her warmly and told her that I was sure her
mother was very pleased to have such a good helper in the family.
She said, will you give me something for doing my jobs? I said no, I
have nothing to give you. Quite seriously she said yes, yes, you do.
My mind anticipated a request for money or dessert. 1 asked, what
do I have to give? She said, you can give me a hug. You can always
give a hug when you have nothing else to give.

Kevin, age 6, asserted himself in a different way. He entered the
kitchen forcefully and clearly requested more food from the volun-
teers. With pride and manners, he said, may I have seconds? But
don't give me any of that chicken. I don't like it. I want the other
meat. What I heard and Jaw was his refusal to allow nameless
adults to describe his world. I watched him feeling confident about
his ability to discriminate and to be known by his likes and dis-
likes.

There are many ways in which the children of all ages continual-
ly found to say who they were. For most children in the shelter,
tomorrow is a fuzzy and ambiguous prospect. There is only the cer-
tainty of the morning routine of leaving the shelter. The remainder
of the day is not assured. Among themselves, the children speak
about being different from other children. They know that they ac-
quire the basic things of life in ways that are different from other
children.

Nothing, no part of their day is predictable. They live in a gap of
uncertainty.

The final example is Keisha, who is 9, who expressed a profound
ambi ,alence about her place in the world. She hung herself around
my n..!ck and back asking me how many children I had. I said none.
Oh, she said. My mom says that people who don't have children
are blessed. Not believing my ears, I said, she's right, it is a bless-
ing to have childen. With firmness, she said no, she said people
who don't have children are blessed Her whole body asked me
what I thought. I felt her question deep on my insides. Much later
in the evening, before I left the shelter, I found Keisha and told
her that I was sure that meeting her was a blessing in my life.
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Our findings show that these children are over-anxious, sad,
angry, lonely, depressed, frustrated and cautious. They are at high
risk to succumb to the scourges of poverty. Their behavior is reflec-
tive of and congruent with their circumstances. Their behavior is
out of order because their lives are out of order.

The Atlanta Task Force for the Homeless, the Phyllis Wheatley
YMCA, the Junior League, and other agencies and organizations,
are doing what they can, but the efforts of a few cannot possibly
solve a systemic problem.

I believe that the way one forms a question, Mr Chairman, pre
scribes the answer. I have begun to call homeless children the wait
ers and the watchers They are waiting and watching us, depending,
upon our answers.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Wright
[Prepared statement of Nancy A. Boxill, Ph D follows

PRErAHED SIATEMENT <w DR NANCY A Boxim. Pit ;)

Understanding the effects of homelessness un children be r . understanding
the context of their laves What follows is a summary of the daily routine of home-
less chndren who live in shelters in metropolitan Athinta

The day begins when the children :ire awakened by their mothers between 7i 00
at m and :i.30 a m in the morning In a cavernous. yet crowded gym, the children
must help their mothers disassemble their bedding:. (mats and cover.(, 11 of it, store
their bedding. get dressed. path their belongings and hope to receive a cold snack
By 6 30 a in they most leave the shelter. taking all of their belongings with them
Preschool children accompanied by their mothers take public transportation to the
children's shelter across town Once there. they wait in the parking lot in line
hoping to get a place inside The shelter serves only thirty (301 children, and admit-
tance is un .t first-come first :served basis The thirty (301 children at the front of the
line spend the rest of their day at the shelter Their mothers may not stay with
them There as s)n)ply no room Small child' n therefore are left in a strange place
with strangers They are safe and warm. y, away from their mothers Those chil-
dren turned .1%%.1y from the shelter spend tneir days either wandering the streets
with their mothers ur accompanying their (others tu job interviews, social service
appointments or sitting idly in the Women s Day Shelter Even tiny tots mut help
their mothers carry their belongings around town until the night shelters open at
7 IIU p m Everything about their day is out of order and unusual Even eating a
meal is not guaranteed (Receiving two meals .t day from a shelter d.squalifies the
family from the Food Stamp Program( They are picked up from the eay shelter and
taken by public transportation to wait for the night shelter to open These children
du nut engage in American life. they only obse:ve it 1:1..ssing them b They . re the
watchers

School aged chilt!ren leave the night shelt' r at 6 30 .1 to They walk to the nearest
school bus stop wh,.re they wait un street corners Knowing hat they :nay not
remain in a particular school, they often deliberately avoid su.111 interAction and
involvement in schoo: activities The scl-ool experience may be temporary They
hope for anonymity bt.(.ause they dun t want to be identinei a. being -homeless'
When the school day ends, they return tu the same bus _top to .'itch their peer, go
home They must at all cost avoid anyone ; not:king that they 0 ill _turn to a sh.l-
ter From 3 30 p to to 7 00 p to when the night .hot'.- opens,, they must find a

to be safe They wait for a turn to be an ordinary child Occasionally, t.s
ness, police vans transport the children and their mothers to shelters Croups of
small children ride the city streets in the early morning darkness watching .i.:!:nta
through the barred windows of police vans(

About 5 30 p m families begin to meet at predetermined places to begin the proc-
ess of finding a shelter for the night ur waiting for the identified shelter to open
Finally after fourteen hours of carrying and guarding their belongings, those fami-
lies can rest In large public spaces they group themselves as families to eta
mihar foods prepared by volunteers \to hers and their homeless children bathe and
wash their clothes nn public bathroomstaking turns and hoping for a moment of
faM11, life Mothers sleep with their children on mats and cuts on gym floors
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dren who must do homework, trying either to supervise homework assignments look
for private space to be quiet and alone

Homeless children live in public twenty-four hours a day and wait for a home.
Homeless children do not find the world a wonderous joyful series of discoveries

Homeless children have neither parents nor social service persons who can serve as
adult models for learning to manage the world. No adult seems to be able to put
their "out-of-order" lives in order Homeless children are the waiters and the watch-
ers

Among the findings in research conducted by Anita Beaty of the Atlanta Task
Force For The Homeless and myself, are three defined themes which capture the
experiences of the children.

1 An intense desire on the part of the children to proclaim their own self-worth
iu a world that says they are "out-of-order". The children resist adult attempts to
clump them into the categories of deprived, poor or even pitytul children. Example
Debra, an eight year old told me who she is on the inside as we shared an experi-
ence in the kitchen of the shelter following dinner Debra entered the kitchen and
watched me begin to clean up We greeted each other w:1,11 our eyes, c le asked, "can
I have a job to do" I was pleased to include her and suggested she gather all of the
serving spoons We exchanged small talk as we worked. When she was finished she
instructed me, "give me another job" I responded immediately by asking her to
cover the leftover food Once again upon completion she said, "Nancy, can I have
another job" I asked her then to rinse out the dish cloths When the kitchen was
clean and Debra had completed her jobs she announced that she was "all done" I
praised her warmly and expressed how proud I thought her mother must be to have
such a good helper in the family Debra smiled as asked, "will you give me some-
thing for doing my job"? I was surprised I prepared to give her a lecture on work
and rewards My thoughts came slowly and I simply said, "No, I have nothing to
give you" Quite seriously, she said, "Yes, you do.' My mind anticipated a request
for money or more dessert I asked, "What do I have to give" Her eyes brightened
and seemed to hide a special surprise as she said, "You can give me a hug You can
always give r hug when you have nothing else to give" Knowing Debra now from
her insid.2 and feeling embarrassed, I gave her a strong, warm hug, tearful all the
while Debra had asserted herself making explicit a genuine description of her
worth in the world.

2 Kevin, age 6 asserted himself actor in the world His behavior e-ndenced his
strength in resisting a caption of "dependent e:-chin" gladly receiving charity. He
entered the kitchen forcefully and clearly requested more food from a group of vol-
unteers of a local church With pride and manners he said, may I have seconds,
but don't give me any of that chicken I don't like it, I want the other meat" What
I heard and saw was his refusal to allow nameless adults to describe his world I
watched him feeling confident in his ability to discriminate and be known by his
likes and dislikes. He was not afraid to say "no"

The many ways in which children of all ages continually found to say emphatical-
ly who they were was astounding In an identitless circumstance, the childrens'
' yeses" and "nos" took on new meaning The children protected and expressed their
self-esteem The children acted out and verbilized their deep sense of uncertainity
and ambiguity about everything

For most of the children in the night shelter, "tomorrow" is a fuzzy ambiguous
prospect There is only the certainty of the morning routine of leaving the shelter
The remainder of the day is not assured Among themselves the children spoke
about being different from other children they had known They had mixed feelings
about the kindness of the volunteers and strangers who brought them food and
clothes They knew that they acquired the basic things of life in ways that were
different than other children

Nothing, no part of their day is predictable They sleep in different places and
spaces evtry night Among strangers, they eat foods that were unfamiliar or pre-
pared in unfamiliar ways There is no assurance that any adult will have the capac-
ity to, or interest in, helping them negotiate the world or bring order to daily living.
They live in a gap of uncertamy

3 Keisha, age 9 expressed profound ambivalance about her place in the world as
she hung herself around my neck and back asking me how many children I had. I
said none, "Oh", she said, "my mom says that people who don't have children are
blessed" Not believing my ears, I said, "She's right it is a blessing to have chil-
dren" With firmness she said, "No", she said people who don't have children are
blessed Her whcle body asked me what I thought. I felt her question on my insides
and simply hugged her, unable at that moment to assuage her uncertaintynot
feeling strong enough to affirm her Much later in the evening, before I left the
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shelter, I found Keisha and told her that I was sure that meeting her was a blessing
in my life.

Our findings also showed that these children are o-. r-anxious, sad, angry, lonely,
depressed, frustrated and cautious They are at high risk to succumb to the scourges
of poverty. Their behavior is reflective of and congruant with their circumstances
Their behavior is "out-of-order" because their lives are "out-of-order"

The Atlanta Task Force for the Homeless and the Phyllis Wheatley YWCA, as
well as other agencies and organizations are realizing that the efforts of a few
cannot possibly solve a systemic problem

The way one forms a question prescribes the answer I have begun to call home-
less children the waiters and watchers They are waiting and watching us, depend-
ent upon our answers.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES D. WRIGHT, PH.D., PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA-
TOR, NATIONAL EVALUATION, JOHNSON-PEW HEALTH CARE

FOR THE HOMELESS PROGRAM, AMHERST, MA

Mr. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know time is short, so I'll make this mercifully brief.
I have been asked to speak about the effects of homelessness on

the physical wellbeing of children, families and youth, a topic I
have been continuously researching for more than four years now.

The data that I have to present on the topic are taken from a
national program that began in the Spring of 1985, funded by the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, called the National Health Care
for the Homeless Program, the program that has established
health care clinics for homeless and indigent people in 19 large
U.S. cities.

Between program startup and the end of Calendar 1986, we had
received in our shop documented information on 145,000 health
care encounters with something on the order of 50,000 homeless in-
dividuals. What I'll try to do very quickly is summarize what this
mass of statistical information implies about the effects of home-
lessness on the physical wellbeing of adults and children.

My submitted testimony contains statistical tables. I refer their
to your attention. I don't have time this morning to summarize the
information contained there adequately. Let me simply state the
two principal conclusions in regard to adults and then say some
more about the children specifically.

First, virtually every disorder that we have examined, be it heart
disease, peripheral vascular disorders, hypertension, tuberculosis,
or you name it, is very much more common among clients being
seen in these health care clinics than among the urban adult am-
bulatory patient population in general.

Typically, the difference is a very wide one. The only unambig-
uous exceptions that we found to the pattern of homeless people
being more ill than people who go to the doctor generally are for
obesity, cancer and stroke. In regard to cancer and stroke, our bet
at the moment is it's a mortality effect, homeless adults differen-
tially not living to those ages in the life cycle where cancer and
stroke would become health problems.

Generally speaking, the homeless adults who are known to us as
family members, that is, members of homeless families, are also
much more ill on virtually all indicators than the general ambula-
tory population, although less ill than lone homeless adults.

So the first, rather, the answer to the first question, what are the
effects of being homeless on the physical wellbeing of adults, my
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judgment is that the effects are strong and negative, in almost all
cases.

The second table appended to my submitted testimony summa-
rizes the health data we have on 1,028 homeless children who have
received care in these health clinics. Again, we have comparable
data in the table for children who present in normal ambulatory
pediatric practice and the kinds of problems and so on that they
have, compared to those of homeless children.

Again, I don't have time to summarize in grand detail. Again,
any disorder you choose to pick turns out to be very much more
common among homeless children than among children in general,
particularly things such as skin ailments, directly the result of en-
vironmental exposure and unsanitary living conditions; upper res-
piratory and ear infections, otitis media in particular, gastrointesti-
nal problems, lice infestations, and other serious health conditions
directly referable to the kinds of living circumstances that have
been described here this morning.

Approximately 16 percent of the homeless children that we've
seen in this program already have one or another chronic health
condition. Cardiac diseases, for example, much of it congenital,
among about 3 percent; anemias in about 2 percent; peripheral vas-
cular disorders and neurological disorders, and so on. My best
guess is that the rate of chronic physical disorder among these chil-
dren is approximately twice that observed among ambulatory pedi-
atric children in general.

The major conclusion that I derive from this is that homeless
persons, both adults and children, suffer from most physical disor-ders at an astonishingly high rate. Part of the difference is un-doubtedly due to the atypical demographic configuration of the
homeless as compared to the domiciled population; an even largershare is a result of high rates of alcohol and drug abuse and
mental illness, particularly among the adults.

On the other hand, we've undertaken other analyses to show
quite clearly that all these differences remain even when these fac-
tors are controlled and that the largest share of the difference in
physical wellbeing is the direct result of homelessness itself, of the
extreme poverty that characterizes this population in the first in-
stance, and secondarily, the lifestyle factors, some of which we've
heard about this morning, that extreme poverty creates.

Let me conclude by saying that persons who are denied adequate
shelter rot only lose the roof over their heads; they also thereby
become exposed to a range of risk factors that are strongly deleteri-
ous to their physical wellbeing.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Ms. Fagan?
[Prepared statement of James D. Wright, Ph.D , follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES D WRIGHT, PH.D , PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, NATION-
AL EVALUATION OF THE JOHNSON-PEW "HEALTH CARE FOR THE HOMELESS" PROGRAM

I have been asked to speak today about the effects of homelessness on the

physical health of children, families, and youth My expertise on this topic

derives from more than four years of research on homelessness and its

consequences for physical well-being The data I present are taken from the

Notional "Health Care for the Homeless" program, a demonstration project funded

by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Pew Memorial Trust that has

established health care clinics for homeless and indigent people in 19 large US

cities 1

Between the start-up of the HCH program in Spring, 1985, and the end of

calendar year 1986, my research shop had documented some 145,000 health care

encounters with nearly 50,000 separate homeless persons, program-wide Each of

:h,s, encounters generates data on the person's health problems, social

characteristics, treatments, referrals, etc Our data, in short represent

extremely large samples of homeless persons from 19 cities all over the United

States, by far the largest data set on the homeless ever assembled

About l5'i, of the adult clients seen in the NCH clinics are known to us as

members of homeless families (vs lone individuals), we can compare these

clients with other homeless adults to show the effects of homelessness on the

1The 19 participating cities are Albuquerque, Baltimore. Birmingham,
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Nashville,
Newark, New York City, Philadelphia, Phoenix, San Antonio, San Francisco,
Seattle, and Washington, DC
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2

physical health of homeless adult family members Likewise, about a tenth of

all clients have been children ages 15 and less, so we can also examine the

effects of homelessness on the physical well-being of this group In both

cases, we can also compare the rates of occurrence of various diseases and

disotders among these homeless clients to the rates observed among US

ambulatory patients in general, using information from the National Ambulatory

Medical Care Survey 2 All these comparisons are shown in the attached tables

Table One shows the basic data for adults The table contains an Immense

amount of detailed empirical information, much more than I can adequately

summarize in the time available Let me simply state the two principal

conclusions that these data sustain, and illustrate with a few examples

(1) Virtually every disorder shown in the table is more common among HCH

clients than among the urban adult ambulatory patient population in general,

usually by a very wide margin The only three unambiguous exceptions -o this

pattern are for obesity, cancer, and stroke Whatever disease one .:hooses to

focus on, in short, the rate of occurrence is higher among the homeless than

among the population in general

(2) Homeless adult family members are also much more ill on viitually all

indicators than the general ambulatory population, that said, in most cases,

2The National Ambulatory !,ecii:al Cate Survey (NAMCS) survey was conducted
in 1970 Data for the sur,,,ey en_ supplied by a national probability sample of
ambulatoty care physicians (N - 3,023) For each (or in large practices, for a
systematic probability sample) of the ambulatory patients seen in a randomly
stipulated week, the physicians filled out a snort questionnaire giving limited
background information and an account of principal health problems Data for
46,351 ambulatory care patients were generated, the attached tables are
restricted to adult patients living in the large urban areas (N - 28,878)
These data are roughly comparable to the HCH data in two important senses (1)
Both data sets describe clinical populations, that is, persons presenting at
ambulatory clinics for attention to their health conditions And (2) the
medical information contained in both data sets has been provided by healto
care professionals (that is, has not been obtained by self-reports)
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they are less ill than homeless adults in general

The most common acute ailments that afflict homeless people are minor

upper respiratory infections (33%), followed by traumas (23%) and minor skin

ailments (14%) Lacerations and wounds are the most common of the traumas

(9%), followed by sprains (7%), bruises (6%), and fractures (4%) Infestations

(mainly scabies and lice) and more serious skin ailments are also ver,, common

(4 - 5% in both cases) Nutritional deficiencies (mainly malnutrition and

vitamin deficiencies) are observed in about 2% of the clients (vs 0 1% of the

NAMCS patients). All these health problems are very much more widespread among

HCH clients than among NAMCS patients and are almost certainly referrable to

environmental exposure and related inherent aspects of a homeless existence

As regards chronic disorders, 31% of all adult HCH clients have ..t least one

chronic physical disorder, among clients seen more than once, the figure is

41%, and among NAMCS patients, only 25% :he principal chronic disorders, in

descending order of frequency, are hypertension (14%), gastro-intestinal

ailments (14%), peripheral vascular disease (13%). problems with dentition

(9%), neurological disorders (8%), eye disorders (8%), cardiac disease (7%)

genito-urinary problems (1%), musculoskeletal ailments (69), ear disorders

(5t), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (5%) In most cases, the HCH

rate exceeds the NAMCS rate, usually by a substantial margin

The direct effects of homelessness on physical well being are perhaps best

illustrated by peripheral vascular disease, which could well be considered the

characteristic chronic physical disorder associated with a homeless existence

The category contains a wide range of disorders that share a common origin,

namely, venous or arterial deficiencies in the extremities Among ambulatory

patients in general, 0 9% present for treatment of this painful and serious
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disorder; among homeless clients being seen in HCH clinics, the figure

13 1% Compared to the NAMCS data, peripheral vascular disease is came ten to

fifteen times more prevalent among homeless adults than among tM adult

population at large

Table Two summarizes health data for the 1,028 homeless children who have

been seen in the HCH projects more than once, separately for boys and girls 3

Comparative data from the NAMCS are again presented By far the most common

disorders observed among the children are minor upper respiratory infections

(approximately 40%), followed by minor skin ailments (approximately 200, then

ear disorders (mostly otitis media, at about 18%), then gastrointestinal

problems (15%), and then trauma (about 10%), eye disorders (8%), and lice

infestations (7%) In all these cases, differences between homeless boys and

girls are minor; differences between homeless children and cnildren in general,

in contrast, are dramatic

About 16% of the homeless children already have ,ne or another chronic

health condition cardiac diseases (3%), anemia (2%), peripheral vascular

disorders (2%), neurological disorders (2 3%), and so on The rate of

chronic physical disorder among the homeless children 1, nearly twice that

observed among ambulatory children ln general As among homeless adults,

homeless children are more ill, and often much more ill, than domiciled

children are

The major conclusion to be derived from the foregoing is that the

homeless, both adults and children, suffer from most physical disorders at an

exceptionally high rate Some share of the effect is no doubt due to the

31n general, our health data on clients seen once and only once is
demonstrably not reliable, we therefore focus in the discussion on the patterns
observed among clients seen more than once

Ili
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atypical demographic configuration of the homeless (compared to the domiciled

population), an even larger share must be ascribed to the high rates of alcohol

and drug abuse (and mental illness) Other analyses that we have undertaken

show, however, that the largest share of these differences is the result of

homelessness itself of the extreme poverty that characterizes this population

first and foremost, and secondarily to lifestyle factors that extreme poverty

creates Persons denied adeqate shelter, in short, not only lose the roof

over their heads They are also thereby exposed to a range of risk factors

that are dangerous to their health

Life without adequate shelter is extremely corrosive of physical well

being Minor health problems that most people would solve with a palliative

from their home medicine cabinet become much more serious for people with no

access to a medicine cabinet Ailments that are routinely cured with a day or

two at home in bed can become major health problems if one has neither home nor

bed One of the healthiest things Americans do every day is take a shower, a

simple act of hygiene that is, perforce, largelN denied to the homeless

population

The major features of a homeless existence that impact directly on

physical well-being are an uncertain and often inadequate diet and sleeping

location, limited or non-existent facilities for daily hygiene, exposure to the

elements, direct and constant exposure to the social environment of the

streets, communal sleeping and bathing facIlities (for those fortunate enough

to avail themselves of shelter), unwillingness or inability to follow medical

regimens or to seek health care, extended periods spent on one's feet, a,,

absence of family ties or other social support networks to draw upon in times

of illness, extreme poverty (and the consequent absence of health insurance),
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high rates of mental illness end substance abuse, and a host of related

factors Further complicating treatment, "patient compliance as a whole is

poor, follow-up difficult, and the living conditions to which they return

detrimental to good health "4 In general, there is scarcely any aspect of a

homeless existence that does not in some way Imperil a person's physical health

or at least complicate the delivery of adequate health care Among the many

good reasons to "do something" about homelessness is thus that homelessne;s

makes people ill, in the extreme case, it is a fatal condition

4 K McBride and R Mulcare, "Peripheral vascular disease among the

homeless " Ch 9 (pp 121 129) in P W Brickner et al (eds) Health Cate
of Homeless People (flew York, Spinger, 1985). p 122

11
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TABLE ONE
Rates of Occurence of Selected Physical Disorders in the

NCH C.ient Population and in the National Ambulatory Care Survey

(N 16 Cities, Adult Clients Only)

All

Adults

(N 23745

Adults Seen More Than Once

All HO Adults family Members

Total Men Women Total Men Women

11886 8329 3468 1417 502 915

NANCS

28878

ACUTE PHYSICAL DISORDERS

Percent DiaAnnsed__Vth

INF 3 3 4 9 4 8 4 8 3.6 2 2 4 4 0 1

NUTDEF 1 2 1 9 1 7 2 4 2.3 2 0 2 5 0 1
OBESE 1 5 2 3 1 4 4 5 3.0 1 2 3 9 2 7

MINURI 23 6 33 2 33 4 32 8 30 6 27 7 32 2 6 7

SERURI 2 2 3 4 3 9 2 5 2.6 2 6 2 6 1 0
MINSKIN 9 8 13 9 14 1 13 5 12 1 11 4 12 6 5 0
SERSKIN 2 7 4 2 4 6 3 4 2 7 4 2 1 9 0 9
TRAUMA

ANY NA 23 4 26 3 16 7 17 4 23 9 13 8 NA
FX 3 1 4 5 5 4 2 5 2 6 4 2 1 7 2 2

SPR 5 1 7 1 7 6 5 q 6 6 9 4 5 1 3 1

BRU 4 0 5 b 7 5 3 4 0 3 8 4 2 1 0
LAC 6 3 8 6 10 5 4 3 4 7 8 8 2 4 1 2
ABR 1 5 2 2 2 6 1 3 1 3 1 4 1 3 0 4
BURN 0 8 1 1 1 2 0 8 0 7 0 8 0 7 0 2

CHRONIC PHYSICAL. DISORDERS

ANYCHRO 31 0 41 0 42 8 36 8 32 6 36 1 30 7 24 9
CANC 0 4 0 7, 0 7 0 7 0 7 1 2 0 4 3 5

ENDO 1 4 2 2 1 5 3 8 2 8 1 0 3 7 1 6

DIAB 1 8 2 4 2 2 2 8 2 8 2 6 2 8 2 7

ANEMIA 1 3 2 2 1 7 3 5 2 3 1 2 2 8 0 9
NEURO 5 6 8 3 7 7 9 Q 8 8 6 4 10 1 1 8

SEIZ 2 8 3 6 3 9 2 9 3 2 4 8 2 4 0 1

EYE 5 0 7 5 7 7 7 2 7 3 9 0 6 4 5 5

EAR 3 4 5 1 4 7 6 0 5 8 4 8 6 3 1 6

CARDIAC 4 4 6 6 6 9 5 7 5 7 8 2 4 4 6 2
HTN 10 4 14 2 15 7 10 8 9 7 12 0 8 5 8 0

11
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CVA 0 1
COPD 3 2

GI 9 2

TEETH 7 0

LIVER 0 9
GENURI 4 1

MAI.ECU 1 3

FE.MCU 11 3

PREC 9 9
PVD 9 1

ARTHR 2 7

OTHMS 3 9

0 3
4 7

13 9
9 3

1 3

6 6

1 a

15 8

11 4

13 1

, 2

b 0

0 3
4 8

13 2

9 7

1 5

4 2

1 a

-

--

14 0

4 1

6 3

0 1

4 4

15 5

8 6

1 0

12 4
-.-.

15 8

11 4

11 1

4 3
5 3

0 1

3 7

15 2

10 2

1 0

8 5
1 i

16 5

16 0
7 6

1 5

4 7

0

4

16

11

1

1

1

---

-

10

2

6

2

0

7

8

2

8

?

-

8

0

2

---

3

14

9

0

12

16

16

5

4

3

6

3

3

9

2

5

0

8

3

9

0

3

5

0

0

2

3

7

0

0

3

5

8

7

2

6

3

3

9

2

3

5

a

7

8

INFFCTJOUS AND COIMUNICABLK_DISORDERS

AIDS/
ARC 01 0? 02 01 01 0 2 NA

Tuberculosis
TB 0 3 0 5 0 6 0 2 0 2 0 4 0 1 0 1PROTB 2.5 4 5 5 4 2 5 2 6 3 4 2 2 NAANYTB 2.7 4 9 5 8 2 7 2 7 3 6 2 2 NA

5LUA2,1y Transmitted Diseases
VDUNS 0 4 0 7 0 7 0 7 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 6SYPH 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 2

0 1
GONN 0 5 0 8 0 6 I 3 1 1 0 8 1 3 0 1ANYSTD NA 1 6 1 4 2 0 1 5 1 7 1 6 NA

INFPAR 0 2 0 3 0 G 3 1 0 1 6 0 7 0 7

Notes

(1) Columns

The first column of numbers shows data for all HCH adult clients ever seen (N
16 cities), regardless of number of contacts

The nett six columns of numbers show data for adult clients seen more than once
(N 16 cities), first for all adults regardless of family status, then by
gender, then for adult family members, also by gender

The last (rightmost) column of numbers shows corresponding data for adult
respondelits in urban areas from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey

(2) Rows

The top row in each table gises sample sizes fox each relevant group
Acronyms used to define the temairing row entries are defined as follows
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acute Disorders

INF Infestational ailments (e g , pediculosis, scabies. worms)
NUTDEF Nutritional deficiencies (e g , malnutrition, vitamin deficiencies)
OBESE Obesity
MINURI Minor upper respiratory infections (common colds and related

symptoms)
SERURI Serious upper respiratory infections ie g , pneumonia, Influenza,

pleurisy)
MINSKIN Minor skin ailments (e g sunburn, contact dermatitis., psoriasis,

corns and callouses)
SERSKIN Serious skin disorders (c g . carbuncles. cellulitis, Impetigo.

abscesses)
TRAUMA Injuries
ANY Any trauma
FX Fractures
SPR Sprains and strains
BRU Bruises, contusions
LAC Lacerations, wounds
ABR Superficial abrasions
BURN Burns of all severities

Chronic Disorders

ANYCHRO Any chronic physical disorder as defined in text, note 31
CANC Cancer, any site
ENDO Endocrinological disorders (e g , goiter, thyroid and pancreas

disease)
D1AB Diabetes mellitus
ANEMIA Anemia and related disorders of the blood
NEURO New ,logical disorders, not including sri.:uies (i g

disease, multiple sclerosis, migrlict htadathts
neuropathies)

SEIZ Seizure disorders (including epilepsy)
EYE Disorders of the eyes (e g , catar ai ts, glortma, de seised vis:ont
EAR Disorders of the ears (e g otitis, deafness, cerumen Impaction)
CARDIAC, Heart and circulatory disorders, not including li?pertension and

cerebro-vascular accidents
HTN Hypertension
CVA Cerebro-vascular accidents /stroke
COPD Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Cl Gastro-intestinal disorders (c g Meets, gastritis, hernias)
TEETH Dentition problems (predominantly caries)
LIVER Liver disease% (e g cirrhosis, hepatitis ascitrs, enlarged liver

or spleen)
GENURI General genIto urinary problems common to either sex it g , kidney,

bladder problems, incontinetme)
MALECU Genito-urinary problems found among men (e g penile disorders,

testicular dysfunction, male infertility)

ELIE Data on MALEGU shown in the table are for men al ly in all cases
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FEHGU Genito-urinary problems found among women (e.g ovarian dysfunction.
genital prolapse, oestrus' disorders)

PREG Pregnancies

VOTE Data on FENCU and PREC shown in the table are for wootn only in all
CACCS

PVD Petiphecal vascular diseases
ARTIIP Arthritis and tel problems
()Tams All musculo-skeletal disordets other than arthritis

AIDS /ARC Autoimmune Deficiency Syndrome, AIDS-Related Complex
TB Active tuberculosis infection. any site
PROTB Prophylactic anti-TB therapeutic regimen
SNYTB Either TA or PROTB or both
VDUNS Unspecified venereal disease, herpes
SYPH Syphilis
CONN Connorhea
ANYSTD Either VDUNS or SYPH or CONN, or any combinatio
INFPAR Infectious ar., palas.ric diseases (e g amebiasis,

diptheria, tetanus)

(3) c.filialtrael

Coll entries show the percentage of various subgroups within the client
population who have been diagnosed with the various disorders shown in the
rows Thus, 23 6% of all adult clients ever seen (in 16 cities through the end
of June 1986, N - 21,745 adult. clients) have had a minor upper respiratory
infection Among adult elicits (same cities And time frame) seen more than
once (' - 11.886) thc percentage with a minor upper respiratory infection is
33 2t. among adult I imilv members seen more the once, the percentage is 30 6s
and so on through the r.hles

NA - not avarlablr at thi t.r.
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TABLE TWO

11

Occurence of Selected Physical Disorders among KR and NAMCS

ChIldrrn, by Gender

RCP

IQL

',NNYcs

,1

(N - 3 028 3136

EtL Cent DiarnoSed WI!' 11J

INFPAR ;
,

1NF (Scabies, Lite) 2 3 t 8 3 0 : 0 3 0 2

NUTDEF 1

ANEMIA 22 1

NEUF°
SE1Z

3 9 7 3 1 6

10 0 6 ..

06
01

06 05
0

EYE 8 3 8 8 4 0 3 5 4 5

EAR 18 0 19 5 16 3 11 9 11 5 12 3

CARDIAC 2 8 ? 8 2 R 0 5 0 5 0 5

MItiUR1

51-F051

Gl

TW4
eR1.3.

ANYTRAUMA
AV3k1DRI

41 8 42 I .1 '7 4 21 I ?3 8

' : : 1 2 :

I 32 3 '

p

11 6

no) , Lad, ! ! . 43 ,o1.. 1.11,1s In t able

chi 1.Iren I:. pet 50n . I., .! 1 15 or
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TESTIMONY OF TRICIA FAGAN, OUTREACH COORDINATOR, ASSO-
CIATIGN FOR CHILDREN OF NEW JERSEY, NEWARK, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY CIRO A. SCALERA, DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATION FOR
CHILDREN OF NEW JERSEY, NEWARK

Ms. FAGAN. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to introduce my Director,
Ciro Scalera, who has joined me today. I represent the Association
for Children of New Jersey. And I'll try and summarize this.

Prior to doing that, with your indulgence, I have been asked to
bring testimony from another homeless family who was not able to
join us because their daughter broke her leg, I just wanted to read
a brief excerpt of their circumstances.

Chairman MILLER. Sure. We'll make her whole statement part of
the record. Thank you.

Ms. FAGAN. Rebecca and Danny Ayres are a working family with
three children, two boys and a little girl. About two years ago they
were living in an apartment, paying $450 a month, plus utilities.
The landlord increased that rent in December of 1984 to $600.
When they couldn't afford the increase they moved in with her in-
laws. They thought they could find another place within a short
period of Gme, since the husband was working at a job where he
got paid $10 an hour.

They went all over the entire area and the apartments were
either far too expensive or most of the time landlords said: "We
don't want any children." This is now a quote:

We could only stay in my in-laws until February 1, 1986, which is a little over a
year, because their landlord found out we were living with them and threatened to
evict all of us We have a car, co we lived out of it for several months My husband
works at night, so we used to go to the garage where he fixes the trucks and got
washed up and wan. 'h 're

Each morning I woula clean the children up and send them off to school from the
garage After a few weeks, my husband's boss found out and told us we couldn't do
that anymore So we lived in our Ford Duster, all five of us, parking on a different
street every night Actually, it was just the four of us, because my husband was at
work.

One time, when we were looking for an apartment, we found a storefront for rent.
So we pretended we were opening a business so we could live in there. It was so
horrible living on the strew, freezing in the car, that a storefront, just one big room,
looked great to us.

After a few weeks, however, the other stores around us told the owner that we
were living in there, and not running a business. So he told us to leave.

He was nice and v;anted to let us stay, but he was afraid he would get in trouble,
because we had to use the buildings for business So once again, we were facing the
streets to live like animals

I couldn't bear to let the children live in the car any more So I did the only thing
I could I brought them to DYFS, which is the state's Division of Youth and Family
Services and had them placed in foster care It broke my heart and I felt like a ter-
rible mother.

The kids were in a shelter for children while Danny and I looked for an apart-
ment We continued to live in the car, until he found a little ruom in Elizabeth It
was so small Just a simple bed and a sink. Nothing else. We had to go out to eat,
and the rent on this stinky little room was $110 a week

We were spending so much money on our place, food, phone calls and car fare to
look for apartments, that we had no money for an apartment itself No one would
rent to us anyway because they didn't want children.

My kids were first in the shelter in April, 1985 In July of 1985, we were told that
they would be moved to a foster home

These people then went to a housing advocacy group that works
with the homeless in Union County; and despite assistance, daily
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assistance, looking at 20 to 30 apartments a day, were unable to
locate an apartment.

When they couldn't find a place to live, the Division took the
children, put them in foster homes, splitting them up. Separate
foster homes.

My DYFS worker put them in a foster home and it was three weeks before were
told where they were

I was very upset that my daughter didn't like where she was staying and DYFS
controlled when I saw the kids We could only see them on weekends They were not
allowed to sleep over because our room was too small I hated DYFS for telling me
that I could not see my own children except when they said it was okay

They lived this way until October of 1986, at which time they did
find an apartment with the help of the housing advocacy group.
However, because the state departr-ent was so slow in getting the
security deposit check that they had promised to this family, this
family lost the apartment.

It was only when the Coalition members brought in lawyers to
the state's group that they offered to pay for a real estate agent to
help them find a place. The family was finally reunified in January
of 1987.

I can't believe how long I was homeless I always thought homeless people were
also alcoholics and drug addicts and it was their own fault There isn't enough hous-
ing that will take kids, and it's way too expensive for most people anyway You
have to be rich if you want a place to live I wish I could be with you in person to
express myself, but my daughter broke her leg and I have to take care of her

Just one more thing When I first got my apartment, we only had mattresses for
the boys, so the Department wouldn't let the kids come home until they had beds It
seems like every time I turned around there was another reason for them not to
come home Homelessness is a very serious problem and something needs to be done
about all the homeless families who have no place to go, because housing is too ex-
pensive and nobody wants kids

I am lucky to be white, so the prejudice issue doesn't affect me I couldn't believe
all the homeless families and how many worked that I met at the Coalition Now I
really appreciate how it feels to be homeless, so I will be more sensitive But I just
want to say, as someone who experienced it, nothing is worse than being homeless

Many times I wished I was dead. The only thing that kept me going was my chil-

dren. I wanted them back very badly.

I'm going to try and summarize here. I don't think that there is
any need at this point to spell out for anybody here how serious
the homeless situation is for families. In New Jersey, 50 percent of
the people who are homeless are children, and that's of 25 to 30
thousand people a year.

Out concern today is addressing the fact that far too many of the
families that are homeless in our state and around the nation are
families who are dependent on state and federal systems already in
place, and that those systems are failing those families.

This past year in New Jersey between 900 and 1,200 children
were living in foster homes because their families couldn't find a
place to live. This represents almost 18 percent of the children in
New Jersey who were in foster care.

Even more appalling is the fact that in a study looking at rea-
sons for placement, homelessness was the first or second reason ex-
acerbating why children were placed in foster care. That's 40.4 per-
cent of those children.

We have to ask, why are these families being separated, with the
children often being placed in different foster homes, not even to-
gether, when state plans that are required under Titles IV-E and
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by reference, IV-B, in the National Social Security Act, demand
that states must demonstrate that reasonable efforts are made to
preserve, to prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the child
from his or her home, prior to placement in foster care?

Surely it's reasonable to assist an otherwise healthy family unit
to stay together when the only difficulty facing them is a lack of
decent housing.

Now, courts have begun to consider this matter, and I've cited a
couple of cases. I'm including a matter right here in Washington,
D.C., where the courts themselves are finding support for relief for
families under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Acts
which amended the Social Security Act. However, important as the
court efforts have been, we feel that more needs to be done. We
feel it's limited in the impact. And we think the Act as currently
written needs to be reviewed and strengthened if inappropriate and
unnecessary foster care placements due only to lack of basic needs
are to be prevented.

These laws, we believe, were written to guarantee protection for
children who were in danger of being abused or grossly neglected
by their families. This is what happened at that time. However,
what we're seeing now is that more and more families are being
separated throughout the country not due to parental actions
against their children, but due to the fact that social, economic and
political factors beyond their control have created a situation in
which these families are unable to provide basic needs.

I think that the McMullans demonstrated that clearly this morn-
ing.

We feel that it's not only inappropriate, but injurious to families
and that the federal law has to be changed to provide a comparable
guarantee of family protec#*on and preservation at the beginning of
the system.

Strong and specific language prohibiting placement under these
circumstances should be added in relevant sections of Titles IV-B
and IV-E and require, instead, that a core set of services be Identi-
fied which a state must provide and exhaust before a child can be
placed out of home.

Chairman MILLER. I'm sorry. I didn't hear the last?
Ms. FAGAN. That the states must provide and exhaust, must

search for those remedies, before a child can be placed out of home.
We recognize that there are other federal programs in place

which are designed to assist families with their basic needs and we
also recognize that there are limits to the child welfare programs,
themselves. However, there exist in those programs right now, par-
ticularly in Title IV-E, both policies (such as the 4:lowance of vol-
untary placements) and fiscal incentives (for example, federal reim-
bursement for foster care), which too readily allow children from
these families that I'm speaking of to enter into foster care.

I'd also like to briefly talk about the AFDC or Title IV-A pro-
gram, because that is the program which at this time is the basic
support system for the neediest families in the country.

In New Jersey we've got over 250,000 children and women on
AFDC. The current maximum AFDC grant in our state constitutes
only 68 percent of the federal government's poverty level. A single
mother with three children receives a monthly grant of $465, with
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which she has to feed, shelter, clothe and otherwise care for her
children. According to HUD's own estimates, the average fair
market rent in our state for a family of that size is $616. For
decent housing alone, that mother would have to spend 132 percent
of her grant. I have a chart attached which compares costs of cur-
rent AFDC having the grant, how much it costs to shelter families
in shelters, and how much it's costing the State to split up a family
and put the children in foster care.

The serious inadequacy of the current AFDC grant is obvious.
Families who depend on these benefits are unable to afford even
the most basic necessities they require, and New Jersey is a state
that does fairly well by their standard of need. 73owever, the price
of consumer goods in New Jersey has increased by more than 175
percent since 1971, and our benefits have increased only 48.5 per-
cent in that time.

The real consequence of this blatant neglect, and I do consider it
blatant neglect, is reflected among the members of homeless fami-
lies who are dependent on AFDC. At least 60 percent of the people
who are suffering homelessness in the state are receiving public as-
sistance and have been found by our own Department of Communi-
ty Affairs to become homeless due only to a chronic inability to
meet their basic living expenses. The Governors' Task Force on the
Homeless' 1985 report took this recognition even farther by saying
that the current AFDC levels were so grossly inadequate that they
actually contributed to homelessness.

Those AFDC families lucky enough to locate housing they can
afford generally are required to spend a disproportionately large
percentage of their small incomes to live in what is often substand-
ard and inhumane housing. ACNJ did a study cf Head Start fami-
lies in Newark. We found that those families spent an average of
52 percent of their income on rent. We're talking about an income
that most of us could not subsist on. A third of those families had
heat only some of the time in their buildings. Sixty-one percent
had rats in their buildings. Almost one-half had constant hazard-
ous conditions such as lead paint, leaking ceilings, et cetera.

Under Title IV-A there is also some provision allowing for a
safety net of sorts through the emergency assistance (EA) program.
We have some serious problems with these programs and how
they're being interpreted in the states across the country.

In 1985 in New Jersey, despite the steady increase in homeless
families and the interconnected increase in children placed in
foster care, due to homelessness, less than 1 percent, only .52 per-
cent of New Jersey's AFDC recipients, received any emergency as-
sistance. This was due primarily to the fact that there is a very
narrow interpretation of a fault provision. I think this has been ad-
dressed a little bit throughout this hearing. This provision found
that families could receive assistance only in extraordinary circum-
stances, in circumstances that meant they had to be homeless to
begin with, over which they had no opportunity to plan.

The state specifically ordered that availability of or existence of
suitable shelter was not to be taken into consideration.

We have a very serious housing shortage in New Jersey, and I
know this is true, again, across the country. This interpretation
had the real effect of disqualifying the vast majority of homeless
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families in our state. Most families in New Jersey who are home-
less are homeless because of eviction due to inability to pay rent or
because their landlords found out that they're doubled and tripled
up with their relatives.

Another issue in emergency assistance is duration limits. Cur-
rently I believe the federal government has acknowledged only 90
days. In some private shelters we found that families are requiring
a minimum of four to five months before they can find housing
they can afford. These are families that are working families as
well as families on AFDC.

We've actually heard that in other states they are using emer-
gency assistance moneys to subsidize foster care.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you if you can just stop there, be-
cause I'd like to leave time for questions. All of your testimony
raises questions. I'm sorry about cutting you off.

[Prepared statement of Ciro Scalera and Tricia Fagan follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CIRO A SCALERA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND TRIrIA FAGAN,

OUTREACH COORDINATOR, ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN OF NEW JERSEY

Mr Chairman, Members, thank you for this opportunity to present testimony re-
garding homelessness among families and children We are here today representing
the Association for Children of New Jersey (ACNJ) As statewide advocates for New
Jersey's children we have been concerned about and involved in addressing both the
problems facing homeless families, themselves, and the factors leading to their
homelessness

In New Jersey it is estimat" that 25,000-30,000 people are homeless each year
More than 50% of these people are children Close to 90% of the households served
by New Jersey's Homelessness Prevention Program are fa-.tilies with childen Ap-
proximately 56% of those households were single parent families. Welfare offices
and private agencies throughout the state estimate that more than 60% of New Jer-
sey's "new homeless" are families, usually youngc,r families with children,

This is not, of course, a situation unique to New Jersey. Information we have re-
ceived from child advocacy groups across the country, through the National Center
for Youth Law, the Association of Child Advocates, and the Children's DefenseFund, indicates that the dramatic increase of homeless families and children istruly a national problem

Nor do we believe that this is a temporary pheomena We are seeing only the be-
ginning of what is rapidly becoming, if it is not already, a national crisis

This Committee has already done an excellent job in exploring and documenting
some of the underlying causes leading to homelessness among families in hearingssuch as that held on July 18, 1983 on Supporting a Family Providing Basic Needs
As your hearings have documented, multiple factors have forced growing numbers
of our nation's families into poverty at the same time that the availability of afford-
able, decent low-income housing has been sharply curtailed These are issues that
must be addressed if a more permanent solution to this problem is to be found

Today, however, we would like to focus on the more immediate needs of the home-
less and imminently homeless families Specifically, we want to address the fact
that several federal and state programs, despite their stated purpose of support and
preservation of families, are failingand a disproportionate number of the homeless
families we are seeing today are victims of that failure.

In particular, we would like to focus on the following portions of the Social Securi-
ty Act and how they relate to hor.lelessness among families (I) Child Welfare Serv-
ices Program (Title IV-13), (2) Foster Care and Adoption Ass,stance Program (TitleIV-E), and (31 Aid to Families with Dependent Children (Title IV-A)

In addition, we hope to briefly address the relay,. -reship of discrimination in hous-
ing against families and the growing number of homeless families in the country
Children placed out-of-home due to homelessness Need for further reform of federal

child welfare laws
This past year, over 1200 children in New Jersey were living in foster homes

simply because their parents could not find a decent, affordable place to live This
represents almost 18q of our state's Division of Youth and Family Services (DYES)foster family care caseload Even more appalling are statistics from a 1985 DYES
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study on Children Entering Foster Care. Factors Leading to Placement Of the
foster children whose records were examined, 40 4% were found to be in foster care
with homelessness as the major or secondary factor leading to placement

Further we have been contacted by more and more representatives of our county-
based Child Placement Review Boards, concerned over the number of families whose
children were initially placed in foster care due only to lack of housing They report
that many of these families are now coming back before the Boards for six month
reviews with both parents and children now displaying emotional, psychological and
behaviorial problems not evidenced earlier.

We must ask: Why are these families being separated, with children often being
placed in different foster homes, when state plans required under Title IV-E (and
by reference, Title IV-B) must demonstrate that "reasonable efforts" are made to
"prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the child from his (her) home
prior to placement in foster care? Surely it is reasonable to assist an otherwise
healthy family unit to remain together when the only difficulty facing them is the
lack of decent housing.

The courts have begun to consider this question and to rule favorable on this
issue For example, in the Matter of D I., R I and D I (Superior Court of Washing-
ton, DC Family Division), the court c--1,,red that a family of e be provided with
either suitable housing or financial -asources to secure decent housing so that they
could be reunited and maintained intact The court specifically found support for
this relief in the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act which amended the
Social Security Act in 1980 In New Jersey a similar case on behalf of homeless fam-
ilies in a rural southern county is pending We plan to join with the State's Public
Advocate in arguing, again citing this Federal Act, that it is unreasonable to place
children into foster care solely due to lack of decent housing

As important as these court efforts are, we believe they are quite limited in their
impact We Leiieve that the Act, as currently written, needs to be reviewed and
strengthened if inappropriate and unnecessary foster care placements, due only to
lack of suitable housing or other basic needs, are to be prevented

These laws are written to guarantee protection for children suffering from paren-
tal abuse or neglect, ensuring that suitable out-of-home placement will be available
when appropriate. In New Jersey and throughout the nation, however, more and
more families are being separated under this law due not to parental abuse or ne-
glect, but to social, economic and political factors beyond their control which prevent
parents from providing their family's basic needs We believe that this 13 not only
inappropriate, but injurious to those families Federal 'aw must be changed to pro-
vide a comparable guarantee of family preservation at the front end of this system

Strong and specific language prohibiting placement under these circumstances
should be added in relevant sections of Titles IV-B and IV-E, E.rd require instead
that a core of services be identified which a State must provide and c?x, aust before a
c' ild can be placed out-of-home

This was suggested by numerous commentators years ago during the I gulatory
review process for these laws, but was rejected by the Department of Health and
Human Services There has always been a gap between the traditional casework
services offered by State child welfare programs and the concrete needs of the fami-
lies concerned This gap, in our view, has been growing as evidenced by the system's
response of foster care when a family's real need is housing.

We recognize that other federal programs exist which are designed to assist fami-
lies with their basic needs and other support services We also recognize Chat there
are limits to the child welfare programs. However, there exist in those programs
(particularly in Title IV-E) both policies such as allowance of voluntary place-
ments) and fiscal incentives , federal re-imbursement for foster ca.e placement)
which too readily allow childen from these families to enter into foster care

So, while we will advocate below for changes to other broader based programs, we
believe strongly that more stringent restrictions and more fiscally prudent capac-
ities must be vuilt Into the more specialized child welfare services programs
AFDC The need for a decent hi,ing standard and more reasonable state approaches

to providing emergency assistance
In New Jersey, more than 363000 children, women and men depend on the AFDC

program for their survival The current maximum AFDC grant in the state consti-
tute:: -nl-y 68% of the conservative poverty guidelines established by the federal gov-
efnment A single mother with three children receives a monthly grant of 8165 with
which she must shelter, feed, clothe, and otherwise care for her chidlren and her-
self According to H U D , the average Fair Market Rent for a family of that size is
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$616 For decent housing, alone, that mother would have to spend 132% of her
Income. (See attached chart )

The serious inadequacy of the current AFDC grant is obvious Families who must
depend on these benefits are unable to afford even the most basic necessities they
require And although the price of consumer goods in New Jersey have increased by
more than 175% since 1971, AFDC benefits have increased only 48 5% in that same
period

A very real consequence of this blatant neglect is reflected among the numbers of
homeless families who are dependent on AFDC. The State's Department of Commu-nity Affairs found that at least 60% of persons who suffer homelessness,
are receiving public assistance (and) . . become homeless due to a chronic in-
ability to meet basic living expenses, including housing." The Governor's Task Force
on the Homeless in their second report (1985) took this recognition even farther.
They observed that current AFDC levels were so grossly inadequate that they actu-
ally contributed to homelessness.

Those AFDC families lucky enough to locate housing they can afford generally
are required to spend a disproportionately large portion of their small income to
live in what's often substandard, inhumane housing In our 1985 study of Head
Start families in Newark, New Jersey (Not Enough to Live On) we found that these
families spent an average of 52% of their income on rent. A third of these families
had heat only some of the time, 61% had rats in their buildings; and almost one-
half had constant hazardous conditions such as leaking ceilings.

Under Title IV-A there is some provision allowed for offering a safety net of sorts
to those families who become homeless in the emergency assistance program This
program allows for provision of cash and/or shelter assistance to homeless families
on a temporary, emergency basis Unfortunately, most States chose to interpret the
provision so narrowly that very few homeless families are actually assisted through
this program In 1985, despite the steady increase in homeless families and the
interconnected increase in children placed in foster care due to homelessness in
New Jersey, less than 1% (only 52%) of New Jersey's AFDC recipients received any
emergency assistance

This was due, primarily, to a narrowly interpreted 'fault' provision in the State's
emergency assistance regulations Under this provision, homeless families could re-ceive this assistance only in extraordinary circumstances" over which they had no
opportunity to plan The State specifically ordered that availability or existence of
suitable shelter was not to be taken into consideration

This interpretation had the real effect of disqualifying the vast majority of home-
less AFDC eligible families in the state from receiving emergency assistance. For
example, any family having prior notice of eviction by reason of inability to pay
rent, over crowding or any other cause was denied assistance (The single major
factor leading to homelessness among New Jersey families today is eviction I

In a recent court case, Jeanette Maticka vs The City of Atlantic City and State of
New Jersey, Department of Human Services (Superior Court of New JerseyAppel-
late DivisionDecided 2/3/87) the State Public Advocate successfully challenged
the validity of both the fault provision and the current 60-90 day limit on emergen-
cy assistance In a positive ruling on behalf of the homeless families, the court ob-
served "Clearly the concept of emergency assistance was to provide a bridge over
the abyss of temporary homelessness On the other hand, we cannot conceive of leg-
islative approval of a bridge which does not span the abyss but simply comes to an
end in the middle of the void "

Narrow and fault-or ented interpretation by the States of the availability of emer-
gency assistance funds appears to be unjustifiable in light of the basic intent of the
provision Taking this a step further, we have heard that other states are actually
utilizing these funds to subsidize out-of-home foster care placements for the children
of homeless families

The underlying policy of the AFDC program and its emergency assistance provi-
sion is to provide for the care of dependent children in their own homes, and to
maintain and strengthen family life We believe that not only is the AFDC program
failing in its intent, but that by failing to keep pace with inflation and provide a
grant which allows for at least a minimum decent lifestyle, the program is actually
putting those families dependent on AFDC in jeopardy Housing costs and other eco-
nomic realities as such that for many AFDC families, homelessness is now a realand imminent danger

Until such time that meaningful welfare reform is a reality, the AFDC program
remains America's fundamental support program for our neediest children As such,
Congress should require that the States adjust their standards of need and AFDC
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA Y WHITMAN, PH D , JACK STRETCH, PH D , AND
PASQUALE ACCARDO, MD

Homelessness is a growing, unchecked disgrace for the richest nation on earth. It
is a documented fact that todays homeless population includes many families with
children Recent surveys indicate that, in some areas, one-half or more of the home-
less population are women with dependent children; moreover, one-half of these
children are four years of age or younger Clinical observations have noted these
children are malnourished, have significant untreated medical problems, have de-
velopmental delays in such basic areas as cognitive development, language, and
motor functioning Further, they have an increased incidence of emotional and be-
havioral problems. Data from a current project in St Louis confirms these findings
The St Louis Homeless Childrens Project provides cognitive and language testing,
an individualized educational plan in a day care setting and parent training for
families in the Salvation Army Residence for Homeless Families To date 107 chil-
dren, ranging in age from 5 months to 17 years have been tested

These children include 47 (43 9%) boys, 59 (54.2%) girls, 92 (86%) black, 10 (9 3%)
white and 3 (2 8%) inter-racial. Two children's sex and race were not noted

Current analysis of the cognitive testing indicates that 84 (78 5%) of the children
received the Slosson Intelligence TestRevised The mean IQ for this group of chil-
dren was 89 with a range from 60-130 Nine (10.7%) of the children tested in the
mildly retarded range An additional 29 (34 5%) of the children tested in the slow
learner/borderline range of intelligence. Since at any given time, only 3% of the
population tested by this recognized instrument would be expected to fall in the re-
tarded range and 13% should fall in the slow learner/borderline range. It should be
noted that these children are displaying cognitive/developmental problems at a rate
3 times that of the general population

Children were also tested using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary TestRevised,
designed primarily to measure a childs' receptive vocabulary Though far from a
perfect predicator, vocabulary is a useful single index and reasonable predictor of
later school success Using percentile ranks 80% of these children fall at the 50th
percentile or below, suggesting significant language deprivation Thus it can be pre-
dicted for these children significant difficulties in a school situation separate from
the overlapping environmental problem of homelessness and its stress on child and
family

It may be argued that these test results are obtained uncle,- sub-optimal conditions
and do not reflect these childrens' potential This is arguably true, but so would
their school performance be equally compromised by their environmental condi-
tions In addition, most of these children attend school only sporadically, so that
learning becomes discontinuous and overwhelming resulting in even poorer per-
formance

In short, shelter living is cognitively and emotionally devastating for children
Teachers and other professionals label and treat them as "those shelter kids." They
lose any sense of home Some have suggested that these children learn to put the
authority of the shelter personnel first, thereby losing their respect for and sense of
protection from their own parents

Nothing less than a national commitment to government action can prevent rais-
ing a generation of children whereby the cycle of homelessness will become as insti-
tutionalized as the cycle of welfare/poverty and will result in long term permanent
damage in these children.

The direct policy implications are that nothing less than a full scale federal com-
mitment of action on. Expanding the supply of safe, suitable and adequate housing,
improving the funding for emergency housing, eliminating both inadequate emer-
gency and condemned housing, adequate services while in shelter care for children,
simplify access to services, and immediate attention to break the cycle of homeless-
ness is necessary To do less is to assign a generation of children to the human trash
heap

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REBECCA AYRES, ELIZABETH, NJ

My name is Rebecca Ayres and I am the mother of three children I have a hus-
band, too named Danny and he works as a truck mechanic for a food company I
have two boys, Daniel 13 and Roger 11 and my daughter, Robin is seven About two
years ago, we were living in an apartment on E Grand in Elizabeth and at that
time we were paying 450 00 a month for rent plus utilities The landlord increased
the rent in December of 1984 from 450 00 to 600 001 We couldn't afford that big of
an increase in rent, so we left that apartment to move in with my husband's par-
ents until we could find another place We thought it would be easy, but all the
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apartments were either too expensive or, most of the time they would say No chil-
dren

Now, I do feel sorry for women on welfare. But my husband makes $10 an hour
and I work part time as a lunch aide. We both finished high school Something is
wrong when working people can't find a place to live! Anyway, my story gets
worse . . .

We could only stay with my inlaws till February 1, 1986 because their landlord
found out we were living with them arid threatened to evict all of us We have a car.
So we lived out of it for several months My husband works at night. So we used to
go to the garage where he fixes the truck and got washed up and warm there. Each
morning I would clean the children up and send them off to school from the garage
After a few weeks my husband's boss found out and told us we couldn't do it any-
more So we lived in our Ford Duster All five of us parking on a different street
every night. Actually it was just the four of us because my husband was at work
One time, when we were looking for an apartment, we found a store front for rent
So we pretended we were opening a business so we could live in there. It was so
horrible living on the streets freezing in the car that a store front, just one big room
looked great to us After a few weeks, the other stores around us told the owner
that we were living in there and not running a business So he told us to leave He
was nice and wanted to let us stay but he was afraid he would get in trouble cause
we had to use the building for business So, once again, we were facing the streets to
live like animals I couldn't bear to let the children live in the car anymore so I did
the only thing I could I brought them to DYFS and had them placed in a foster
home It broke my heart and I felt like a terrible mother The kids were in a shelter
for children while Danny and I looked for an apartment We continued to live in the
car till we found a little room in Elizabeth. It was so small, just a single bed and a
sink nothing else We had to go out to eat and the rent in this stinky little
room was $110 a week We were spending so much money on our place, food, phone
calls and car fare to look that we had no money for an apartment No one would
rent to us anyway because they didn't want children My kids were first in the shel-
ter in April 1985 In July of 1985, we were told they would be moved to a foster
home I found out about the Elizabeth Coalition to House the Homeless and went
there for help They tried to assist me in finding an apartment I couldn't find a
place so DYFS put my kids in foster homes and split them up! My daugther didn't
like the lady she was living with. My DYFS worker put them in a foster home and
it was over three weeks before DYFS told me where my kids were. It took a long
time before I could talk to them I was very upset that my daughter didn't like
where she was staying and that DYFS controlled when I saw the kids We could
only see them on weekends and they were not allowed to sleep over because our
room was too small) I hated DYFS for telling me that I could not see my own chil-
dren except when they said it was 0 K !

We lived like this until October, 1986 when Joan Driscoll at the Elizabeth Coali-
tion found an apartment for me. We paid the first month's rent but DYFS promised
tc pay the security because we didn't have enough money To make a horrible story
short, DYFS gave me the money too late and I lost the apartment My children
cried I wanted to kill myself All I did since my children were away from me was
cry, because I missed them so much It was lake living a nightmare

Joan at the Coalition got lawyers involved and went to DYFS with me to make
them help me since they messed up. They agreed to pay a real estate agent so we
could find a place faster I am so sorry that I ever got involved with DYFS The
Coalition found us another apartment from a woman they helped last year (upstairs
was empty) and we finally got that apartment in January 1987 I can t believe now
how long I was homeless I always thought homeless people were alcoholics and
drug addicts and it was their fault There isn't enough housing that will take kids
and it's way too expensive for most people. You have to be rich if you want a placeto live I wish I could be with you in person to express myself But my daughter
broke her leg and I have to take care of her.

Just one more thing When I first got my apartment we only had mattresses for
the boys so DYFS wouldn't let the kids come home till they had beds It seemed like
everytime I turned around there was another reason for them not to come home

Homelessness is a very serious proPem and something needs to be done about all
the homeless families who have no place to go because h using is too expensive and
nobody wants kids I am lucky to be white so the prejudice issue didn't affect me. I
couldn't believe all the homeless families And many worked that I met at the Coali-
tion Now I really appreciate how it felt to be homeless so I will be more sensitive.
But I just want to say as someone who experienced it Nothing is worse that being
homeless Many times I wished I was dead The only thing that kept me going was
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I wanted them back very badly Thank you for taking the time to
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DUGGAN,, DENNIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JAMES GAMBLE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SAN
ANTONIO METROPOLITAN MINISTRIES, SAN ANTONIO, TX

TRENDS OF HOMELESSNESS AMONG FAMILIES

San Antonio Metropolitan Ministries
San Antonio, Texas, February 27, 1987

The single most demanding need among the homeless in San Antonio is
to provide emergency housing for families. Although the needs of other
homeless individuals have not stopped, the apparent increase of families
who have suddenly found themselves homeless cannot be ignored.

The SAMM Shelter was organized five years ago as an ecumenical effort
by downtown churches to provide basic shelter during the cold winter months
for individuals living on the street for whom the three existing shelters
in San Antonio bad no space. Since then seven more shelters have opened
providing approximately 700 beds for the estimated four to sixteen thousand
homeless in San Antonio. The new facility for the SAMM Shelter opened in
1985 and provides six family rooms in the capacity of 236 beds. The in-
creasing demand for family space has resulted in family space to be arranged
in 6 of the 10 shelters and a plan by the SAMM Shelter to renovate their
building in order to expand the comber cf family unite.

Trends among homeless families have been documented at the SAMM Shel-
ter since April of 1986 (see Chart 1). Comparing last summer to this winter,
several trends have been noted. Among them, it is apparent that among fami-
ly admissions, families of color have increased, average age has decreased,
average family size has increased and level of education has stabilized et
a ninth grade average. By far the single most common variable among home-
less families continues to be unemployment which has increased from 73% to
82%. The most dramatic change among our families has been the growth of
single parent families from 28% to 5k% of the total families admitted sal
the number of teen -age parents that has increased from 0.7% to 12.3%.

Seventy-five per cent of the families are from Texas. Sixty-six per
cent of the families have lost housing from family and/or friends and anoth-
er 26.8% cone from a recent divorce, separation, or abusive situation even
though two shelters for battered women operate in San Antonio. The level of
unemployment, increase of single-parent families and average length of home
lessness-prior to admission may suggest or even substantiate the need to ex-
pand low-income housing in San Antonio. From the records of the admitted

is apparent that homelessness tends to originate from tvo direc-
tions. The impact of unemployment on the family leads to the doubling-up
of families with relatives and friends. From here, homelessness leads to
a request for emergency shelter when the resources in the doubled-up house.
hold cannot meet the needs of the unemployed family. Without employment or
financial resources of some sort, the family is disqualified from subsidized
housing. The other direction of homelessness is the rapidly growing number
of single-parent families, most of whom are headed by women. Half the mother
headed households at the shelter have come from divorce, separation, or abuse.
Such families are eligible for AFDC in Texas as well as subsidized housing
when they remain single parents. However, the lack of subsidized housing u--
nits and the lengthening waiting lists also lengthens the period of homeless-
ness. In add to these first-tine homeless, never employed, there is
also a growing number of teen-age parents that have added themselves to the
list of the homeless.
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The social and emotional consequences on all the homeless families
is staggering. Often the stress and humiliation contributes to child
abuse (two reported cases in the shelter in 7 weeks), spouse abuse, and
marital separation, as well as depression which can affect the motive--
tion for looking for work or applying for resources and marital recon-
ciliation. Unfortunately, almost as many families are administratively
discharged (usually for fighting or intoxication) as are discharged to
stable housing and employment or AFDC ((29.24 to 33.31). Resources for
the therapeutic aspect of emergency shelter remain beyond the reach of
most shelters. Renovating space to provide walls for family units some-
times masks the problems of the family and exacerbates them instead of
providing the privacy and integrity for which they were designed.

We have noticed a desperate need among the nevly homeless teen-age
and single-parent families. This is a high risk group for child abuse
as are unemployed families. The need for improving inadequate and some-
times non-existant parenting skills has been demonstrated daily in the
shelter. Additionally, the Family Nurse Practioner for Health Care for
the Homeless at the SAMM Shelter reports that of over 50 pregnant women
seen by her in the shelter clinic none had previous prenatal care. Ex-
posure related illnesses seem to predominate among all shelter guests,
such as upper-respitory illnesses and ear infections among children.

Developmentally, it hex been noted that the tentativeness and stress
of living in such a large facility can affect the cole.achlevement of
children. in.ufficientromm for play and inadequate facilities creates
its own stress on children. At times they surely rust feel that they
are responsible for the family's homelessness. Because of unavailable
or unaffordable child-care, the length of homelessness may grov, know-
ing that without someone responsible fcr babysitting, the parent can-
not get to that job interview or housing application interview. Even
potty-training may be delayed or ignored during residence at a shelter.
At least one mother has said, "As soon as we get settled down somewhere,
ve can . . ." to any number of childhood tasks to be accomplished. Al-
though the SAM Shelter resources are limited me are attempting to address
the accreditation difficulties of child-care, after-school can as well
as a women's support group that may provide nothing more than a forum
for the pain that the mothers are experiencing. This is compounded
vhen family separation is taken into account. Any separation is trau-
matic-- but what will a child feel and how will a child react to s new
stressful environment of a shelter in addition to dealing with "Where's
Daddy?" or 'Where's Momma ?"

Academically, coming to an emergency shelter usually requires en-
rolling in a new district or a new school. One family reported having
to enroll the children in their fourth elementary school in tax months
because of their homelessness. Other families give up entirely on en-
rolling their children. For many families education is a low priority
for a family living in a car or a ckelter that can ill afford new clothes,
school supplies, or a place to do homework. Although ve require all
school-age children to be enrolled in school, it is obvious that ve can-
not provide adequate environment for study. At the outset, one must ack-
novledge that the 9th grade average education of the parents does little
to encourage the children of the value of education.
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In conclusion, the impact of the length of time a family is home-
less must be addressed, not just the experience of being homeless. We
know through crisis interveltion studies that the length of time that
a person can exist without being emotionally and socially damaged is
relatively short when experiencing a traumatic life crisis. Although
most families have the ability to overcome the effects of the crisis
when given the opportunity for some stability, it must be noted that
the range of time reported for homelessness among the families admitted
to the shelter includes one day to three years. Sixty-four per cent
of the families reported being homeless one month or less. However,
19.61. reported being ',Imeless (including "doubled-up" for housing with-
other family or friend) one year or more. The issue at hand. of -a fami-
ly who has been homeless or near homeless for months and months is that

of priority and displrgement. What is this month's priority fcr a
homeless family? What is this day's priority for a homeless family?
When a family has to worry about the next meal it is difficult to con-

castrate on looking for work. If an illness occurs among just one of
the family members all other considerations for the homeless family
may become unaddressed. In such a crisis oriented state, it is no won-
der that more child abuse, spouse abuse, or acute anxiety states will

occur. Problem-solving capabilities diminish when resources are de-

pleted.

If the current Congressional agenda for budget cuts continue,
it may be assumed that the holes in the safety net of social benefits
and entitlements could widen and drop more families onto the street

and into the shelters for the homeless. It is our appeal on the be-
half of the homeless that subsidized housing and emergency funds for
the homeless to overcome security, utility, and first month's rent
be expanded in order t- shorten the length of time a family is home-
less and to keep these families and their children from experiencing
the street.

cifUllY submitted,

nnis Dugg
Executive D ctor

James Gamble
Deputy Director
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CHART on

CHARACTERISTICS OF FAMILY UNTTS

SAMM SHELTER

sumpol 1986
(April-Sept.)

1. Families ldmitted 90

2. Families Discharged 90

3. Ongoing Families 0

4. Ethnic Distribution

Hispanic 47

Anglo 37

Black 6

WINTER W-87
(Nov.-Feb.) TOTAL

56 146
48 138
8 8

33 80
18 55

1 1

1 gb
5. Average Age

husband 31.9 31.7 31.8
vife 28.5 25.3 27.2
children 5.3 5.1 5.2

6. Average Number of
family members 3.43 3.61 3.5

7. Years of Education
husband 10.7 9.0
vife 10.1 9.

8. Single Parent Families 26 (28%) 30 (54%) 56 (38.4%)

9. Teen Age Parents 1 (0.7%) 10 (12.3%) 11 (4.81)

10. Unskilled/Blue Collax4 NA 26 (96%)

11. Military Veteran NA 7 (25.94)

12. Residence One Year
Prior to Admission NA

1) from out of county 14 (251)
2) from out of state 14 (251)

3) from inside Bazar Co. 26 (5%)

*7. :limner level of education estimated.
10, 11. Percentages relented on the basis of 27 males.
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13. Situations Leading
to Namelessness
1) Unemployment
2) Lost Housing from

Family/Friends
3) Divorce, Seperation,

Abuse

14. Presenting Problems of
Family Units
1) Homeless
2) Unemployed

3) Waiting Entitlement
4) Abuse

6) Refugee
7) Convalescing

SUYIER WINTER TOTAL

(76.7%)66

NA

NA

NA

(73%) 46

37

15

56

32
15

3

2
1

(82%)

(66%)

(26%)

(100%)

(57%)

(26.8%)

(5.3%)

(3.6%)

(1.8%)

112

15. Average Length of Homelessness
Prior to Admission NA
1) Range 1 day
2 Average
3 1 month or less

1.7

4 1 year or more

16. Discharge Status
1) Out of county
2) Out of state
3) To relatives/friends
4) To Federally Subsidized Housing

- 36-months
mos. - 3.3 mos.

36 (64%)

11 (19.6%)

4 (8.3%)

5 (10.4%)

18 (37.5%)
7 (14.6%)

11 (22%)

16 (33.3%)
14 (29.2%)

21.4

29

35

23

20.5

(21%)

(25.4%)

(16.7%)

5) To Employment
sod Housing 18 (20%)

6) To Employment or AFDC
and Sousing 19 (21%)

7) Administrative 9 (10%)
8) Averoge Days in

Shelter 19.3

13. Percentages not cumulative.
15. Longer figure reflects homelessness in its expanded sense, e.g.

"doubling up" in the home of someone else.
16. Percentages not cumulative.
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`Ors.
The Junior League of Atlanta. Inc

'1N

February 19, 1987

Representative George Miller
Select Committee on Children and Youth
Room 385

House Annex II
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Representative Miller

The Junior League of Atlanta is pleased to know that Dr Nancy Boxill
will be testifying to the Select Committee on Children and Youth regarding
the needs of homeless children on February 24 at 930 a m. Little is known
about this population, and we feel Dr. Boxill's research in this area will
be a major contribution towards learning how to meet the needs of these very
needy children.

Serving homeless children and their families is a major focus of the
Atlanta Junior League. In 1986, we developed the Atlanta Children's Shelter
which provides day shelter to homeless children and support services to
their families so they don't languish in homelessness. Our midyear statisti-
cal report has recently been completed, and we have served 312 children from
185 different families. We are pleased to report that 115 of these families
are no longer homeless The Atlanta Junior League gave initial furding of
$100,000 which will be matched over the next four years, and we have seventy
volunteers actively involved. The project has been selected as a model program
to be presented at the Association of Junior League's annual conference in
Nashville in May.

We applaud Dr Boxill for her innovative research Please give serious
consideration to directing research and resources to this special group of
children

Yours truly,

/2/41eii
Marcia Robinson
President, Junior League of Atlantc

/77S041-1---'

Lynn Merrill
Board Chairman, Atlanta Children's Shelter

hR/LM.hh

72-237 244
Celebrating 70 years of Community Simko

31M N. d. Pskov!, MW Mutt Omni. 11327 4041231 7711
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AN EXPLORATION OF
MOTHER/CHILD

INTERACTION ANIO_CG
HOMELESS WOMEN AND
THEIR CHILDREN USING
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INTRODUCTION

Virtually every major urban center in America is experiencing a

growing population of homeless people A surprisingl large number of the

hon',e.es, are %Nomen an ! the:: ini:dren Th:s art.cle coe,- not attempt to

define homelessness, estimate its proportions, report its antecedents or

suggest public solutions Rather the focus of this study is an exploration of

the relationship between mothers and their children who find themselves in

a most unusual circumstance. The study begins to elucidate the experience of

these families as they interact in difficult circumstances The authors believe

that until the experience of this population is carefully explored and

sensitively understood, the effectiveness of programs and policies designed to

serve this population succeeds, at best, by chance The data for understanding

the relationship of these mothers and their children is experience. The

seminal thoughts for planned change and social policy assessment must

include this data

Little research has been conducted on homeless women and

their children The most comprehensive study to date was conducted by Dr

Ellen Bussuk of the Harvard University Medical School Data from this study

clearly identifies children as the major victims of homelessness Dr Bussuk

reports that among preschool children, one-half of those studied evidenced

one major developmental delay other than speech One-third of the

population evidenced two major developmental delays Among school-aged

children, 45% reported having repeated at least one grade in school, and most

evidenced high levels of anxiety and depression (Bussuk 1986) These are

important data They serve to provide some understanding Yet there is

1 ,j
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certainly more to understand The combination of quantitative data by Dr.
Bussuk and the qualitative data of the authors increases the opportunities for

the human service community to meet the actual needs of this population

There is little disagreement that the mother/child relationship
has tar reaching and e\tremely important value in the hea,th, growth and
well being of children Early documentation of the importance of this
relationship is well reported by Bowlby in his work on bonding and
attachment The continuing influence of the mother/child relationship on
personality, self-concept and developmental foundation is well documented
throughout the professional literature. There is also full realization in the
professional literature that environment, more specifically "personal place,"
is a key determinator in an individual's definition of him/herself. People
and places are not independent parts of living. "Personal place" describes

one's group membership and potently contributes to one's definition of
his/her personal qualities and abilities (Rivlin, 1986) This study elucidates
and thematizes the experience of homeless women and children who use a
public night shelter and are by circumstance forced to define themselves and
build their mother/child relationships in an open and public, personal place

1 4. 1
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Summary of Daily Experience

Homelessness for a woman with children is a particularly

devastating experience The search for shelter often evolves from having

lived recently with family or friends Homelessness means that a mothe,

must carry with her and her children all that they own because most shelters

have no storage space Operated by volunteers, most shelters require their

guests to leave by 6 00 AM A woman living in a night shelter must awaken

her children dress, feed and repack them, and leave to get a bus at the

required time If her children go to school, they need clean clothes every day

And if they get out of school at 3:30, they have to find a place to go to wait

until the shelter opens in the evening.

If she has prescnool children, the homeless mother can get a bus

to the Children's Day Shelter, where she must get in line as early as possible

to secure a place in the center. If she is not able to get her children into the

Day Shelter, she will have to take them with her If she goes to the women's

day shelter, she can keep them there with her but that shelter is chaotic and

serves as a haven for single women, many of whom are chronically homeless

and mentally ill

Applying for public assistance and housing is a process that

intimidates even the well-informed but if a women is also burdened with

children during that process, the frustrations may be overwhelming

Nevertheless, many women who are homeless mothers successfully

negotiate this incredibly complicated process without any support or

assistance Then the wait for housing begins -- or the wait for employment

and for calls that must come to the Day Shelter for Women Without a
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phone, the woman looking for a job depends on the determination of

potential employers even to contact her

If the mother has been able to get her children into the Day

Shelter for Children, she must pick them up again by 5 ',10 Then they get a

bus to the night shelter where they usuallt wait until 6 3L' to get in It the

homeless mother knows she might be late getting into the night shelter she

must inform the shelter personnel in advance and arrange to have her

"space" reserved until she arrives Dinner is provided by volunteers who

prepare and serve the meal at about 8 00 PM

Each family stakes claim to a space for the night mother may

set up a number of mats or cots for her family. Young children occasionally

fall off the cots, so a choice is often made to arrange a set of mats on the floor

in a space large enough to accommodate the whole family. Sheets and towels

are provided by the shelter and distributed carefully each night.

Mothers sign up to take showers and to wash their clothes

Showering is the only option for bathing, so the mother takes her younger

children into the shower with her if she wants them bathed. Washing and

ironing clothes for the next day occupies much of the evening time And

while mother is laundering the children play mostly without supervision,

on the gymnasium floor

By 9 00 PM the children are supposed to go to bed Many of the

smaller children are asleep well before this time and are the source of

consternation for the older children who play around them The older

children are constantly admonished to watch out for the little ones who are
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trying to sleep. Some of the mothers retire to the dining room to smoke, talk,

fix each other's hair, watch television or use the telephone

Each and every activity at the shelter is done in public, that is,

the women do their mothering in the company and full vie.- of otners We

ha e called this "public mothering

Methodology

Population

The shelter users were not a monolithic group. The mothers

ranged in age from 19 to 42, and the children ranged in age from 7 days to 17

years. The group included many races, varied status and antecedents to

homelessness. The only common denominator was the circumstance of

being without a home

Data Collection

This study employs qualitative methodology as a means of

describing and critically analyzing the mother/child interaction among

homeless women and their children who use a night shelter Qualitative

methodology places the highest value on insightful understanding of human

experience as the goal of social science investigation It views human

experience as the primary data for analysis To that end
participant/observation and open-ended interviews were the selected

techniques of data collection producing descriptive data which emphasizes

and facilitates the understanding of a particular human experience within a

specific context of social interaction (Patton, 1979) The use of these

14`
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techniques permitted the researchers to participate as full partners in the

experience under the investigation and to express our own points of view

about our observations while reporting and analyzing individual and group

exneriences as they unfolded These are most desirable characteristics in

social problem research (Wirth 1979)

The open-ended or unstructured interview allowed the

researchers to capture through questioning and conversation the words of the

subjects rather than a summary of responses All conversational approaches

were intended to elicit the subjects' understanding of their

world/relationship rather than a particular piece of information or singular

response The data represents the results of hours of participant observation

of homeless mothers and their children Forty (40) families who utilized a

public night shelter in Atlanta, Georgia, were observed over a six -month

period.

Data Analysis

The experiences and observations reported in this article were

thematized in the mode of phenomenological investigation as described by

Colazzi (1975) Giorgi (1970) and Wertz (1982). The thematization of

individual descriptions permits shared experiences to be grouped for

enhanced understanding It also preserves and includes people's own words

(written or spoken), observed behavior, letters, poems, etc (Bogden 1975)

This form of analysis benefits clinicians, program planners and policy makers

The use of quotation marks indicates the actual language used by mothers

and children
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Six themes emerged from the authors' observation Each them

stands alone and is discussed separately. Other researchers and human

service professionals may be guided in important new directions for action

The cver-arching the' e 'concept that erne ,-geci wac the difficulty nantherc and

their children as family units have in establishing and maintaining ordered

mother/child relationship

CHILDRENS' THEMES

THEME 1: Intense Desire to Demonstrate Internalized Values as a Way of
Asserting Self.

The hours that children spend in the night shelter were

observed as essentially unstructured time. The majority of activity was

random play among children of widely divergent ages, typified by abandoned

running up and down the gym This random activity was restricted only by

fixed times for meals, bathing, lightsout, and early morning preparation for

leaving the shelter As a way to be non-random, many of the children

observed created ways to define introduce and assert themselves to each

other and to the nameless volunteers who were only temporary visitors from

the larger world In their own ways the children insisted on being known

from the inside They resi.ted adult attempts to clump them into a category

of deprived, poor or even pitiful children

Example, Debra, an eight-year-old, tells me who she is on the

inside as we share an experience in the kitchen of the shelter following

dinner Debra entered the kitchen and watched me begin to clean up We

greeted each other with our eyes, and she asked, Can I have a job to do'," I

was pleased to include her and suggested she gather all of the serving spoons

.1 4 )
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We exchanged small talk as we worked. When she was finished, she

instructed me, "Give me another job I responded immediately by asking

tier to cover the left-over food Once again upon completion she said

"Nancy, can I ha\ e another job?" I asked her then to rinse out the dish

cloths V nen the istts:hen %.,a clean and Debra had competed her jobs, she

announced that she was all done I praised her warmlv and expressed how

proud I thought her Mom must be to have such a good helper in the family

Debra smiled and asked, "Will you give me something for doing my jobs?" I

was surprised I Prepared to give her a lecture on work and rewards My

thoughts came slowly, and I simply said, "No, I have nothing to give you

Quite seriously she said, "Yes, you do My mind anticipated a request for

money or more dessert I asked, "What do I have to give you?" Her eyes

brightened and seemed to hide a special surprise as she said, "You can give

me a hug You can always give a hug when you have nothing else to give"

Knowing Debra now from her Inside and feeling embarrassed, I gave her a

strong, warm, hug, tearful all the while Debra had asserted herself, making

explicit a genuine description of her worth in the world She provided me

with a glimpse into her value system for herself and others

Kevin age 6, asserted his intention to be seen as a whole,

choosing actor-in-the-world His actions in the following experience

evidenced his strength in resisting a caption of "dependent urchin" gladly

receiving charity He entered the kitchen forcefully and clearly requested

more food from a group of volunteers of a local church With pride and

manners he said "May I have seconds' But don't give me any of that

chicken I don't like it, I want the other meat What I heard and saw was his

14 i
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refusal to allow nameless adults to describe his world I watched and

experienced him as feeling confident in his ability to discriminate and be

known by his likes and dislikes He was not afraid to say 'no

The man vays m v,hich children of all aces continualla and

emphaticall said %%ho they %,,ere leas astounding to me Hexed in the

context of self assertion of values and identit in an identailess circumstance,

the children's "yes's" and "no's" took on new meaning The children

protected and expressed their self-esteem They caned out their identities

and special individual capacities and qualities There is room for speculation

on how these children came to develop their values, etc But no conclusion

can exclude their mothers as primary adults who actively embraced their

roles as purveyors of values

Mary, a fourteen-year-old, drew a picture of a Greek goddess in

ten minutes as we talked At her mother's prideful prompting, she listed the

name and history of the goddess Mother and child were happy all the while

THEME 2: Questioning the Certainty of Anything,
The Ambiguity of Everything

For most of the children in the night shelter, 'tomorrow" is a

fuzzy ambiguous prospect There is only the certainty of the morning

routine of leaving the shelter The remainder of the da!, is not assured

Among themselves the children spoke about being different from other

children die) had known Many did not go to school Those who did go to

school feared that their peers would find out that they had no address no

home They had mixed feelings about the kindness of the volunteers and

J. 4 3
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strangers who brought them food and clothes They knew that they acquired

the basic necessities of life in a different way from other children

Nothing, no part of their day was predictable They slept in

different spaces in the shelter Among strangers, they ate 1(10(16 that %Nere

sometimes unfamiliar or prepared in uniami:iar There %Na,, no

assurance that any adult would hair the capacity or interest to help them

negotiate the world or bnng order to daily living They lived in a gap of

uncertainty

For a few hours during the night their lives were influenced by

well-meaning volunteers who invited them to play games with strange rules,

encouraged them to behave in ways which exceed parental limits and

discourage opportunities to confront or explore the reality of their world. The

children reacted by vascillating between controlled deference and polite
requests They alternated between taking the ball away from the group and

returning shortly with a request to "please play basketball" They avoided

conversations with adults,, moms or volunteers, they returned shortly with a

verbal or physical demand for attention They rejected the clothing brought

by volunteers yet fought over a single article of clothing selected or given to

another child They made stealing a game, vet insisted on rigid adherence to

uncompromising rules in their roles as surrogate parents to younger siblings

Their behavior evidenced attempts to control volunteers bN, shoving, pulling

or jumping on their backs

The younger children often screamed and cried when they were

out of Mother's reach Their facial expressions bc;rc the fear of being

abandoned They cried over and over "Marna, Mama", although Mama was

4 1)
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clearly within sight if not reach It was an exaggerated response Mans of the

preschool children have retained their playfulness and hopefulness Mar),

age 5, asked Whitney age 4, with great drama and both language, But %.her

will I know thingc' I want to know thing,. r ' :- `.1 , .' s, . " ' . . .
to teach me (hanging her heau in her a. ,:,, I do. ,.. ,.. a: ,:... ,,

Whitney calmly replied, "1ou will know things, it juq take, time \ ta3 be one

day you can go to school "When" is written on Man c face Keicha age g.

expressed profound ambivalence about her place in the world ac the hung

herself around my neck and back asking me hm% mam children I had I said

"none 'Oh," she said, "my Mom says that people who don't have children

are blessed Not believing my ears, I said She s right It is a blessing to

have children With firmness she said, "No, she said people who don't

have children are blessed " Not believing my ears, I said, "She's right It is a

blessing to have children With firmness she said, "No, she said people who

don 't have children are blessed Her whole body asked me what I thought I

felt her question on my insides and simply hugged her, unable at that

moment to assuage her uncertainty not fetbng strong enough to affirm her

It was much later in the evening, before I Icit the cheater, that I found Keisha

and told her that I was sure that meeting her v.as a blessing in m% 1,1e

Some of the older teens had given up on 'trying to make the

best of a bad situation" They sat silently, sadly, and .. or, Mc.: %.orit. wcre,

"I'm okay" but their body language said, "Please, don t sec me I can t decide

how I want to be seen
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THEME 3: Conflict Over the Need for Attentior and the
Experienced Demand for Independence

With few except. ins, the children in the shelter called the

female volunteer!, "Mama" or Mommy The reached for volunteers'

:
unabashedlt demanded ph%sical attention hile simultaneouslt abruptly

disconnecting and running away Almost in the middle of a sentence and/or

game they would disappear to join a group of children playing, and just as

abruptly, they returned

This pattern was repeated throughout the night They ran to

their moms, forcing themselves into their arms or laps, then ran away to find

another activity conversation, reward or event They seemed to want to

know they could be dependent, yet needed to show that they could be

independent.

Their daily life requires both They need adults in all of the ways

that children need adults They know that they must also find ways to relieve

their moms of the fear and worry that the are okay Often in provoking

fights with other children, they return to tell their moms of victory or pain

Children of all ages constantly juggled the message that, or one hand, they

can stick it out alone, and on the other hand, mom is there for them

MOTHERS' THEMES

THEME 4: Public Mothering

Among this population, mothers and their children may not

ever interact in private Every aspect of daily living is conducted in full

public view Every aspect and nuance of the mother/child relationship

15
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occurs and is affected by its public and often scrutinized nature From waking

to waking, mothers and their children live in shared spaces Family units

that have previously enjoyed the freedom to express love caring, frustration,

anger and all manner of other emohons in their own homes are now forced

:o e\i-"c" tht2tr It2'-'=-:'g,' t:' c'-'n1:11'1:13, ':''=1-1'''', s-:-'Ject 1:1C:nSt" C'' '''
prevailing shelter rules for communal living, stifle their strongest and

deepest feelings, expose their personal style of "mothering" to strangers

capitulate to peer pressure,, and catch glimpses of who they appear to be in the

eves of onlookers

Yvonne, a mother of three children confessed,, "I know I

sometimes do things [to my children] that somebody else expects me to do to

them I can't [even] let my seven-month-old cry because he might bother the

others So one night I sat up all night in the dining room holding him He

was restless and whining Other mothers yelled at me to 'get that baby

quiet She expresses sadness and concern that her own mothering was

Influenced and often even directed by the presence and needs of other

mothers We both wondered when and how she would carve out her own

style of mothering More importantly we wondered how and when her

children would come to really know her

Karen, a young mother of four children, was deeply sad and

defeated as she talked about the stress of her daily routine as a homeless

mother "Every morning I want to cry At five o'clock in the morning I have

to wake up my children They are not ready to wake up They cry and get

hysterical every morning The cry for hours, it seems Her eyes and both

said,, "I feel cruel, but what can I do'" The director of the Children's Shelter
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commented to the author that Karen's children and others are often very

upset when they arrive for the day

Scenes of one mother verbally attacking another mother unfold

throughout the night Comments like, "I don t let my child do that," or
The jut.t let the.r kic.t:- ao v% :-a:el.er the pant, tfle, con t care are % oi,,,i

in accusatory tones If one can separate the hostility and anger of the tones

from the circumstances, the pressure of public mothering emerges clearly

When mothering is constantly unfolding in full public view,, family life and

mother/child relationships appeared to the observer and are experienced by

the mother as being "out of order."

THEME 5: Unraveling of the Mother Role

On initial review of the data, the authors called the theme "role

reversal " But further,, more careful review and analysis led us to correct our

terminology to reflect more accurately and report our observations.
"Unraveling" was determined to be a more appropriate term The authors

regularly observed teen-aged girls taking the leadership in preparing sleeping

spaces, doing laundry,, or caring for younger siblings Teenagers became, in

many instances, surrogate mothers as they disciplined, fed,, bathed and bedded
younger siblings The authors came to know that such a picture was
incomplete In fact,, the clear eye was able to see that mothers had not
abdicated their roles or responsibilities Rather,, mothers were being soothed

and nurtured by the efforts of their older children In an unkind and often

assaulting world,, mothers were comforted by their children's special acts of
assistance and caring A nightly ritual in one family involved the combing
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and braiding of the mother s hair by one daughter while her other daughter

carefully folded and stored the mother's clothes

Martha a 24-year-old mother of four children under five years of

aboL.: the %,tal rol c

k.moora. \%e,-Ded,g I on get depres,,eu about not na-s...ng a pace to e

as long as I can be with rri. babies They make me happy Similar comments

from others included, "We are all we have Its just us alone against

eerbod else, and that s okay" Throughout the observations and

conversations, mothers reported that they found solace and temporary relief

from emotional pain through the role their children played in loving them

The children were observed to have behaved and functioned by intuition or

request in ways that mothers would ordinarily behave Holding constant

Erickson's mutuality of the growth process, we believe that in this

circumstance the mother s role, without the opportunity to be a provider, was

unraveling

Instances of unraveling also included meal-time experiences

Mothers and their children (served by volunteers) sat with petulant faces and

spoke in childish tones saying 'I don t want any squash,' or Take that off rte

plate,: or to their children, 'Don't eat that, it s nasty Mothers argued about

their places in line at meal, bath, or bedtimes These incidents s

occur I in the company of children Where normally it is anticipated that

adults set the standard for ciility, comprcmise, and cooperation, shelter

lining seemed to provoke the unraveling of that responsib,lit!. and the

assumption of childlike beha; 'or on the part of the adults Mothers appeared

to have temporarily become children along with their children
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THEME 6: The Experience of Being Externally Controlled

The circumstance of being "homeless" provides numerous
e, who-, to a rr,--C-er,;- 11.0

op;,0:1:, :or ,-naage anu P. con,e.t of tne a:.o:'1,1.p I aon t

feel like I control an} thing,' was a per} asie expression among the mothers

The traditional role of mother as provider,, family leader organizer and

standard setter was experienced b) the mothers as having vanished

Someone other than mother decided when and where the family would rest,

bathe or secure housing and health care Another determined what her

family ate, evaluated her abilities as a parent, judged her to need supportive

services, parent training for fitness to retain custody of her children If a

mother is determined by others to be using the day time hours in non-

productive or unmeaningful ways,, she could be eliminated from the day
shelter program If a mother or family rec.ived more than two meals a day in

a shelter, they were determined to be ineligible for food stamps

The mother's ability to re-establish order in her family and to

reassert control over her life was men limited to the single and powerful

use of the word "no By saying a clear and confident no" whether to

squash, bouncing basketballs, misbehaving, crying children or helping

persons, mothers took control from the "other ,, thereby ordering the
hierarchy of daily living and relationships The use of "no" as a verbal

response, silent or active bet. ivior is not negative un the mother's
experience) The use of "no these mothers appears to be a creative and

often positive resistance to dependence and external control It seems to be an

)
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active step toward regaining that which has been lost, an ordered

mother/child relationship

CONCLUSIONS

-

population found be Bassul, (:986) This article presents instead a

complementary description of relationships rather than an assessment of

characteristics

Data from this study clearly reveals that homelessness as a

context for mother/child relationships forces an "out-of-order" relationship

It is important here to distinguish homelessness as a "circumstance" in which

people use their energies to secure shelter,, from homelessness as a "context"

for relationships The authors of this study focused on the latter This

context then, produces relationships which are lived out in public Mothers

and children in this circumstance become public families, forced to engage in

each and every task of daily living in full public view The total spectrum of

trivial to significant family action and interaction is open to public

intervention. For these families, heretofore private life, i e eating, bathing,

telephone conversation, is now public life with permission

Such a peculiar context for living leads the authors to refer to the

mother/child relationship as out-of-order" rather than "disordered The

absence of a home distorts the role of mother and child Mothers lose

opportunities to act as primarc nurturers, teachers, negotiators and sur\ial

guides A host of rotating volunteers, human ser\ ice professionals and

varied strange intruders (i e reporters, funding sources researchers) assume

x.36
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with confidence and authority the functions normally and previously

assumed by mothers

As mothers become less assured of their abilities and

e-,-r,ortur:t:es to mother, chld-en appear to become lecs confiden and

children experience uncomfortabl do.ided loyalties The adult-stranger

provides the essentials of life food, clothing, shelter, and often nurturing

The child is appreciative and hopeful for their permanence The child is also

aware that little is permanent except his/her mother With whom shall I

play before bedtime becomes a critical question for the child The only certain

entity of tomorrow is Mom Yet the certainty of the moment is the
volunteer The natural mutuality of the mother/child relationship is

temporarily "out-of-order The ways in which a mother can mother are

limited Likewise are the ways in which a child can child. psychologically or

physically moving away from each other may mean getting one's needs met,

such movement, however, is always followed by moving toward each other

for circumscribed safety The stress and sadness of all of this is that,, for these

families "homelessness" is a new context for their relationships

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If the mother/child relationship can be considered "out -of-

order",, the implications for programming are strong

1 Publicly supported day and night shelters would do
well to reassess and strengthen the opportunities available
for families to have private time if not space We believe
that any effort to afford a family living in public a
moment of pm acy will enhance opportunities to restore
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order to their relationships Wherever practical or
possible, volunteers or professionals should encourage
the creation of private moments in even the most public
places

2 The use of olunteer: trust he reaccesced Where

ring 70
Consider meal, recreation and clean-up times as
opportunities for the mother/child relationship to re-
order" itself naturally

3 Children should be encouraged to feel less ambiguous
about the elements of tomorrow This can be
accomplished through the "re-ordered" mother/child
relationship and by the guided activity of volunteers
Every effort should be made to provide children with
structured and unstructured, supervised and
unsupervised opportunities to be affirmed and to express
their feelings

The authors do not suggest that every mother/child relationship

among homeless women and children is out-of-order We know too well

that "homelessness" is the homogeneous factor However, we believe that

based on these data,, the opportunities for "out-of-orderness" loom ever

present among the total population

Further study is needed to describe more clearly the experience

of persons in this circumstance and the nature of relationships in such a

context

t e
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Families: The New Homeless
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Kay Young McChesney
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When I mention the homeless," what image comes to mind?

Who do you think of? Most people share two images of the

homeless. One Is the skid row "bum," the alcoholic lying on the

sidewalk with a bottle clutched to his chest. The second is the

"bag lady," talking animatedly to people only she can see, as she

pushes her shopping cart along the street. The image of the

young mother with her three-month old baby, living in a garbage

dumpster, doesn't come to mind. Neither does the image of the

welder from Kentucky with his wife and two small children,

driving across the country in an old beat-up pickup truck,

looking for work. Neither does the image of the suburban mother

of three who has been evicted from an apartment she could no

longer afford after she and her husband separated. Yet families

are the fastest growing segment of the homeless population

(Stoner, 1987.) Families -- mothers and children, couples and

children- -are the new homeless.

1 Homeless Families Project, Social Science Research
Institute, Universiti of Southern California, Los Angeles,
California 90069-1111; (213) 743-2966. The Homeless Families
Project is funded by the Ford Foundation, grant t850-0590.
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Homeless alcoholics have been an inner-city phonomenon for

many years. The psychiatrically disabled homeless became part of

the urban scene in the 1970s. But now, for the first time since

the Depression, there are families living in our streets; and not

dust in the inner city, but in suburbs and towns as well. As an

attorney who has been associated with Legal Aid for many years

put it, Ten years ago poor families came to us for help with

landlord/tenant problems. Now, they come to us because they're

homeless." (Personal communication, 1985.) What has happened?

Why are there families living in our streets? Why are they there

now, when they didn't seem to be there only a few years back?

These are the questions I would like to address in this article,

I would like to argue that the current crisis in

homelessness among families is the result of a shift in the

balance between the number of low-income families and the amount

of low-income housing available. Changes in the economy, in

social policy and in demographic treds, beginning in the 1970s

and accelerating in the early 1980s, affected the equilibrium

between the number of poor families and the availability of

housing they could afford. By 1983, the balance had tipped. The

new equation was simple: there were now significantly more, low-

income families, while at the same time there was less low-cost

housing. The homeless families that are evident in streets and

shelters across the country are the net result of this

disproportion.
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More Poor !sullies

The welfare of American families improved steadily for over

twenty years after World War II. After the War on Poverty began

in 1964, the number of people living in poverty fell rapidly,

reaching its lowest point, 11.1 percent, towards the end of the

Vietnam conflict in 1973. While times got harder with high

unemployment rates and high inflation rates during the 1970s, in

1979 the number of families living in poverty stood at 12.7

percent, about the same as in 1973.

However, under the influence of severe hack-to-back

recessions, and the Reagan administration's cuts in eligibility

and benefit levels for AFDC families, the economic situation of

families worsened significantly. Between 1979 and 1983, more

than 10 million people, an increase of about 49 percent, fell

below the poverty line. By 1983, the poverty rate reached its

highest level in 18 years, 15.2 percent. Sven after an economic

upturn began, in 1984 the unemployment rate still stood at 7.7

percent. Families were hit hard. Mean family income fell by

about five percent, for a total drop of 8.3 percent from 1973 to

1984. By 1984 the number of families living below the poverty

line had increased by more than 25 percent, from 12.7 percent to

17.4 percent (Danziger and Gottschalk, 1985.)

Paced with recession, regressive tax policies and cuts in

benefits, the poorest families lost the most. Between 1980 and

198i, the average tax burden for the poorest fifth of the U.S.

population rose 24 percent, while cash welfare benefits declined

72-237 0 - 87 - 6
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17 percent and food etas* benefits fell 14 percent (Hoppe: and

Ramberg, 1986.) Danziger and Gottschalk (1985) found that over

the period of 1973 to 1984, the mean income of the poorest 20

percent of families dropped by 34 percent, while that of the next

poorest fifth fell by 20 percent. In contrast, the income of the

highest twenty percent fell by only two percent. By 1984 the

poorest fifth of families received only 4.2 percent of total

family income, while the richest fifth received 42.1 percent,

Thus, by 1983 there were significantly more poor families

who could afford only low-cost housing than there had been only a

few years before. Homelessness among families on a national

scale was inevitable, unless the supply of affordable, low-cost

housing increased rapidly to meet the need of large numbers of

newly poor families.

loess Low-Income Housing

The high inflation rates and high interest rates of the late

1970s and early 1980s also contributed to record-breaking housing

costs (L.A. County Dept. of Regional Planning, 1985.) At the

same time, the new administration set about eliminating the

federal role in providing low-income housing. These factors plus

urban renewal and gentrification resulted in a decrease in the

amount of affordable housing available to low-income families.

Thejouino Shortage,. In response to high interest rates

and recession, the number of housing starts fell below the number

needed for newly formed households, creating a housing shortage

(Hopper and Hamberg, 1986.) As the shortage in supply increased,
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housing costs rose in response to high demand. In a condition of

shortage, higher-income families had to "buy down or "rent

down,' filling u7 noising that lower - income families might

previously have occupied. Gentrification" increased as middle-

income families that could no longer afford to buy homes in the

suburbs rehabilitated inner-city houses or bought rental units

that had been upgraded into co-ops or condos. By 1983 the

National Housing Conference estimated that only half of typical

households that would have bought homes in previous years could

afford to purchase a mid-priced house. An estimated four million

households that in previous years would have bought homes spilled

over into the rental unit market. Vacancy rates fell to five

percent nationally and as low as 3.7 percent in the Northeast and

4.4 percent in the Vest, well below the number needed to

accommodate normal turnover (Hopper and Hamberg, 1986.)

Most important, housing costs rose faster than family

income. During the 1973-1983 decade median rent rose 137

percent, from 3133 to 3315, while median family income rose only

79 percent, from $7,200 to $12,900 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1983, cited in Hartman, 1985.) Where possible, families

responded to the housing shortage by sharing 11 '.ing quarters.

From 1978 to 1983 the number of families "doubled up --two to a

dwelling unit--doubled, to 2.6 million, reversing a thirty-year

trend (Hopper and Hamberg, 1986.)

The Low-Income Housing Shortage. As always, the poorest

families were the hardest hit. By 1983 Hartman (1985) found that

!6`1
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for renters with an annual income under $3,000, the median rent-

income ratio--the proportion of a family's income spent for rent-

-exceeded 60 percent. The comparable figure for renters with an

annual income between $3,000 and $6,999 was 55 percent; for

renters with an annual income between $7,000 and $9,999, 39

per-ent; and for renters in the $10,000-$14,999 income class, 31

percent. For reference, in 1983, the poverty line for a family

of four was $10,178 (Congressional Budget Office, 1985.)

The Government Drops Out of Low-Income Housing. At the same

time that the low-income housing shortage was becoming acute, the

Reagan Administration introduced a new housing policy: "We're

getting out of the housing business. Period." (HUD Deputy

Secretary, cited in Hartman, 1986.) The administration has been

as good as its word. Since the Reagan administration came into

office, the federal government has mounted a "full-scale retreat

from the housing role it began to assume during the New Deal and

has followed, however inadequately, over the last 50 years"

(Hartman, 1986.) Since 1980 the low-income housing budget has

been cut by over 60 percent. In addition, for those families

already in federally subsidized housing, HUD increased the amount

a low-income family paid for rent from 25 to 30 percent of their

income.

The Balance Timu Homeless Families in America

By 1983, the excess of poor families over available low-

income housing was apparent nationally. There were significant

numbers of newly poor families, 25 percent more than there had
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been as recently as 1979. At the same time, the supply of low -

income housing had actually decreased. The balance tipped, and

homeless families became more and more evident in streets and

shelters across the country.

Actually, as Hopper and Hamberg (1986) pointed out, there

was no "magic moment" when the threshold was crossed all over the

nation. The number of homeless families in each city, and each

neighborhood, depends on the balance between low-income families

and affordable housing in that area. For example, New York City

experienced a 25 percent increase in the number of families

seeking shelter as early as 1981. At that time, the average-

length of stay for a family in the New York City shelter-system

was two months (Hopper and Ramberg, 1986.) By October of 1984

New York City was sheltering 3100 families a night with an

average stay of 7.8 months; by the end of 1985 they were

sheltering 4100 families a night with an average stay of over Li

months. In the absence of anywhere else to live, shelters were

the new homes of poor families in New York City. On the other

hand, the capacity of the low-income housing in your city to

absorb the excess of poor families as they try to adjust by

doubling and tripling up may not have been exceeded until after

1983.

As New York's experience suggests, although the economy has

improved since the end of 1983, the shortage of low - income

housing has not. Dolbeare (1986) estimated that in 1980 there

were 7.1 million very low-income households competing for 5.3
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million affordable low-income housing units2. By 1985, he

estimated that the number of affordable housing units had

decreased by about 20 percent, to 4.2 million, while the number

of very low- income households had increased, to 8.1 million.

That comes to almost twice as many poor households as there are

available low-income housing units. In some states, including my

own, California, the ratio is higher--almost four to one.

Nov that the balance has tipped, the problem of the acute

shortage of low-income housing, and the homeless families that

result from that shortage, will be around for a while. At this

point in time, the private sector, responsive by definition only

-to the profit motive, cannot produce housing at a low enough cost

to be affordable for low,-income families. There also apptars to

be little chance of a change in the present administration's

stance on low-income housing. As I write, in June, 1986, Senate

and House versions of the Reagan administration's fiscal year

1987 budget are being reconciled in committee. There are Bp.

funds for either constructing or subsidizing new low-income units

in either version. The Senate version would cut funding for

about 25 percent of currently-assisted units. Both bills include

cuts in operating subsidies which will further jeopardize

existing public housing units which are already under-maintained.

cgaglusign. Over the past two or three years, homeless

families--families living in the streets, families living in

2 HUD defines "very low income" as less than 50 percent of
the renter median income and "affordable" as 30 percent of a very
low-incerze household's income
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cars, families living in shelters--seemingly appeared out of

nowhere. As stories about them began to appear in the news

media, we, as a public, were shocked. We asked, Whywhy are

there homeless families?

The answer to that is now obvious. Given the rapid increase

in poverty among families since 1979 and the accompanying

decrease in the availability of housing they could afford, it's

surprising that there aren't more homeless families than we sae

now. Instead, the question we probably should have been asking

over the last tew years is, *Of all the families at high risk of

having no place to live, which families actually become

homeless ?

This is the question the USC Homeless Families Project has

been trying to answer. Based on the data we have gathered in

interviews with 87 homeless families in five Los Angeles

shelters, I will present some answers to that question--which

families become homeless--in the second article in this series,

in the next issue of Family Professional.
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New Findings on Homeless Families

by

Kay Young McChesney'
University of Southern California

In the last issue of Family Professional, I argued that the

current crisis in homelessness among families is the result of a

shift in the balance between the number of low-income families

and the amount of low-income housing available. By 1983, there

were significantly gore low-income families than there had been

in 1979, while at the same time there was jess low-cost housing.

By 1985 Dolbeare (1986) estimated that there were about 8.1

million low-income households competing for about 4.2 million

low-cost housing units, for a shortfall of about four million

units. Since many low-income households were families, massive

numbers of families -- mothers and children, couples and children- -

were at-risk of becoming homeless. However, while these numbers

explain why, in the 1980s, there were suddenly homeless families,

they don't tell us which of the many low-income families at-risk

actually became homeless.

'Director, USC Homeless Families Project, Social Science
Research Institute, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, California 90089-1111; (213) 743-2966. The Homeless
Families Project was funded by the Ford Foundation, grant #850-
0590.
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When I began to investigate this problem in late 1984, I

found that virtually nothina was known about homeless families.

There was considerable literature on homeless alcoholics, and

there was a growing body of information on the psychiatrically

disabled homeless, but I could locate no literature at all on

homeless families, except for service provider reports that there

were homeless families, and that their number seemed to be

growing (Stoner, 1983). Consequently, the USC Homeless Families

Project was designed to be exploratory. The purpose of the study

was to find out how families became homeless, and how they lased

extended kin, private and public resources to attempt to find new

homes. The study was funded by the Ford Foundation In the spring

of 1985.

USC Homeless Families Protect. Over the course of 16

months, from Apri. 1985 through July of 1986, members of the

project staff Interviewed 87 mothers of children under the age of

18 in five shelters for homeless families in Los Angeles County.

The shelters sampled were chosen to represent all maJor areas of

the county. However, within each shelter mothers were selected

for interviewing on a convenience basis. The statistics used in

this article are from a subs/12691e of 80 mothers who had at least

one child under 18 with them in the shelter. Since the mothers

sampled were not randomly selected, the statistics given in this

article are descriptive of this sample only and cannot be

inferred to represent the population of all sheltered homeless

mothers In Los Angeles County.
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We interviewed mothers, and sometimes their male partners,

in the shelter. The interviews were loosely structured, ranging

up to 3 hours in length, and were tape recorded in most cases.

Where possible we did follow-up interviews with mothers, a few of

which were as such as a year liter. Project staff members also

lived in three of the five shelters as participant observers. In

addition to the tape-recorded interviews which were transcribed

for qualitative analysis, we also collected some quantitative

data, and in this article I will report primarily on the findings

from the quantitative data.

Who are the homeless? In Los Angeles County the population

was about 13 percent black, 53 percent caucasian non-Hispanic, 27

percent caucasian Hispanic, six percent Asian-Pacific and one

percent American Indian as of 1980 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1980). By comparison, mothers in our 1985-1986 sample were 55

percent black, 33 percent caucasian non-Hispanic, and nine

percent Hispanic2, with no Asian-Pacific women and three (about

three percent) American Indian women. Seventy percent were

single mothers. Of the 30 percent that were in the shelter with

male partners, two-thirds were in the shelter with their

husbands. mothers ranged in age from 18 to 45, with a median age

of 28. About half were 26 to 35, with a quarter younger and a

quarter older. The number of children under 18 ranged from one

2 Since none of our interviewers were fluent in Spanish,
Hispanic mothers who could not be interviewed in English were not
included in the sample: Consequently, Hispanic mothers were
systematically underrepresented in our sample.
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to five, with a median of two. The mothers averaged slightly

less than two children under 18 with them in the shelter, with

children not in the shelter being cared for most often by

relatives or the children's fathers.

How Families Became Homeless. We found that for most

families becoming homeless multi be described as a process--a

series of events that eventually led to living on the street, in

a car or in a shelter for homeless families. Most families in

the sample were poor long before they became homeless; they had

often been barely 'making it for some time before their episode

of homelessness began. Tnen, on top of all the usual strains of

poverty, an additional adverse event, which we termed a

'precipitating event,' occurred that upset their already

precarious economic balance and eventually led to homelessness.

precipitating events. These precipitating events could be

divided into two types: economic events and relationship events.

Where a family became homeless because they did not have enough

money to continue to pay for available shelter at market rates,

for example, they were evicted or their AFDC check was stolen,

the precipitating event was defined as an 'economic event'.

Where a mother and her children left home or were thrown out of

their home because of difficulties in a relationship, most often

difficulties with a male partner, the precipitating event was

defined as a 'relationship event'.

gconomic events. About 75 percent of the sample became

homeless because of economic events. For about 40 percent of the
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families in the sample the precipitating event leading to

homelessness was either legal eviction or threat of eviction.

While some.families were evicted from their own

were already doubled up with another family and

along with the family whose apartment they were

apartments, many

were evicted

sharing. Another

third of the sample became homeless because of economic events

that occurred while they were in the process of moving. Most

often, these families were in the process of moving to Los

Angeles when their money was stolen, they ran out of money, or

they found that they simply didn't have enough money to be able

to move

couples

his Job

decided

into an apartment in Los Angeles. Many of the married

ware in this latter group. Often the husband had lost

in another state, and when his unemployment ran out, he

to move his family to California to look for work. Once

here, the family, without any remaining funds because of the

expense of moving, lived in their car until they found their way

into a shelter for homeless families.

Belationshin events. The remaining 26 percent of the

mothers in the sample became homeless because of relationship

troubles. The maJority of these women

left abusive male partners, while some

locked out by husbands or boyfriends.

became homeless when they

had been thrown out or

Since by definition these

mothers arrived in the shelter without the men they had been

living with, there were no couples among this third of the

sample. Also, the few women who had not been living in poverty

prior to their episode of homelessness tended to be from this

1 7
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group. Some of these mothers had been living with men who were

supporting them in reasonable fashion. However, once these

mothers either left or were thrown out by their men, they were

without any resources of their own. Consequently, although the

precipitating event that began their episode of homelessness

wasn't economic, once homeless, they too were without enough

money to purchase shelter at current market rates. Thus, all the

families in the sample were ultimately homeless because they were

too poor to be able to afford rental housing at market rates.

parents and Sibs as Resources. In the process of trying to

stave off homelessness, families tried many varied and creative

means to shelter themselves and their children. However, where

possible, families routinely turned to their families of origin

first, and they used them as resources in an age-graded way. For

example, I found that young women who had young siblings tended

to rely on their parents as their only resource for shelter;

their siblings sere often still at home and weren't established

enough to be of assistance. Women in their late twenties or

thirties tended to rely more on siblings and less on their

parents for assistance. And a few of the oldest women in their

forties had children who were old enough to have apartments and

provide a source of shelter.

However, what was most striking about the families in the

sample was the fact that in the main, they could not call on

their families of origin as resources. There were three major

reasons that they could not rely on kin to provide emergency or

1 7
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transitional shelter and thus ended up in a shelter for homeless

famdlies: either their parents were dead, their parents and

siblings didn't live in the Los Angeles area, or their parents

and siblings vitae estranged.

Ho Living Kin. Considering the median age of the women

(211), mothers in the wimple had a surprisingly high number of

deceased parents. Several women in the sample talked about how

when their friends.had problems, their friends could turn to

their parents, but when they had problems, there was no one to

turn to. Thirty percent of the women had deceased mothers, with

three women not knowing enough about their mothers to know

whether they were alive or deed, making about a third of the

mean effectively with deceased mothers. Thirty-five percent of

the women's natural fathers were dead, and another six women knew

so little about their fathers that they didn't know whether they

were alive or dead, making a total of 43t effectively with

deceased fathers. Fully sixteen percent of the women were

actually orphans, with both parents deceased, and five mothers

were not only orphans but also had no living siblings.

No Proximate Kin. Of mothers who had living parents, many

had families that lived too far away to be of assistance. One

afternoon, for example, I interviewed three unrelated women all

of whom happened to be from Detroit, and none of whom had any kin

any closer than Detroit. This was a fairly common problem. Of

those with living parents, only 50 percent of the women in the

sample had a mother in the Los Angeles area, while only 35
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percent had a father in the Los Angeles area. Forty-four percent

of the women in the sample had no siblings in the Los Angeles

area.

Estranged Kill. Of those families in the sample that had

living kin in the Los Angeles area, many were so estranged from

their families of origin that their parents and siblings refused

them any support. Forty-three percent of the mothers in the

sample had been runaways or in foster or institutional care when

they were children or teenagers. Many of these mothers had b-een

severely physically and/or sexually abused as children, and had

re,:aiv4d such poor treatment in the foster system (often being

sexually abused by foster fathers, that they ran away and became

homeless teenagers. Now, as we interviewed them in shelters for

homeless families, they were young mothers with literally no one

to turn to, no education, and no work experience.

Eiussagysjilaganqs. In summary, maior findings from the

USC Homeless Families Project include: (1) minority families and

single-mother families were disproportionately represented in our

sample, (2) most families were very low-income before their

episode of homelessness began, (3) while the homelessneas of all

sampled families was ultimately due to lack of enough money to

purchase rental housing at market rates, the event that

'precipitated' :lie episode of homelessness was eviction for about

40 percent of the sample, a combination of economic troubles

superimposed on migration for about a third of the sample, and

relationship difficulties with male partners for about 26 percent
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of the sample, and (4) families in the sample were unable to turn

to their families of origin for assistance because their kin were

either deceased, out of town or estranged from them.

One important implication of these findings is that they

suggest that of all the families at-risk becoming homeless

because they are poor, families that don't have access to the

resources of a kin network may oe the onns most likely to become

homeless.

policy Implications. In light of the growlIg ri.Delem of

homeless families in the U.S., these new findings on homeleiz

families have important implications for family policy and

poverty policy at the loczl, state and federal ievels. In the

next issue of the FamilY_Profsssional, in the third and last

article in this series, I will relate these findings to current

family and poverty policy issues and discuss possible

recommendations for changes in policy and political action on

behalf of homeless art. poor fardlies.
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Paths to Family Homelessness

by

Kay Young McChesney,
University of Southern California

The current crisis in homelessness among families2 is the

result of an Increase in the number of low-income families and a

decrease in the amount of low-income housing. By 1983, there

were 25 percent more famil,es living below the poverty line than

there had been in 1979' while at the same time there were less,

low-cost hous.ng units avai1able2 . In conjunction with these

structural changes, service providers began to report that they

were seeing homeless families in significant numbers for the

first time since tre depression, and that their number seemed to

be growine.4. By 1985 Dolbeare5 estimated that nationally there

were about 8.1 million low-income households competing for about

4.2 million low-cost housing units, for a shortfall of about four

million units. Many of these low-income households were

,Director, USC Homeless Families Project, Social Science
Research Institute, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, California 90089-1111; (213) 743-2966. TVA Homeless
Families Project was funded by the Ford Foundation, grant 40850-
0590.

2 Throughout this paper, " tinily" will refer to a single
mother or a couple with one or . )re children under the age of 18.
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families. Those who could increased the percentage of their

income spent on rent, or doubled up with family or friends. The

remainder became homeless.

The purpose of this study was to describe how and why

families became homeless. Over the course of 16 months, from

April 1985 through July of 1986, members of the project staff

interviewed 87 mothers of children under the age of 18 in five

shelters for homeless families in Los Angeles County. The

shelters sampled were chosen to represer.t all major areas of the

county. However, within each shelter mothers were selectr' for

interviewing on a convenience basis.
The statistics used in this

article are from a subsample of 80 mothers who had at least one

child under 18 with them in the shelter. Mothers, and sometimes

their male partners, were initially interviewed in the shelter.

The interviews were loosely structured, ranging up to 3 hours in

length, and were tape recorded in most cases. Families were

followed for as long as possible following the initial interview.

Project staff members also lived in three of the five shelters as

participant observers. The tape-recorded interviews were

transcribed for qualitative analysis, and quantitative data were

also collected.

Most of the families in the sample had been poor long before

they became homeless; they had often been barely 'making it' for

some time. Before becoming homeless, the round of their daily

lives seemed to be measured from crisis to crisis rather than

week to week or month to month; almost always the crisis had to
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do with lack of money. Attempts to make do, to manage, to cope,

were shaped by the structure of the family and the

resourcefulness of mothers and their spouses. But these efforts

never seemed sufficient to overcome the basic lack of money.

'Solutions' were transitory; 'successes' were temporary; the

crises did not stop, and eventually the family became homeless.

Four types of families emerged from my analysis of women's

accounts of the histories of their poverty prior to homelessness:

unemployed couples, mothers leaving relationships, AFDC mothers

and mothers who had been homeless teens. This typology was based

on the source of money income prior to homelessness and the

characteristics of the primary earner of that income. Not every

family in the study fit one of these four types, although most

did. Consequently, these descriptions of the circumstances of

family economic support prior to homelessness are meant to be

seen as ideal types, rather than exhaustive categories.

1,Inemploved Cwuolts

Marginal men sometimes employed, sometimes not--were the

wage earners in unemployed coupl.rs. Their ability to support

their families depended on the economic bus:nes cycle°,7 In

good times they worked. In bad times, without enough skills to

find permanent jobs in the information age, and without enough

luck to have been able to keep their jobs from the industrial

age, they depended on occasional work and unemployment benefits

to support their families. When no work could be found and
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unemployment benefits ran out, unemployed couples in some states,

including California, could turn to the AFDC-Unemployed Parent

(AFDC-UP) program. Unemployed couples in the twenty-five states

that did not Kaye AFDC-UP had nothing to turn to.

A typical family classified in the unemployed couple

category was a white married couple in their thirties with two or

more children, at least one of whom was of school age, where the

husband had previously worked full-time at a job which had

enabled him to support the family, usually a blue-collar job in a

declining industry, for example, as a construction worker, a

welder, or a machinist. There were two types of unemployed

couples in the study sample: those who lived and had become

unemployed locally, and those who had previously lived and become

unemployed elsewhere, and were migrating to Los Angeles to look

for work.

These were traditional families; both partners felt that it

was the husband's job to support the family, while it was the

wife's job to tend the children. This division of labor was even

maintained in f',e shelter, where men went out to look for work,

while women stayed behind to care for children. Unemployed

couples were either legally married or the women considered their

partners to be common-law husbands. In these families, the

husband seemed to be functioning as the traditional "head of

household" of census terninology. By contrast, in families

classified in the AFDC mothers type, the mothers seemed to be in

charge. Their male companions, usually termed 'boyfriends' by
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mothers, had never supported the family and seemed peripheral to

the central mother-and-children unit.

I will use "Gypsy" and "Richard" as an example of the

unemployed couples group. Gypsy was a short, overweight woman

with an air of authority and a lively twinkle in her eyes. Most

of her front teeth were missing, with the few remaining ones

badly decayed. With her long black hair streaked with gray, she

looked as though she was in her fifties, although she was

actually only 39. She looked Indian, and during the interview

she told me she was full-blooded Cherokee. She was in the East

Bay shelter for homeless families with a ten-year old daughter

and an eight-year old son by a previous marriage, and with her

common-law husband, Richard. She picked the code name of

"Gypsalina," which I shortened to Gypsy.

Gypsy and Richard had been together for five years. When I

interviewed her, Richard was out of the shelter because he had

gone to apply for a job, but Gypsy had little hope that he'd be

successful, "He's a marine machinist. He worked in the Southwest

Marina that used to be Bethlehem Steel, he worked there off and

on for ten years and now he just can't get a job in his field."

Richard's last job had ended well over a year ago,

You know the newspaper, , he was
working for them and he was putting out the
new racks and repairing them and everything
else. For three months he worked almost
night and day and I think he had two days off
and he was gone from dawn 'tit may". midnight
or vie or two o'clock at night, just coming
home for lunch and dinner if he was in the
area. Once he got all the machines caught up
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and fixed and everything, they phased out
that job.

Gypsy said she had narcolepsy, and was unable to work, although

she was a licensed R.N.

After Richard was laid off from the newspaper, he and Gypsy

"just happened to look into managing the motel [where they] were

staying," and were offered the job. F:w nine months they managed

the motel, which gave them a small monthly salary and a place to

live. After nine months the owner closed the motel for

remodeling, promising them their job back when it reopened.

Originally, the remodeling was supposed to take about six weeks.

At that point, about a year preceding the interview, they had

$2,000 saved.

When the motel closed, the family moved into a rented three-

bedroom home with Richard's mother and her boyfriend. It was

pretty crowded,

She had my sister-in-law and her six kids
there...tt was eight kids [counting Gypsy's
two], my husband, myself, my sister-in-law,
my mother-in-law and her boyfriend...It was a
three-bedroom house.

Even so, with three families sharing the house ("tripling up"),

they were managing,

My sister-in-law had her AFDC, my mother-in-
law had her job, she made a hundred and ten a
week and so did her boyfriend and we were
splitting everything three ways, 'til they
raised the rent. Her rent was six [hundred]-
fifty and they raised to eight Ehundred7-
fifty with the two extra families.

Even with three families, they couldn't afford that rent, so

Gypsy, Richard and the two children had to leave. At about this
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time Richard discovered that the owner of the motel had reopened

it without telling them and had hired a new manager. By this

time they had pretty much eAhausted their savings.

So, Gypsy and Richard moved in to the two-bedroom apartment

of a friend,

Well, we went to stay with a friend in
Wilmington. He needed someone to help him
because he'd just gotten out of the hospital
and he was in a motorcycle accident and
almost lost his life. He had a two-bedroom
apartment. It was just him, and we stayed
there with him while I was taking care of the
house and everything.

At Christmas time, while they were living there, Richard got

arrested for overdue traffic tickets that had gone to warrant.

Since he didn't have any money to pay them, he had to go to jail

for twenty days, and didn't get out until January. At that

point, while Richard was in jail, Gypsy applied for AFDC and

started receiving monthly check:, for $587 a month for herself and

the two children.

Richard got out of jail on January 17, but shortly

thereafter, they had to move again,

Well, we moved again because our friend, him
and his girlfriend finally got together and
she found out she was gonna have a baby so
they got together and he had to move out of
where he was because the landlord was
renovating the building and instead of moving
back, he found a place that was cheaper for
him and her - -a one-bedroom place.

So they moved in with another friend who had a two-bedroom

apartment who was going to jail. He thought he was going to

jail for six months and we were gonna take over his payments. We
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paid his utility bill up for him which was two hundred and

eighty-one dollars because they turned it off and somebody had

broien the meter." In the end the friend didn't have to go to

jail, and they stayed there with him. Under rent control his

place was only $250 a month, so they paid the rent and he paid

the utilities. However, after four months, the friend's landlady

evicted them in order to remodel the apartment for her

granddaughter.

When Gypsy and Richard and the two children moved out in

advance of the eviction, they paid their gas and electric bills,

and rented storage space for their furniture. That didn't leave

them much money, since they were now living solely off of Gypsy's

AFDC grant, and she had received a check for $294 on the first of

July. So, at a cost of $170, they then moved to a motel for a

week. On the tenth of July their car blew a rod, and they had no

money to fix it, so they had to abandon it. By the end of the

week in the motel, they were out -.1 money, and couldn't get

Gypsy's check for the fifteenth, because they had no address.

They eventually ended up living in a riverbed for several nights

before being "rescued" by a stranger. When the family that had

taken them in was evicted a few days later, they were able to get

into the East Bay shelter.

Richard was typical of the men in the unemployed couples

group in that he had s!<ills that had enabled him to support his

family at times in the past. Further, there was no question

about whether he wanted to work. As Gypsy explained, willingness
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was not the problem, "See he's been looking constantly." (This

certainly seemed to be true. While I was in the shelter he

regularly went out to apply for jobs.) The problem seemed to be

the mismatch between the new structure of employment opportunity

and Richard's skills and experience. There was no more Bethlehem

Steel. The shipyards in the harbor where he had worked earlier

in his life were pretty much dormant. Thus, there was no demand

for the things he could do. On the other hand, he didn't have

skills to move into new kinds of jobs. As Gypsy explained, "My

husband, he's only got a tenth grade education. As a matter of

fact when we first got together he could be classified as almost

illiterate 'cause he could hardly read." With Gypsy's help, he

had improved so that

he can fill out applications and stuff now- -
he can do all that himself. He wants to be
an accountant and he went to college for
entrance testing and he got the highest grade
on math, but when it came to the spelling and
stuff like that he couldn't pass.

In the new employment market, Richard's skills and the

willingness to work weren't enough. As a marginal worker,

Richard was unable to achieve economic success in the employment

market of the 1980s, and since Gypsy was unable to work due to

her illness, access to the structure of economic opportunity was

effectively blocked for this family. They had only AFDC and odd

jobs to fall back on, and it wasn't enough to enable them to

obtain stable housing. No matter what strategies they tried or

how many people they shared housing with, in the end, given the
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structure of the housing market, they were unable to find

affordable permanent housing, and became homeless.

Mothers Leaving Relationships

By the time mothers leaving relationships arrived in the

shelter, they were, whether married or not, functioning as single

mothers. They had previously been living with a male partner who

had been supporting them. However, when they left (or were

forced to leave) the relationship, they had no means to support

themselves and their children. By leaving their men, they were

setting up new female-headed families of their own. At the same

time, being without an income of their own, they became newly

poor. Thus, the pattern of poverty was quite different for this

type of family. Whereas unemployed couples, AFDC mothers and

mothers who had been homeless teens had all been poor for some

time prior to their homelessness, mothers leave-g relationships

often had not been poor prior to homelessness. They became poor

suddenly, simultaneously with their departure from husband or

boyfriend.

The typical mother leaving a relationship was a woman in her

late twenties with one or more children uhder the age of 51A who

had been living in a stable housing arrangement with a man who

was supporting the family adequately. Typically, she had a high

school education and had worked before the birth of her first

child, but had not worked outside the home for several years at

the time she became homeless. She had no access to childcare.
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When the relationship broke up, she suddenly found herself with

no means of support and applied for AFDC on an emergency basis.

Thus, the proximate cause of poverty for mothers leaving

relationships was their break-up with an economically successful

man. However, once the break-up occurred and the women became

single mothers, their main obstacle to economic opportunity was

lack of work. In turn, the obstacle to going back to work was

lack of childcare. Typically, mothers leaving relationships had

more education, skills and work experience than AFDC mothers and

mothers who had been homeless teens, suggesting that their

prospects for finding work were better, but like the other single

mothers in the study, they didn't have childcare.

I will use the case of "Frances" as an example of a woman

leaving a relationship. Frances was thirty-six, a wiry woman of

medium height with dark roots showing through dyed blonde hair

who was usually dressed in Jeans and a T-shirt. She was a heavy

smoker, so that she could usually be found out on the smoking

porch of Christ Hope Shelter (no smoking was allowed anywhere

else in the shelter). She said that her mother was Hispanic and

her father was "white," so that she was a "half-breed." She

spoke Spanish, but English was her primary language. She was in

the shelter with her nine-year old daughter, Ellen.

Frances had been living with her boyfriend, Doug, who was

the father of her five-year old daughter, for about two years.

Doug was working for his stepfather, and they were living in an

apartment owned by the stepfather. The stepfather didn't like
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Frances. He told her that "either I went or my old man uidn't

have a job with him no more and plus my five-year old would lose

her inheritance that his stepfather vas leaving for her if I

stayed." Doug preferred security to Frances, and so she decided

that she would leave. Essentially, the stepfather demanded that

she have nothing more to do with the five-year old, and she

reluctantly agreed because s :. felt that at least this way her

little girl would have some of the things in life that she hadn't

been able to provide.

She called around frantically, and finally a friend

connected her to someone he knew, an elderly man, who said she

and Ellen could stay with him. She paid him $105 on the

agreement that she could stay for three weeks. However,

After I paid him the last thirty dollars of the hundred
and five dollars, he threw me out that night. That was
all the money I had because I'd paid my bills that I

had left over from the apartment that I was just thrown
out of.

I'm riot sure where she and Ellen spent that night. But

Frances spent the next day at her sister's, using her telephone

to call about places to stay. Frances called everybody she could

think of. Finally she called her girlfriend:

She (the girlfriend] talked to her old man. Him and I

don't get along. We never have. So, he said I could
stay there and pay them a hundred and fifty a month...
I stayed there two nights. The second night I took a
bus back to my town...(and7 I got a phone call from her
(the girlfriend] saying I Can't come back.

This was on Sunday. When she got the phone call saying she

couldn't go back she was Trantic, and Doug was no help:
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...all he said was, "Well, what the hell are you gonna
do") You can't stay here, period. You can't spend one
more night here." I told him, "Well, what do you
suggest^ Who do you suggest I call^ I've been on the
phone for over a week and haven't been able to find
anything yet" N)w all of a sudden I've got until
Sunday night to find a place and he's not gonna help me
and he has no money, and I have no money.

Frances went back to her sister's house and spent the dry

calling, with no luck. Infoline3 tried all over the county, but

couldn't find anything.

All I could think [of] is, "What am I gonna do") I'm
broke, my clothes are in Pomona, I've got the clothes
on my back, my child's got the clothes on her back.
I've got no money, no place to go, no transportation."

Monday her best friend spent from nine in the morning until four

in the afternoon calling, and get.ing "No," from everyone.

Finally, late in the afternoon they discovered that Christ Hope

shelter had two beds, but the shelter wouldn't promise that

they'd accept her, because she had to come out and interview

first'. By this time the girlfriend was in tears and Frances was

"hysterical." Christ Hope shelter was in downtown, inner-city

' Infoline is a 24 hour "hotline" service funded by the
County of Los Angeles and by United Way. It's advertised (for
example, in buses) as the place to call when you need help," and
calls are toll-free from all areas of the county. Counselors
using extensive computerized information banks are trained to
assist callers with problems ranging from suicide Jo rent-
control. Families who need shelter stay on the telephone line
while counselors call all the shelters for homeless families in
the county to see if there are any vacancies.

'Interviewing in person is standard procedure for Christ
Hope and several other shelters. The policy at Christ Hop., for

example, is to screen out anyone who is mentally disabled or
intoxicated. They feel t t 1 shelter worker can make a much
better judgment about who shoLld be screened out and who is
'acceptable' when the interview is done in person rather than by
phone.
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Los Angeles, twenty miles away from the suburb Frances was

calling from. By the time she got there by bus, it would be

dark. Finally the girlfriend convinced the shelter worker to

interview Frances for admission on the phone, because if she

arrived in Los Angeles and wasn't accepted, she wouldn't have any

way to get back and would have to spend the night on the street

in downtown Los Angeles with her daughter, an even more dangerous

proposition than spending the night on the street in the San

Gabriel Valley. The shelter worker agreed, Frances borrowed the

bus fare, and she and Ellen were admitted to the Christ Hope

shelter.

AFDC Mothers

AFDC mothers in,luded all families where the primary and

customary source of income for a year or more prier to

homelessness had been Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

Most of these were single-mother families. Also included in this

group were a few couples where the male partner had not been

working and had relied on his female partner's AFDC check for

support.

The typical mother in this group was black, single, had two

or more children, had less than a high school education, had

little to no work experience, and had been a long-term recipient

of AFDC". For mothers in this group, the history of poverty

Numerically, this would be the largest group among the
lour types of families. Twenty-six percent of the study sample
had been on AFDC for eight or more years (ranging up to 21
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prior to homelessness was long; the pattern of poverty was

chronic. Although their lives could also be measured from crisis

to crisis, this pattern was not new and sudden, as with the

mothers leaving relationships, nor was it broken by the interim

respite of an odd job here or there, as it was for unemployed

couples. These mothers were members of the long-term poor--the

underclass. For them, multiple obstacles blocked access to the

structure of economic opportunity. Most of these mothers were

black. They had no access to childcare, but even if they had,

because they lacked education, job skills and work experience,

they had little hope of being able to find work that would pull

them out of poverty. For them, given the structure of the

housing market in the 1990s, the proximate cause of their

homelessness was that amount of their AFDC check was insufficient

to cover the cost of housing plus other necessities like food and

diapers. I will use "Dee" as an example of an AFDC mother.

Dee was a tall, slender black woman whose distinguishing

characteristic was her voice, which was so deep that it sounded

like a man's (she was a heavy smoker). She was 28, and and was

still legally married to the father of her nine-year old son and

seven-year old daughter, although she hadn't lived with him for

five years. She also had a three-year old by a boyfriend, but

was on her own when I Interviewed her. Dees primary means of

support had been AFDC during most of her nine years as a mother.

years); another 36 percent of the sample had received AFDC for

two to seven years.

72-237 0 - 87 - 7
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Dee had been living on AFDC in a housing authority complex

in Compton. She had paid only $112 a month for her two-bedroom

unit, hundreds of dollars less than she would have had to pay for

a unit not run by the housing authority. But there were

problems:

I had to move because of the environment. We had drug
dealers in every apartment. We had gangs that would
terrorize, you know, and mess with you, try to take
your money, would come in your house and try to take
control, would come in your house when you were gone.
I was living by myself with my three kids and I just
got scared. I called the Housing Authority and told
them could they find me another place cause it was too
rough over there and they said they couldn't help me--
to leave the people alone. But it wasn't that simple,
so I moved. I had to move.

She moved in with her sister-in-law in a town just outside of Los

Angeles County. It was safe, but her sister-in-law had four

kids, and with her three they had seven children and two adults

in a two-bedroom apartment. She was able to stay three months,

and save up some money, but it wasn't enough to get her a place

out there.

So, Dee and her children moved in with another sister, back

in Los Angeles. At her sister's two-bedroom apartment, the

sister and her boyfriend slept in one bedroom, the sister's three

kids slept in their bedroom, and Dee and her three kids slept in

the living room. But again, there were problems. The boyfriend

who lived with her sister:

dealt with drugs...cocaine. Okay and my sister had got
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involved in it and I had got involved in it. I was

giving him the money to pay the rent, him and my
sister, but then I found out a few months later that we
were getting evicted. They wasn't paying the rent.

Both families were evicted. She had stayed there four months.

Through her sister Dee knew a woman who offered to let Dee

and her kids move in with her. But again,

she lets these people come into her house who's dealing
drugs. I said, "This is pitiful. Every place I go--

cocaine." And I had decided when I moved with her
after the thing I went through with my sister (where
she had gotten involved in cocaine and then decided she
didn't like what it was doing to her], I said, "Well, I

hope it'll be kinda better...I'll just stay in the
other room and close the door." But see, the police
kept coming in and out and finally they threatened to
take my kids away from me if I didn't get out of her
house...they threatened to take my kids because they
know her from way back that she would be doing this and
they would catch up with her sooner or later but for me
to take my kids and go on or get my 4ids taken away
from me.

Bit by bit, Dee had been slowly managing to save money from her

AFDC checks. The problem was that although she had saved $400,

it still wasn't enough to pay first and last month's rent on a

place of her own.

However, all her hard work disappeared when she was robbed

of her money in the middle of the night by drug friends of the

woman she was staying with:

CI was] asleep. All I know is somebody wofe me up and
told me to "give me the money." I said, "What money',"

and when I said that she hit me in the head with an
iron and took my money and wouldn't let me call the

'Dee said she had never used drugs before, but said of this
experience at her sister's, You say, 'Well, God--everybody
else's doing it, I'll do it too...we're staying here. We're

paying rent, chat the heck. Ain't nothing gonna happen.' But I

learned different."
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paramedics or the police, threatened my life,
threatened my kids' life and made me sit there...blood
dripping all down and everything and made me sit there
for at least an hour after they had did that and was
telling me all what they was gonna do and all this.

kfter this was all over her "so-called friend" came out of her

iedroom with her boyfriend, but wouldn't help her. So, she went

to the elderly couple next door who called the paramedics who

took her to a doctor. After all the threats to her life, she was

too frightened to let anyone call the police. By the time she

was stiched up it was early morning. She had no food, no money

and nowhere to go. The doctor's office called Infoline for her.

Infoline found a shelter that had room for them. So the doctor

gave her the money for the bus, and they went to the Salvation

Chapel.

The pattern of Dee's poverty was similar to that of other

women classified as AFDC mothers. Typical of many, the fathers

of her children either weren't working, or had a "little hustle"

(illegal underground work) "on the side'" Consequently, she had

been living on AFDC for years. While she wanted very much to

stabilize her housing situation, she expected to remain on AFDC.

Even if she had been able to find a job, she had no one to watch

her children, and her oldest son had a serious case of sic'le

' The "little hustle" of Dee's husband, the father of her
two older children, had caught up with him, and he was doing time
in the penitentiary.
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cell anemia, meaning that he had to be watched very carefully,

and frequently went into crisis

Mothers Who Had Been Homeless Teens

Mothers who had been homeless teenagers presented a pattern

of poverty different from mothers in the other three groups.

They tended to be younger, in their early twenties, and to have

only one child, often an infant. Although some of them had

received AFDC Intermittently following the birth of their baby,

their history of such aid was spotty compared to mothers

classified in the "AFDC mothers" group, for whom this had been a

steady and regular means of support. In addition, mothers who

had been homeless teens were the only ones who had used the

proceeds from underground economy work as a major source of

support at some time in their histories.

The reason for their participation in underground economy

work also s.emed to stem from the pattern of their poverty.

These mothers shared a history of severe abuse in their families

of origin, which usually resulted in their placement in foster

homes where they were sometimes sexually abused, and from which

they ran away. As homeless teenagers, these young women had been

legally unable to participate in the market economy. Living on

the street, they learned subsistence prostitution, which became

While she was in Salvation Chapel, her son had gone into
crisis, with a fever of 105.6 degrees. The paramedics were
called and he was rushed to the hospital, where he remained while
his mother moved to the Oak Street shelter.
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their major source of support. When their first child was born

they became eligible for the first time for a legal source of

income, AFDC. I will use "Vangie" as an example of a woman who

was classified as pa-t of this group.

When I interviewed Vangie in the Christ Hope Shelter she was

20. She was a slender, long-limbed young black woman, with a

solemn, sad expression. She was in the shelter with a two-and-a-

half year old daughter, Randy, her only child. She had never

been married.

Vangie was born in rural Mississippi. She never knew her

father, but thinks his last name was "Johnson." When Vangie was

eight her mother moved to Los Angeles with Vangie and her younger

brother. But things were tough once they arrived in Los Angeles.

Vangie remembers that her mother "wasn't working" and that "she

couldn't afford to send me back but she felt in her heart she

couldn't afford to keep me." Eventually, she got to the point

where she started abusing us. She would just look at me and just

lay her hands on me and she would just go off." This abuse

continued, and Vangie eventually came to the attention of school

authorities:

I couldn't even go to school, because I would
be on my way to school and...I would go to an
arcade, or I would go to a park, just sitting
all day long, just watching people, and
sometimes I would cry, because I would hurt
all over and I was ashamed to come to school
with bruises on my body. And one day I just
went to school--I was sitting in the
classroom, and my body was hurting so bad
that I just broke out crying, you know. And
the teacher said, "What's wrong with you,"
and I just told her, "Look", and lifted my
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shirt, and I had like extension cord marks on
me. And they called the policy and my mother
explained to the police, "Yes, I spanked my
child, 'cause she's mine, and I will spank
her again."

However, in her case, the police left it at that, and the

beatings continued. Finally one day her mother said, "Can't take

it no more- -get out." So, at the age of 14, Vangie left home.

She lived in a local park for a week, sleeping in a

scoreboard--"It was made like a little house"--in the baseball

field of a local park, until she was arrested for being out past

curfew. When the police picked her up, they took pictures of the

extension cord scars. She was sent first to MacLaren Hall (the

primary detention facility in Los Angeles County for status

offenders), and from there went to her first foster home. In

this home, The man would come to molest me. And I would tell

people and no one believed me, because he, he would tell me,

"You're a liar." and, "You're gonna be punished for this." and

everyone thought I was lying."

Vangie ran away from that foster placement. She lived in

the streets for three weeks until the police picked her up again

and she was placed in another foster home. From then on wa, in

and out of foster homes and girls' homes and was sexually abused

in several of them. Eventually she became pregnant while living

on the street, and was sent to a residential home for pregnant

teenagers. At St. Margaret's, they gave her a high school

diploma, although she was unable to read or write well enough to

figure out which line on a job application was for her name or
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address. When she delivered her baby, she went back to the

streets. She was now 17.

Eventually, she found a place to live in Compton behind an

old man's house. She paid him $125 a month for it. But it

wasn't much:

I found an apartment, okay, and this wasn't
really an apartment, it was a baci house. It
had roaches, rats, everything - -I'm serious,
dead serious...I had a ceiling that leaked.
And when it rained, it rained -I mean like
right in my bed, puddles of water.

But then her AFDC checks stopped coming (she didn't know why).

My checks stopped coming and I couldn't pay
him the rent and he told me I had to leave.
I did not know the rule about eviction.

I

thought I had to leave. So, I left and I

would keep coming back to sneak in there and
sleep because I had nowhere to sleep.

At this point Vangie's daughter was not quite two years old, and

she had Randy with her. The landlord called the police on Vangie

because she and Randy were sneaking in to the back house to sleep

at night, so she was back on the street with her little girl. I

don't know how long Vangie and Randy lived in the streets before

they got irto the Christ Hope Shelter, but it may have been

several months.

Vangie was typical of the group of mothers who had been

homeless teens in that she shared the full history of physical

abuse by her natural parents, sexual abuse in foster placement,

extensive periods of street living during her teenage years,

during which she had learned subsistence prostitution, and

intermittent use of AFDC. Like most of these women, she had
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little education, no work experience other than turning tricks

and possibly shoplifting, was totally estranged from her family,

and cited her child as her only reason for living. Of all the

four groups, these mothers seemed to have the least hop,. They

seemed alone in the world--totally bereft of anyone who cared

about them or would help then. It seemed that there was little

possibility that either they or their children would ever have a

chance at making it in the world.

In summary, the four types of of homeless families-

unemployed couples, mothers leaving relationships, AFDC mothers,

and mothers who had been homeless teensdiffered in the length

of time they had been poor, and in tne source of their poverty.

In general, mothers leaving relationships had been poor for the

shortest length of time, followed by unemployed couples, whose

poverty had been intermittent. The length of poverty for AFDC

mothers and mothers who had been homeless teens was related to

age. Mothers wh. had been homeless teens typical'v began their

spell of poverty when they began living on the streets as

teenagers. AFDC mothers typically started their spell of poverty

with the birth of their first child. Thus, for these two groups,

the older the women, the longer they had been poor.

Study families shared a pattern of residential instability

during their poverty. Analysis of accounLa ..PT living

circumstances during the year or two prior to becoming homeless

(roughly coinciding with the years 1984 through 1986) showed that

for study families, being poor meant that they didn't have enough
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money to pay for permanent housing of their own. They doubled up

with relatives, friends, and strangers, rented rooms, lived in

motels and welfare hotels. They were constantly moving from one

temporary housing zrrangement to another with each new crisis in

their lives. These crises were economically based. This pattern

of residential instability as a correlate of poverty in the mid

1980s prior to homelessnesswas was typical of all of the family

types in the study except for "mothers leaving relationships,"

who usually became poor at the same time they became homeless.

Perhaps the most important point to be made from this

analysis of economic circumstances orior to homelessness Is that

the ultimate cause of homelessness for families in all four

groups was poverty. Although the blockage of access to economic

opportunity was somewhat different for each of the four types of

homeless families, homelessness was simply another one of many

consequences of family poverty. Thus, any new policies whose

purpose is eliminating family homelessness must in reality be

policies directed towards eliminating family poverty.

P011Cv Recommendations

The provision of emergency shelter for homeless families

seems paramount. Los Angeles County, for example, has no

federal, state, county or city shelters for homeless families.

We interviewed mothers with infants as young as two weeks who had

had to sleep on the street because there were no available beds

in the privately funded shelters. Every shelter we worked in
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turned away families daily for lack of space. There is clearly a

need for some kind of program tv enable states or counties to set

up emergency shelter systems for hot.eless 'amilles. Such a

grogram should also include funds for ong..ing operation and

maintenance'

Howexer, if the larger problem is seen as family poverty in

the context of a shortage of low-income housing, the provision of

emergency shelter, while essential, will serve only as a stop -gap

measurte In order to get at the root problem, policies to

increase the availability of affordable housing or decrease the

number .if families who need it must be implemented. Both

strategies are important. However, since strategies to improve

the supply of low-cost housing are well-covered in other chapters

in this volume, I wil! this discussion to strategies that

work to decrease family poverty.

In order t; be effective, strategies t: decrease family

poverty need to be tailored to the needs :' the d:ffering types

of homeless families.

Funds to establish shelters seem to be easier to get than
funds for operation and maintenance. At the same time concerned
members of the community were scrambling tc raise funds to
establish new shelters in Los Angeles County, some already
established shelters in the metropolitan area were being closed,
while others were operating at half capacity, due to lack of
operating funds.
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Unemployed Couples

Mtn heading families classified as Unemployed Couples wanted

work. White, male-headed households'' have been found to be ve,y

sensitive to changes in overall economic growth. When the

economy expands, their real wages, hours of work, and labor force

part,cipation all increases- For these men, the primary approach

to decreasing poverty might be macroeconomic policies that

stimulate or strengthen the economy, thus increasing the number

of jobs available. Retraining programs for skilled workers who

had been employed in a declining industry would also be an

important policy option. Retraioing programs could be made

Aandatory--part of shut-down costs--for companies closing plants,

for example. In addition, as far back as the WPA in 1935, direct

job creation has been a successful counter-cyclical approach to

unemployment' Policies to make government the employer of last

resort--to guarantee work to those who want it when work is

unavailable in the private sector--would greatly benefit these

families.

Absent work, two policy changes would improve the 'safety

net' for unemployed couples. The extension of length of

eligibility for unemployment benefits and/or raising the benefit

levels, an approach that has been used during times of high

unemployment, would improve the relative economic situation of

'' Most of the men in the Unemployed Couples group were
white. Black and Latino males heading households are more likely
to be out of the labor force completely, as opposed to being
"marginal" workers as were the men in the Unemployed Couples
group.
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these families, although it would leave most of them well under

the poverty line. Finally, provision of AFDC-UP should be

mandatory for all states. Although the percentage was not large,

there were a number of two-parent families in our study who came

to California from states that did not have AFDC-UP.

However, unlike men in unemployed couples, most single women

who head their own households and have children under the age of

eighteen would gain little from policies designed to Increase the

number of jobs available. Jobs are of no use without the

opportunity to participate in the labor fo-ce, an opportunity

denied them unless affordable childcare is available.

Mothers Leavind Pelationshios

Mothers leaving relationships seemed potentially more

employable than single mothers in the other two groups. They had

higher levels of education and more skills; some had never been

on AFDC before, and relatively few had an extensive history o'

dependence on AFDC. Their entry into poverty was clearly "event-

driven"i° and they seemed most likely to be entering a short-

term spell of poverty and therefore a short-term spell of AFDC

dependency. Poverty among these mothers seemed most likely to be

decreased by programs that would enable them to work, primarily

programs to provide affordable childcare. While some mothers

among this group might benefit from employment and training

programs, historically, the more education and skills mothers in

employment and training programs had, the less they gained from
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them". so that childcare would probably be of greatest benefit

to this group.

AFDC Mothers

AFDC mothers tended to have less education and less work

experience than women classified as mothers leaving

relationships. Consequently, childcare alone would probably be

insufficient to enable these mothers to enter the labor market.

Evaluations of past employment and training programs consistently

showed the largest postprogram gains for the most disadvantaged

Iwomenl with the least amount of previous labor market

experience"2 In other words, employment and training programs

have been found to yield the largest gains. for the typical AFDC

mother. However, the gains per participant were modest,

suggesting that while such programs would at best move mothers

only from the AFDC poor to the working poor.

In the absence of significant programs to provide childcare

and employment and training, single mothers in the study

subsisted on AFDC. However, while AFDC was clearly better than

no income at all for mothers in the study, it was not sufficient

to enable mothers to pay for permanent housing on the open

market. Consequently, welfare reform is an important policy

consideration for decreasing homelessness among AFDC mothers. In

addition to the changes in AFDC-UP already mentioned, two other

changes seem important. First, benefits need to be returned to

Great Society levels. While social security levels were indexed
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for inflation during part of the 1970s, AFDC was not. The

Congressional Budget Office '3 found that the real value (constant

dollars) of the median state's maAimum AFDC benefit for a four-

person family fell from $539 in 1970 to $379" in 1985, a 27

percent decrease. Second, states should be required to support

families at or above a federally set minimum benefit floor. In

January, 1985, maximum benefits for a family of four ranged from

a low of $120 in Mississippi to $800 in Alaska (California, at

$660, ranked third in the nation). While none of these AFDC

policy changes would come close to pushing AFDC families over the

poverty line, they would reduce the amount of the "poverty gap".

Mothers Who Had Been Homeless Teenagers

Mothers who had been homeless teenagers seemed most likely

to need "support and rehabilitative services attached to

specialized housing alternatives''' in order to stabilize their

lives, avoid recurrent homelessness, and prevent having their

children become wards of the court. Like mothers leaving

relationships, these mothers needed childcare, and 11<e AFDC

mothers, they would benefit from employment and treining programs

and would likely need income-transfer programs, probably for

extended periods. In addition, however, voluntary programs

providing transitional housing in a supportive environment where

" Forty-three percent of the poverty threshold for a family
of four.
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they could learn parenting stills, social skills and work skills

would be highly beneficial to these mothers and their children.

In summary, homeless families are not all alike. Although

all four tykes of families in this study were ultimately homeless

because they were poor, the origins of their poverty differed. A

broad class of policy options designed to increase labor mart

participation of family heads or to increase the amount of

transfer income available to families would be of assistance to

these families. However, programs that are targeted to the needs

of specific types of homeless families are more likely to be

effective in reducing poverty, and thus in reducing homelessness,

than programs that treat all homeless families, or all homeless

persons, alike.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS POSED BY CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST
W 34 Machmet Halt
Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545 3416 3417 3418

April 6, 1987

Mr George Miller

Chairman, Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families

385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Miller,

Social and Demographic
Research Institute

Enclosed, per your request, are the corrections to the transcript of my oral
testimony at your committee's hearings on "The Crisis in Homelessness "

Your letter asks for my "for the record" answers to two questions, one
concerning support systems and the other concerning flexibility of programs,
that should be addressed in any proposed new legislation to aid the plight of
homeless families I respond as follows,

First, I think it bad policy to try to address the problems of homeless
families apart from the larger problem of homelessness in society at large, To
do so poses the risk of a large number of fragmented policies, each directed at
small pieces of the overall problem, rather than a comprehensive, coordinated
Federal attack on the problem as a whole As things currently stand, we may
well be headed towards one set of programs aimed at homeless families and
children, another set of programs aimed at the homeless mentally ill, yet
another set of programs aimed at homeless veterans, perhaps another set of
programs aimed at homeless alcohol abuserq, and no coherent set of policies
aimed at homelessness itself

Secondly, any serious, coherent attack on the problem of homelessness at large
must begin by addressing the crisis in low income housing The broad
dimensions of the housing problem are sketched in my paper, "The Low Income
Housing Supply and the Problem of Homelessness," a copy of which I enclose
There will be growing numbers of homeless people and of homeless families so
long as the trends described in that paper continue, of that, one may be
absolutely certain

Your first specific question asks, "What support systems are necessary to allow
families to remain together before an eviction becomes inevitable, while they
are searching for temporary shelter, once they have fount' shelter, and finally
in obtaining suitable, low cost housing'," The answer to the first and last
parts of your question is clear the necessary "support system" is more
income As to the second and third parts, the testimony of other witnesses at
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your hearings pointed to a very significant problem, namely, that the existing
shelter system iF not set up to provide shelter to intact families, either
short or 1^^; ,erm There is a pressing need nationally to build shelters
designed to address the unique needs of these intact but homeless families

What would such a shelter look like? First, it would provide privacy and a
sense of "territory" for the family It would provid secure and quiet space
for the children to do their homework It would provide private cooking and
eating quarters so that the family could share their meals in a more or less
normal fashion It would provide conjugal privacy for the adults In short,
such a shelter, ideally designed, would hl a low income housing complex

I, for better or worse, am a researcher, not a service provider, and so I have
nothing specific to add in regard to your second question The testimony of
the service providers present at the hearing will, I am sure, be more
informative than anything I would have to say

Sincerely,

,

J mes D Wright
'rector of Research

En:losure

JDW td
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introduction

Homelessness is a social problem that has begun to attract the

attention of the popular media, academic researchers, advocacy groups, and

social policy makers There is little consensus even on the correct

definition of 'homelessness," much less on the precise magnitude of the

problem Indeed, current estimates of the homeless population vary from a

low of about 350.000 to a high of 3 or 4 million There is general agieement

among most observers, however, that the nure,ers of homeless have increased,

perhaps dramatically, in the past ten years

Homeless people have always existed in American society, of course

Historically, this population was seen to consist mainly of 'hoboes"

(transient men who 'rode the rails' and whose style of life was frequently

romanticized in the pulp novels of an earlier era) and "Skid Row bums'

(older, usually white, men whose capacity for independent existence had been

compromised by chronic alcoholism Scholarly interest in Skid Row spawned

an expansive ethnographic literature, but the homeless received no sustained

policy attention, they and their problems were largely invisible to social

policy makers and to the American public at large

Today, the situation is different Homeless and destitute people can be

seen every day on the streets of any large American city, only the most

callous remain oblivious to their existence The traditional homeless

population has been supplemented by what is now called the 'new homeless.'

and it is this latter group that has been mainly responsible for the

increased attention being given to the problem

The nature of the new homeless" is well illustrated by the changing

demographic profile of the homeless population One study (Wright et al
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1985) has reported that the average age of a sample of homeless New York City

men declined from 44 1 years to 36 5 years between the late 1960's and the

early 1980's, during the same period, the fraction white dropped from 49% to

15%, and the average years of education increased from 9 to 11 years As

aany others have also noted, the homeless population today is clearly much

younger, better educated, and more heavily dominated by racial and ethnic

minorities than in years past There has also been an apparent increase in

the numbers of homeless women and children

What accounts for the rpparently sharp increase in the numbers of

homeless people? For that matter, is the trend even real, or is it an

illusion created by the amount of public attention now focussed on the

problem' We argue here that the increasing pioblem of homelessness is not

illusory, that it is in fact a growing problem, moreover, that the problem

was destined to grow (and is destined to continue growing) because of larger

structural developments in society as a whole

The argument can b- quickly summarized The past ten years have

witnessed a virtual decimation of the low in, ome housing supply in most large

American cities During the same period, the poverty population of the

cities has increased substantially Less low income housing for more by

income people pre-destines an inc-ase in the numbers without housing The

coming of the new homeless, in short, has been in the cards' for years and

will continue unabated so long as low income housing continues to disappear

from the urban scene

Our position, in a phrase, is that in ce flu! line of_ontilysis

homelessness 15 A_bousint problem This perhaps seems too obvious to mention

(much less to serve as a major theme), except that much that has been written
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about homelessness makes reference to the housing problem only in passing,

the more basic focus being on problems of unemployment. or on

deinstitutionalization and attendent issues of mental health, or on aicohol

and other substance abuse, or on the cutbacks in social welfare spending by

the Reagan administration All of these, to be sure, are important factors.

viewed structurally. however. the trends discussed here in the poverty

housing supply and the poverty population conspire to create a housing "game"

that increasing numbers are destined to lose Much of the literature is

focussed on who the 'losers' are. our interest here is in the nature of the

game itself (11.

LOw Incolme Bousin, end the _Poverty Population

That housing in the United States has
become general.; more expensive in

recent decades will come as no surprise The average price of single family

dwellings sold in 1970 was $23,000, in 1980. the figure was $62,200. and in

1983, $70,300 (Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1985 729) More to

the present point. the median gross monthly rent for renter occupied units

has shown an equivalent trend in 1970, the median monthly rent was $108. in

1980, $243, and in 1983. $315 (Statistical Ab..ract. 1985 736), in most

cities. of course, low income housing consists almost exclusively of rental

units

The general effect of inflation on the supply of low income rental

housing is illustrated by the trend in the total number of units nation-wide

renting for $80 or less per month In 1970, these units numbered some 5 5

million, in 1980, 1 1 million, and in 1983. 650,000 (Statistical Abstract.

1985 736, see also Bassuk. 1984 41) A family who could afford to spend no

more than $80 per month on rent would therefore have
seen its supply of
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potential housing cut nearly in half in the brief span of three years, and

cut by nearly 90% over the longer term

A second large-scale trend pertinent to the purposes of this paper, not

quite so well known as the first, is the recent increase in the percentage of

US citizens living at or below the pcverty level This percentage exceeded

20% up through the early 1960's, but had fallen to 14 7% by 1966 and to

12 6% by 1970 The rate hovered between 12 6% and 11 1% throughout the

1970's, with no obvious trend in either direction Beginning in 1980, the

poverty percentage started to climb The 1980 figure. 13 Ot, was the highest

figure recorded since 1969, and the poverty rate has continued to climb

since to 14 0% in 1981. to 15 0% in 1982, and to 15 2% in 1983, higher even

than the 1966 figure (Statistical Abstract. 1965 454)

For present purposes, the period between 1980 and 1983 is of particular

interest because it spans the emergence of public concern over the problem of

homelessness The rather sudden upwelling of concern can be indexed by the

number of listings under 'homelessness' in the Fe,Ider's Guide to Periodicil

Literature In 1975, there were no listings In 1980, there were also no

listings In 1981, there were 3 listino. in 1982. 15. in 1983. 21, and in

1984. 32 Clearly, during the early years of the 1980's, nomelessness became

a 'hot topic '

Based on the evidence so far reviewed, this emerging concern over the

problem is understandable Indeed, it is a reasonable inference from these

data that never befgre in VOStWAr American historiLayp22r people

competed for_ so_iew Atiordatle dwellime units In itself, this is not news

much has been written in the past decade about the low-income housing crisis,

especially in the big cities what has not yet been discussed in adequate
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detail is the apparent connection between this housing crisis and the rise of

the homelessness problem. The new homeless," we suggest, are best

conceptualized as the losers in this increasingly unfavorable housing

competition

The Situation in the Large Cities

Aggregate national data such as those so far discussed illustrate the

broad outlines of the low-income housing 'squeeze" but lack concrete detail

of the sort readily available for specific cities through the Bureau of the

Census' Annual Housing Surveys These surveys are done periodically in all

the ation's large cities, at roughly five year intervals We focus here

only on the twenty largest US cities, and within the group of 20, only on the

12 cities that were surveyed at least once in the 1980 1983 period (Data

for cities surveyed in 1984 and 1985 are not yet available ) The cities

included in the analysis are Anaheim. Atlanta, Baltimore. Boston, Dallas,

Detroit, Minneapolis, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. and

Wa..hington DC

The cities not included in this analysis bear some mention First, the

nation's three largest c, i : New York. Los Angeles, and Chicago, are

excluded In both New York and Los Angeles, the homelessness problem 1 :,

particularly severe Seattle is also excluded, that city boasts the largest

shelter for homeless men to be found Anywhere in the nation west of the

Mississippi River (The other "top 20" cities excluded here are Cleveland,

Houston, Milwaukee, and St Louis ) Our sense is that the homelessness

situation, on the averabe, is certainly no better in the cities excluded

from this analysis than in the ones for which data are available (2].

The Annual Housing Surveys provide a wealth of detail on a city's
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housing stock, both rental and owner-occupied units We focus here

exclusively on the rental stock, and even more particularly, on the number of

rental units available at various levels of gross monthly rent All rental

units, including publicly subsidized units, are included in these counts (3]

In order to work with concrete dollar values, we began with the

official Federal poverty levels for a family of three persons in each of the

years covered in this analysis (see Table One) We chose the three-person

poverty line simply because the average US household consists of ahout three

people. All cities covered here were surveyed at least once between 1977 and

1979, so we took the 1978 poverty level ($5784 for a family of three) as a

baseline figure All cites were re-surveyed in 1981, 1982, or 1983, the

official poverty lines for these three years are also shown in the table.

The "official" Federal poverty lines are, of course, arbitrary and

much - disputed values, we use them here only because they are available for

use Many observers '(e g Beeghley, 1984) feel, rather strongly, that many

households above the official poverty line live, nonetheless, in objectively

impoverished conditions [4]

In order to get from the poverty figures to a maximum affordable gross

monthly rent, and therefore to an estimate of the low income housing supply,

we need some estimate of the maximum percentage of income a family can

"afford" to spend on rent, and this is a tricky (and, again, rather

contentious) question Mortgage lenders and the US Department of Housing and

Urban Development routinely recommend that a household spend no more than 25%

of its income on housing Stone (1983) makes the point that this would vary

by income level households with very large incomes can afford to spend more

than 25% on housing, since plenty of cash would still remain for other
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expenditures, likewise, families with extremely low incomes might not be a,

to afford as much as 25% on housing if she remaining 75% were not adequate to

cover other necessities. It is also true, empirically, than many poor

families pay considerably more than 25% of their income on rent alone,

whether they can "afford" to or not.

For present purposes, we will simply assume that poor households can

afford to spend 40% (but no more than 40%) of their out-of-pocket cash income

on housing. The calculation of the Federal poverty figures is itself based

on the assumption that a poor family will spend a third of its income on

food, spending another 40% on housing would leave only about a quarter of the

income to be spent on all other things--on transportation, medical care,

entertainment, clothing, education, and so on. Obviously, a poor family

spending a third of its income on food and two-fifths on its housing is

living very close to the economic edge under the best of circumstances.

Given the poverty lines and the 40%-on-housing assumption, the

calculation of a maximum affordable gross monthly rent is straightforward

In 1978, the figure is $193 per month (40% of $5,784 divided by 12) In

1981, the figure is $242 a month: it, :982, $256 a month, and in 1983, $265 a

month The gross rent figures are reported in categories in the Annual

Housing Surveys, so we rounded to the nearest category, the actual monthly

rents used in the analysis are reported in Table One as "Rent Cutoffs "

These "rent cutoffs" in hand, it is an easy matter to count up the

number of rental units in each city whose monthly cost is at or below the

cutoff These numbers are reported in the table as the number of low income

rental units available in the city We also report two measures of the size

of each city's poverty population the number of families below the poverty

2 2
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line and the number of individuals below the poverty line. Having begun with

a hypothetical three-person household, we also report the number of poverty

individuals divided by three (In other words, this last entry simply cuts

up the city's poverty population into arbitrary three-person units )

The results are dramatic and, with only a few exceptions, .Pery similar

city to city. In almost all cases, each city registers a sharp decline in

the number of low income housing units (as defined above) and a sharp

increase in the number of low income people.

The general pattern iF exemplified in the results for Detroit and

Philadelphia. the two largest cities among these twelve. In the late

1970's, the Detroit housing stock included some 183,000 rental units within

the means of a family at the poverty level., in the same era, there were some

58,000 poverty-level families and some 279,000 poor people. Even using our

arbitrarily defined 0.cee-person " household" as the basic housing-consumer

unit, the supply of low income housing still exceeded the low income housing

demand, by an approximate factor of two.

By the early 1980's (1981, in the Detroit case), the number of low

income housing iaits had declined to 135,000, ihich represents a 26% decline

over the late-1970's slue, while the number of poor people had increased to

522,000--an increase of some 87%. Again taking the arbitrary three-person

unit as the measure of housing demand, the data suggest, as of the early

1980's, 174,000 "consumer units" competing for 135,000 affordable rentals

The apparent glut of low income housing in Detroit in the late 70's had

disappeared by 1981, having bee.: replaced by what appears to be an obvious

and perhaps severe shortage

The trends in Philadelphia are similar Between the late 70's and Cie
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early 80'., the numbti of log income rental units in Philadelphia declined

from '111,000 to 157,000--a decline of 26% In the same period, the number of

poor people increased from 516,000 to 708,000--an increase of 37%

Across all 12 cities shown in the table, there were some 2,522,030 poor

people at Time One and about 3,425,000 at Time Two This is a percentage

increase in the poverty population in these cities of 36% At the same time,

the number of low income rental units across all 12 cities declined from

1,607,000 units to 1,128,000 units - -a decline of about 30% Given these

developments, it was inevitable that the trend lines would sooner or later

cross, or in other words, that a time would come when there were more poor

people than housing for them That time arrived in the early 1980's, and the

rLse of the "new homeless" appears to have been one direct consequence

It is, of course, true that the trends indicated in Table One do not

logically require an increase in homelessness. An increase in the average

number of poor people per unit is the obvious alternative, and there is some

evidence to suggest that this has happened (Hartman, 1983 2/; There is,

however, some limit to the number of bodies that can squeezed into a

single hovel, and perhaps the limit has been reached

It is also true t'at the characteristics of the homeless population make

them relatively less probable beneficiaries of any "doubling up" tendencies

Many, for example, are profoundly estranged
from their families of origin and

have few if any friends they could turn to Many, likewise, are recently

deinstitutionalized chronic mental patients, many of whom were institutional-

ized in the first place because their families no longer wanted them Some

are chronic alcoholics or drug users, some have extended prison records; and

so on As housing gets tighter and tighter. the elements of the poverty
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population just sketched will tend to be the first ones "turned out "

The "bottom line" to this discussion, in our opinion, is that between

the late 1970's and the early 1980's, the poverty population increased quite

sharply, while the supply of low income housing dwindled Just as sharply; at

virtually the same time, the visibility of the homelessness problem

increased, as did the amount of attention devoted to the problem It is hard

to imagine that this is sheer coincidence

Factors that Have Affected the Low Income Housing Supply

What accounts fo- the sudden and dramatic loss of low income housing in

the large cities? It is obvious that the general rate of inflation in

consumer prices for all commodities is a major villain, but it is not the

whole story Inflation will increase the price that must be paid for a

particular housing unit, but at least the unit is still there Not so the

units bulldozed to the ground to make way for urban renewal or for the

revitalization of "downtown." What we have witnessed in the past few years

is not just an increase in the average price of rental housing, but an

absolute loss of low income units through outright destruction or through

conversion to other, more profitable uses

The approximate dimensions of the rental housing loss ha,,e been

estimated by Downs (1983 77 - 78) Between 1974 and 1979, the net loss

(urr's created less units withdrawn) averaged some 360,000 rental units

annually. As Downs remarks, "nowhere near enough rental units were being

constructed to replace those withdrawn from use" (p 78). Hartman, in the

same vein, has noted the decreasing supply of rermal housing because of

inadequate construction levels, conversion of apartments to condominiums, and

abandonment of rental units " (1983. 17) Most observers would agree that
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this situation has worsened in the early years of the 1980's and that the

lost rental units have been drawn very
disproportionately from the low income

housing stock. as Hartman's list of causal factors directly implies

National data on the types of rental units being decimated apparently do

not exist. There is a small literature on one particular type of low income

unit bearing directly on our concerns% the so-called "single room occupancy"

(SRO) boarding houses that have traditionally figured prominently as the

"housing of last resort" for the socially and economically marginal

population. The elimination of SRO housing has been called 'a widespread

trend across the country" (Special Committee on Aging, 1978: 24). Again,

there are no national figures, but the numbers in specific cities provide

some indication of the extent of the trend:

In San Francisco, a single development project (the Yerba Buena project)

itself wiped out more than 4,000 units of SRO housing (Special Committee on

Aging, 1978% iv) Various urban renewal efforts in Seattle caused a net loss

of low income rentals amounting to some 16,200 units--half the downtown

rental housing stock (lbid, p. 4). New York suffered a 21t loss of rooms in

sixteen month period in the late 1970's Seattle suffered a loss of 15,000

units, while in Boston, the number of rooming houses dropped from almost 1000

to 37 in the past two decades" (Fodor, 1985% 3). In Nashville, "between

September 1984 and December 1985, all but one of the few remaining SRO's were

closed or demolished" (Nashville Coalition for the Homeless, 1986, 3)

Similar patterns no doubt characterize a wide range of American cities

Tho SRO's, and low income rental housing in general, have suffered

considerably in the much-lauded effort to "revitalize the cities " A recent

national study of the phenomenon (Newman and Owen, 1982) shows that, overall.
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some 5% of all residential moves in urban areas represent forced relocation

(that is,, unwanted displacement) According to one calculation, this

represents some 2.5 million displaced persons each year (Hartman, 1983, 21)

Characteristics of the residentially displaced include high housing cost

burdens (rents as a fraction of income), central city residence, being on

welfare, and low levels of educational achievement The analysis produced a

consistent picture of lower income families being most susceptible to

displacement" (Newman and Owen, 1962. 2)

There are many factors that have been discussed .n connection with the

revitalization of downtown and its impact on the low income housing supply,

of which three seem particularly important, arson whose effect on the low

income housing supply is only dimly appreciated, abandonment and

"disinvestment", and gentrification One recent study (Brady, 1983) bears

particular attention it confirms that all three of these factors are

intimately connected and have had strongly deleterious effects on the stock

of low income housing in many of the large cities.

"The deadly crime of arson is spreading at an alarming rate in the

United States, leaving whale city neighborhoods devastated in its wake"

(Brady, 1983. 1) The exact dimensions of the arson problem are obviously

uncertain, but it Js clear that arson has become an enormously large problem

Between 1951 and 1977, the number of arson reports to the National Fire

Protection Association increased from 5,600 to some 177,000, these figures,

in Brady's opinion, "understate the seriousness of the situation," since many

arson fires are presumably never recognized as such (1983: 3)

It is equally clear that arson is not a random phenomenon, in Boston at

least (and presumably elsewhere), "arson is tightly concentrated within

9 9
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certain poor Boston neighborhoods" (1983 6) Even within arson-prone

neighborhoods, there is a pattern "Arson is more common in buildings owned

by absentee landlords than in owner-occupied tenements," and is rare in

public housing projects (1983 6)

Brady also discusses the process of abandonment; as it happens,

abandonment and arson are closely related More than half of Boston's 3,000

arson fires from 1978 to 1982 occurred in abandoned buildings" (1983 9)

Abandonment patterns, in turn, "follow closely the discriminatory

mortgage-lending policies of banks which deny credit to certain districts of

the inner city"--a process well-known as "red-lining" (1983 10)

Abandonment, that is, is a process by which capital is "disinvested" in the

central cities and thus freed for more profitable reinvestment elsewhere

In Brady's analysis, both arson and abandonment are also directly

related to the gentrification of the central cities, Crudely put,

gentrification is a process by which low income housing is converted to

middle and upper middle class housing, often via conversion to condominiums

or up-scale apartment complexes, or to commercial space for businesses

serving a middle and upper middle class clientele
Gentrification thus lies

at the heart of the efforts to "revitalize downtown "

There are, as Brady puts it, three main advantages to a developer

considering conversion in having a "friendly fire" on the premises First, a

good blaze renders the building uninhabitable, which provides grounds for

evicting the existing low income clientele (Eviction of existing tenants is

frequently the major obstacle to conversion L.' most cities ), Secondly, the

same blaze guts the interior of the building and therefore undercuts 6 major

cost of conversion Finally, the insurance settlement on the fire provides

9 )
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ready capital to finance the renovation

Brady quotes then City Councilman and now Mayor of Boston Ray Flynn

"I am convinced that there is a correlation between building con ersion and

arson There is nothing so effective as fire for circumventing eviction

procedures. Just look at the money being made by conversions It is second

only to the lottery in the amount of money you can make in one shot" (1983 17)

Brady, of course, is not the first to remark the effects of "urban

revitalization" and associated processes on the low income housing supply

"Gentrification, condominium conversion, and abandonment exacerbate the

(housing] problem by removing rental housing from the market, driving up

rents in the remaining apartments, and uprooting tenants from their

communities" (Atlas and Dreier, 1980 14) The result is a "widening

shortage of housing," particularly on the low income side Likewise, Hartman

enumerates the factors involved in the housing displacement of poor central

city residents "gentrification, undermaintenance, eviction, arson, tent

increases, mortgage foreclosures, ( ), conversions, demolition, 'planned

shrinkage,' and historical preservation" (1983 21)

In the 1960's and even in the early 1970's, families displaced by these

"revitalization" processes would often be relocated, for better or worse, in

publicly-subsidized low-income housing projects In the late 1970's and

especially in the 1980's, however, the Federal government drastically reduced

its subsidies for tne construction of low income housing (Atlas and Dreier,

1980. 23, see also Hartman, 1983 1 - 3) Today, there is virtually no low

income housing being built anywhere (Si, and yet the demand (or rather, the

need) for low income housing is, if anything, increasing What, then,

becomes of the displaced now that public housing is no longer a viable
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alternative' If the analysis reported here is even approximately correct,

then some of displacedno doubt, the most vulnerable among themremain more

or less permanently displaced, and these, we suggest, have come to be known

as the new homeless "

Conclusion

It was possible to write, as early as 1972, that the United States is

in the midst of a severe housing crisis' (Stone, 1972 31) In ten years,

the urban housing situation has changed from critical to catastrophic The

recent increase in the urban poverty population, coupled with a sharp

reduction in the amount of available low income housing, have conspired to

create a new class of urban homeless Arising in tandem with the emergence

of this class is a new tier of social service agencies, advocates, social

workers, and others to minister to the human suffering that has resulted

'What to do about homelessness?" is a question that now commands

considerable attention among researchers, advocates, and social policy

makers Most of the answers that have so far been provided are ameliorative

in character the homeless need more and better shelters, food, community

mental health services, alcohol education and counselling, medical care, job

counselling and placementand on through the list of basic human needs All

of these, to be sure, are genuine needs, and the effort to respond to them is

compassionate and laudable But, in the first instance, the homeless need

housing, and nothing short of providing more low income housing will solve

the homelessness problem 16)

The point, it appears, is not lost to the homeless themselve3 Ball

and Havassy (1984) have recently reported results from a "needs assessment'

survey based on interviews with 112 homeless people in the San Fransisco
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area In one queetion, respondents were asked to identify the most

important issues you face or problems you have trying to make it in San

Francisco or generally in life " No place to live indoors' was the most

common response. mentioned by 94%. no money" was second, mentionet. by 88%

These were the only responses mentioned by at least half the sample

Every study yet done of the homeless has reported a range of social and

personal pathologies Depending upon sample. definitions, and the

professional interests of the investigators. somewhere between 29% and 551 of

the homeless are reported to have a serious drinking problem. somewhere

between 10% and 30% are reported to have a problem with other substance

dependencies, and somewhere between 2011 and 841 are reported to be

emotionally disturbed or mentally ill (Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental

Health Roundtable. 1983), Other common problems include prior criminal

records, a history of psychiatric hospitalization, physical or sexual abuse

as children, profound estrangement from family and friends, and so on

In some sense, of course, these factors are appropriately cited as the

'cause' of person's homelessness. Just as consistent bad luck can be cited

as the 'cause" of losing at cards Given a game that s,me are destined to

lose, in other words, it is appropriate to do research on who the losers turn

out to be But we should not mistake an analysis of the losers for an

analysis .74 the game itself The data reported here suggest that in a

hypothetical world where there were no alcoholics, no drug adoicts, no

mentally ill, no deinstitutionallzation movement, indeed, no personal or

social pathologie- .t ell. there would still be a formidable homelessness

problem, simply because at this stage in American history. there is not

enough low income housing to accomodate the poverty population The new

2 3 I )
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homeless. wv suggest, are to be seen largely as victims of housing economy

that is, assuredly, not of thIlr own making
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TABLE ONE

Trends in Low Income Housing
of Twelve

and in the Poverty
large US Cities

77-79 1981

5786 7250

Population

Poverty Level. Family of Three

1982

7693

1983

7938

60% of Poverty Level/12 193 24? 256 265

Rent Cutoff 109 749 249 274

SMSA Total.

1 AnaheiN

N Lev Income Units 44700 18900

N. Low Income Families 17000 44000

N. Low Income Persons 107000 715000

N. Low Income Persons/3 35700 71700

2 Atlanta

N. Low Income Units 105300 71700

N, Low Income Families 39000 690U0

N. Low Income Persons 193000 273000

N, Low Income Fersons/3 61000 91300

3 Baltimore

N Low Income Units '4800 66300

N Low income FamIllel 37000 48000

N Lou Incom Persons 152000 233000

N Low Income Persons /3 50700 77700

4 Boston

N. Low Income Units 155300 112000

N Low Income Families 48000 40000

N Low Income Persons 29,000 ?,1000

N. Low Income Persons/1 99000 87000

S Dallas

N. Low Income Units 103200 82800

N. Low Income Families 2E000 47000

N, Low Income Persons 127000 231000

N. Low Income Persons/3 42300 77000

6 Detroit

N. Low Income Units. 182900 135000

N Low Income ram.lies 58000 115000

N Low Income Per%onf. 279000 S22000

1,o4 Income Pertosil 93000 1740f,

o 9
<- o 4-..,
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77-79 1981 1982 19831 Minneapolis

N, Low Income Units 108100 75000
N, Low Income Families 22000 20000
N, Low Income Persons 108000 108000
N, Low Income persons /3 36000 36000

8 Newark

N, Low Income Units 94800 87300
N. Low Income Families 45000 40000
I' Low Income Persons 204000 183000
N, Low Income Persons/3 68000 61000

9 Philadelphia

N, Low Income Units 211000 157000
N, Low Income Families 116000 155000
N, Low Income Persons 516000 708000
N, Low Income Persons/3 172000 236000

10 Pittsburgh

N, Low Income Units 151100 107100
N, Low Income Families 26000 32000
N, Low Income Persons 123000 153000
N, Low Income persons /3 41000 51000

11 San Francisco

N, Low Income Units 174800 110500
N, Low Income Families 43000 62000
N, Low Income Persons 234000 288000
N, Low Income Persons/3 78000 96000

12 Washington DC

N, Low Income Units 174000 104900
N, Low Income Families 37000 48000
N, Low Income Persons 192000 249000
N. Low Income persons /3 64000 83000

SOURCES. All housing data reported here are taken from the US Bureau
of the Census, Current Housing Reports' Housing Characteristics for
Selected Metropolitan Areas, for various cities and years. The data
on poverty families and individuals are taken from the US Bureau of
the Census. Current Population Reports:

Characteristics of the
Population Below the Poverty Level, again for various cities and
years,
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Footnotes

(11 It would, of course, be wrong to say that homelessness is lusc a housing

problem Like every other social problem, this too is doubtlessly complex
and caused or exacerbated by a large number of factors, chief among them
being the factors just noted in the text. At the same time, it is also true
that the low income housing situation, as analyzed here, forms the background

against which other factors u..fold An inadequate low income housing supply
is probably not the proximate cause of homelessness in most cases, but it is
the ultimate cause of homelessness in all cases

(21 In March, 1985, The Rohert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Pew Memorial
Trust funded "Health Care for the Homeless" programs in each of 19 large US

cities One among many criteria used to select cities was the apparent
severity of the homelessness problem in each city. In this connection, it is
useful to note that seven of the twelve cities included in this analysis are
also Johnson-Pew sites,' among the remaining eight (of the twenty largest

cities): six are Johnson-Pew sites (The six remaining sites are not among

the twenty largest US cities )

(3] In the tonal Housing Surveys, "gross monthly rent" equals the contract
rent plus the estimated monthly costs of utilities in units where utilities
are not included in the contract rent. In publicly subsidized units, the

amount of the subsidy is deducted from the gross monthly rent The estimated

gross monthly rents used in this paper therefore approximate the actual
out-of-pocket housing costs to the tenant, regardless of whether utilities
are or are not included in the rent and regardless of whether the unit is or

is not subsidized

It is a common misconception that most poor people receive at least some

housing subsidy In fact, the proportion of poor households living in

subsidized units is only about 25 - 30% (Downs, 1983* 19 - 20).

(41 It is true, on the other hand, that the poverty calculation is based on
personal income and does not make any allowance for 'income in kind," that
is, benefits received by poor persons from government social welfare

programs How to adjust the poverty figures for these benefits (known
generically as "supplemental income programs," or SIP's) is a matter of much

controversy Beeghley (1980 provides a comprehensive discussion of these

issues

(51 Hartman has noted that the current "budget authority for HUD's low
income housing programs is about 2 per cent of what it was when President
Reagan took office" (1983 1) Reagan's policies have "virtually ended all

programs that directly add, through construction and substantial
rehabilitation, to the stock of housing available to lower income

households "

(6] This, of course, is not to argue that the problem of "housing the
homeless" is a unidimensional one Various groups within the homeless

2 3 ,1
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population have unique and highly specialized housing needs The housing
needs of homeless chronically mentally ill per.ons will clearly not be met by
simply building a new public housing project, the housing needs of homeless
alcoholics will not be met by simply opening new flophouses or SRO's, etc
That many of the homeless suffer one or another disability (physical, mental,
economic, or social), and therefore have specialized housing needs, does not,
however, undercut our major point, that the principal need is for housing
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_ACM;
Association For Children Of New Jersey

'Cq e 0'02 :C, n43 RE't,
t 3. .. N., CoC tC,, rt,

As Congressman Coats requested two copies of our report,

hot Enough to Live On A Survey of Living Costs and Conditions
of Head Start Families In Nowark, are enclosed.

Also attached, in reference to Mr. Coats' concerns, is a
survey of current services (federal) available to homeless families
and how those programs hose decreased in relation to an increase
in need.

[Report entitled "Not Enough to Live On: A Survey of Living Costs
and Conditions of Head Start Families in Newark," and a survey of
current services (federal) available to homeless families and how
those programs have decreased in relaiion to an increase in need, are
retained in committee files].
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ACMJ'
Assooabon For Children Of New Jersey

May 19, 1987

Honorable George Miller, Chairman
Select Camuttee on Children, Youth & Families
U.S. House of Representatives

Room 385, House Annex 2

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am writing in response to your two
questions related to he hearing, "The Crisis inHomelessness: Effects on Children and Families:"

I. that support systems are necessary to allow families to remain together:

- before an eviction becomes inevitable,

- while they are semodhing for temporary shelter,
- once they have found shelter, and, finally,
- in obtaining suitable, low-cost housing?

2. In any proposed legislation to prevent
or ameliorate homelessness among families,

what amproents Should we ccosider to assure flexibility in meeting an individualfamily's needs and to prevent them from having to break up in order to receiveservices?

Before discussing any specific proposals
for addressing the support needs ofhomeless or imminently homeless

families, it must be stressed that there is aclear need for a strong national policy for family preservation. Dee key step inadvancing such a policy would be
revisions to P.L.96 -272, the Federal Adoption

Assistance and Child Welfare Act, which would
specify that provision of housingand other basic needs is a necessary preventive step to be taken in order to avoidout -of -bane placement.

Provision of these needs should be in the form which bestassists the family - ranging from direct
short-term cash assistance (for backrent, for example) to emergency shelter or food assistance. Such a step would goa long way in clarifying that the

intent of the Act is aimed at preservingfamulieswhenever possible and allowing for out-of-home placement only when achild is in actual danger in his or her bane.

For families, equally important to actually
providing these services is the methodin which they are provided. At this time, states vary as to how they provideemergency assistance to families, but in most states, it is an uncoordinated anddisheartening system, at best.

In New Jersey, for example, Title IV -A emergency assistance money is availablethrough the county welfare system, limited emergency funds for some families is
available through the Division of Youth & Family Services, money for preventing

17 Academy Street Sew 709 Newark New Jersey 07107 701 /643 3876
Post Ortrce Box 634 Bello-ram, r New Jersey 09031 609/854 2661
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homelessness among families is available through tle Department of Community

Affairs and each of these various agencies have systemic red tape, rules and
regulations that are prohibitive to farm lies in need. No cx.- entity is currently

responsible for coordinating these existing services and provio.ng case management
to assist families facing emergencies such as homelessness and h'inger. Parents,

therefore, are forced to negotiate unwieldy and unnecessarily complicated systems
in order to receive the assistance they need to maintain their families.

Another essential bcep needed is for the federal government to re-assume its
historic commitment to low income housing. Programs which made affordable housing

available to our least affluent families have been slashed more substantially than
any other major federal activity over the past decade. In development of new
subsidized units, for example, the total amount of units dropped from 321,000 in

1981 to 154,000 in 1983, and this trend continues. In addition, many formerly
available subsidized units have been lost due to poor management and neglect which

rendered the buildings uninhabitable. Existing HUD Section 8 vouchers are
virtually unusable in many areas of the country since decent rental housing no
Longer exists within the HUD rental limits. In addition, within the next 5 years

much of the limited existing affordable housing will be lost as owners of HUD-
subsidized properties begin to exercise 'pre-payment early buyout),

options.

There is a clear, demonstrated need for increased federal assistance in
subsidizing, preserving, constructing and rehabilitation of affordable housing.
Without this commitment, the number of homeless families in this country will

continue to grow, since all the supports or services in the world cannot house

families where housing does not exist.

with that said, there are some very specific supports that fama.lies in each of the

circumstances you raise can benefit from:

A. Tb Prevent Eviction:

Several innovative programs exist which are successfully helping families to
stay in their homes particularly during times of temporary financial crisis.
In New Jersey there have been at least two initiatives which, though limited in
funding and scope, have proven to be relatively successful in preventing
eviction. One is the use of Rent-Abatement monies to assist families
threatened with imminent eviction(usually due to a dispute with a landlord

over maintenance and utility matters). I have attached a summary of the
Trenton, N.J., Rent Abatement Program for your information:

Another program, this one runs on a state-wide basis, is New Jersey's

Homelessness Prevention Program. This program provides direct funding
assistance to families ranging from rent arrearages and related legal fees to

mortgage payments or security deposits. Despite funding and administrative
limitations, this program has helped to prevent eviction of families by
providing the immediate, short-term funding needed to stabilize families in

their homes. A copy of this program's 1985 report (their most recent) is
attached.

Families also need dependable, knowledgeable housing advocates in their
communities who can assist them not only in mediating disputes with landlords,
but by apprising them of their rights as tenants when they are threatened with

eviction or displacement. A large number of evictions are illegal, but meet

2 4 (
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famalies lack either the legal knowledge to know they can challenge an eviction
or the money necessary to pursue the matter in court. Though Legal Services,
Legal Aid and Tenants" OrganIzations exist in some communities as resources for
families, many families are already homeless before they cane to the attention
of these groups.

Housing advocates, both to prevent homelessness and to assist those families
losing their homes to find affordable, decent housing, should be an integral
part of any human services delivery system.

Finally, there must be In place, both nationally and within the states, strong
anti-discrimination and anti-displacement statutes. Our families need to be
protected from the blatant discrimination they face in today s tight housing
market as well as from current greedy and short-sighted market forces which are
pushing families from the few existing affordable housing units to make way for
condo conversion without making adequate housing provisions available to
those families.

B. Searching for na ira Shelter, While in Wmporary Shelter

We believe that families who become homeless for whatever reason should be
guaranteed immediate, decent, safe temporary shelter by their federal, state
and local governments. This shelter can be provided in a variety of ways:
through use of Title 1V-A Emergency Assistance funds, through creation of
family shelters, or through hospitality networks in the community, to name a
few options. The key component is that any family approaching a human service
system because they are homeless should be immediately assisted in locating and
paying for shelter.

While in temporary shelter, families need a variety of support services to
enable then to maintain their families while searching for suitable housing.
The range of needs is as varied as the many types of families that are homeless
these days. Some basic supports/assistance, however that are required
include:

1) Assistance with defining their circumstances and drawing upon all resources
that are available to than. Many homeless families are not receiving income
maintenance, food stamp and other suppo,ts to which they are entitled, which
could aid them in gaining some stability in their lives.

21 Shelters should offer a safe, secure base to families :tom which they can
conduct their housing searches, and where their pre-school age children can
be cared for while the parents are home-hunting: The vast majority of
family shelters close down in the morning and do not re-open until the
evening. What parent, single or otherwise, can be expected to conduct a
serious housing search from pay phones while also carrying around their
young children?

3) Families need to have knowledgeable workers assisting them in their housing
searches. In the critically tight housing market facing families in New
Jersey and many other portions of the country today, it is often impossible
for a family to locate and obtain suitable housing in a reasonable period of
time without assistance. In New Jersey there are a few community
organizations which assist homeless people in locating housing. They have
found that parents often need assistance with transportation (many
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apartments merely advertise with FOR RENT signs in the windows) or with
negotiating with landlords - who are more likely to tent to single parents
when they are accompanied by a concerned agency representative who can vouch

for the family. In today .'s market, supportive assistance in housing
searches is essential.

4) Provisions must be made for school-aged children to be immediately placed in
school or, if that is not immediately possible, provisions for appropriate
daily tutoring nest be made. This is a very important, and often overlooked

issue. Many, if not most, school districts throughout the country require
permanent addresses before a child can be enrolled in a school. Children

without homes need the guaranteed stability that school can afford them.
Many children are currently suffering educational as well as psychological
set-backs - often permanent - because they are denied schooling or their
schooling is delayed. We nave heard of extremely bright children who are
being held back one or two grades because they missed key instruction while
homeless - and no remedial tutoring was made available. This should not be

allowed to happen.

5) In light of the growing length of time that homeless families,
realistically, must expect to spend in "temporary" shelter, accommodations
must be made that all than to maintain themselves in as close to "normal"

family conditions as possible. In particular, families must have access to
r- rest kitchen facilities from which they can prepare food and feed their

children. Few hotels/motels where families are sheltered have any sort of
kitchen facilities, with the result that homeless families are forced to
spend exorbitant amounts of money for pre-prepared food or fast food of
questionable nutritional value in order to feed their children.

6) Those families with special needs whether for financial management
counseling, medical attention, addiction problems, parenting assistance, job
training or psychiatric supports - need to be linked up with appropriate
corresponding community services. For female heads-of-households and
recently unemployed blue collar workers, in particular, assistance in job
training (or re-training) and employment placement could mean the difference
between a family being able to maintain a home or finding themselves
homeless, again,

C. (btaining Suitable, low-Incase Dousing

1) Again, many families need direct assistance in their housing search. This

can take a variety of forms ranging from help with search strategies and
transportation to direct landlord negotiations or contracts with existing

realtors. Though families must assume responsibility for finding housing
for themselves, it is both unreasonable and unjust in today's tight housing

market for administrators, legislators or service workers to expect already

over-burdened families to assume that responsibility without assistance.

2) Many families will require some sort of subsidization in order to locate
housing for themselves. This can take a variety of forms ranging from one
of the rare existing Section 8 subsidies to payment of security deposit by
some outside entity to winning or buying a place in the subsidized housing

that still exists. Sane states, such as Massachusetss, have pilot programs
where the state is heavily underwriting not only the initial security
deposit, but the monthly rent as well - finding it to be more cost effective
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in the long run to maintain these families rather than allow them to break
up.

3) Many formerly homeless families will need substantial assistance in
refurnishing their new hares. Most families lose all their furniture and
household goods when they lose their apartments or houses - since they
cannot afford storage costs. Only with community and government assistance
can they pull together the essentials necessary for decent, daily living.

4) Some families may require on-going support services in home management,
budgeting, parenting skills, mental health assistance, etc. A house alone
does not guarantee family stability to a family that has been living on the

edge. Realistic, compassionate and on-going supports must be available on

an as-needed basis to the families.

5) Families may need preliminary assistance in negotiating their new community
If they have found housing in a new neighborhood. They should be hooked up
with existing community support networks.

Many of the support services mentioned also address the flexibility required to
keep individual family units together. A basic issue that must be addressed, as

well, is the fact that the vast ma)ority of shelters availrnale to homeless people
today do not allow entire families to stay together. This r, changing, slowly,
but our service systems have yet to adequately recognize that whole families are
suffering through homelessness and to adapt their facilities accordingly. Fathers

and older male children should be able to stay with the mothers and other
children.

Any new legislation must be mindful of the new face of the homeless population.
Resources and programs already do exit which could meet many of the specific
needs of homeless families today if only the Family had ready access to than.
Services should be coordinated and made easily available to families, where they
are be'ag sheltered. It is inefficient and self-defeating to set up human service
delivery systems ciS mazes which force homeless people to exhaust their psychic and
material resources in order to receive the minimum of emergency assistance they
require.

Let us know if therc 13 any additional way in which ACN3 can assist the Select
Oamuttee in its important work.

Sincerely,

Tricia Fagan
Staff Associate

[Articles entitled The Rent Abatement Program" from Division of
Social Services, dated 1986, and "Preventing Homelessness In New
Jersey" A Report on the First Year of Operation of the New Jersey
Department of Community' Affairs Homelessness Prevention Pro-
gram, dated August, 1985, are retained in committee files]
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11.6. f)ottot of Reprtfitntatibtfi

Nancy Boxill, Ph.D.
760 Ashby St., SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30310

Dear Dr. Boxill

SILICT COW/MU ON
CNKONEN VOION AND FAMIUID
Meows Oet son. Mo.

Wmale4,0* DC 20615

March 30, 1997
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I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing before

the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at our healing,
The Crisis in Homelessness: Effects on Children and Families,' held
February 24, 1987, here in Washington. Your testimony was, indeed,
important to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the
hearing for publicst ion. It would be helpful if you would go over the

enclosed copy of your remarks to assure 'hat it is accurate,, and return
it to us within three day with any necessary Corrections.

It would also be helpful if you could answer the following questions for
inclusion in the record:

1. What support systems are necessary o allow families o remain
together before an eviction becomes inevitable, while they are

searching for temporary shelter, once they have found shelter, and
finally in obtaining suitable, low-cost housing/

2. In any proposed legislion o prevent or ameliorate homelessness
among families, what components should we consider to assure

flexibility in meeting an individual family's needs and o prevent
them from having to break up in order to receive aerVICea2

Let me again express my thanks, and that of 'he Other Metter, 01 the
Select Committee. Your participrlon contributed greatly toward making
the hearing success.

Sincerely,

GEORGE MILL).

Chairman

Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families

GM/I

Enclos.re
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RESPONSI. TO QUESTIONS OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE. MILLER. FROM NANCY ROXILL

.1. The cause of homelessness among single parent and two (2)
parent families v.ith children arc varied. Therefore the
support sstems inteded to present the circumstance of
homelessness must reflect a Nariet of needs. Narietv
is perhaps one (f the crucial elements of anv planned
program. Affoidahle, accessahle child are which Includes
provision for

a Infant ('are
b. Fxtended day or after school, care
c. Odd hour i.e., 3 11 p.m.

Mould pretest mothers to Mark hithOUt wom or eX,CSCINe
abscnces. 11(Nelopme ,f a 10% cost, pill,ate sector housing
hank v.ould permit families to he matched with available,
suitable housing within their budgets.

A review of comparable v.orth lob Indexing uitn local communities
Mould provide female heads of households the opportunitN
to seek and find et(ploNmenI that piol,Ides a decent standard
of liNing In short, the sstemic causes of homelessness
cannot be resolved on a less than systenic fundamental
change in our approach to guaranting American families
the Vert basics of surNiNal. food, clothing and shelter
is needed.

IL, Anv proposed legl,laTion dttcnr: at
1..(1fare reform with special atIenti),1 ',tandifd of
\((d, Presence of ,ate1,,, rxtended
H(alth and Pan Care Bt.:Alit,.

2 )
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